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20.0      Objectives 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

This unit is about translation of literary texts
learners will be able to:  

• Get the knowledge of various forms of literature

• Know the technique of translating literary texts keeping in 
audience; 

• Understand how to make the translation more beautiful, impressive and 
acceptable. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.1 Introduction 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is said that literature is the mirror of the society. Stories, novels, drama
travelogues, memoirs, biographies
other types of literature give us an idea of the people, their culture, geographical 
features and history of the concerned part of the world. By going through various 
literary texts we get a lot of such knowledge about all these things while enjoying the 
inherent beauty embedded in it.  

Translation of masterpieces from various languages has opened new windows for 
the unification of world cultures. When someone gets a chance to go through a 
classic written in a different language in his own language, s/he gets the knowledge 
of that alien culture and compares it to his/her own. This understanding sub
consciously brings him/her nearer to the people of that culture with a feeling of deep 
bondage of fraternity towards them. Thus 
entire world people and their cultures together
amazing and fast developing means of mass communication. 

It is therefore imperative, that we have 
characteristics, classification and other aspects of 
know the technique of translating such literature 
good and effective translation thereof.
discussed briefly in this unit; nevertheless it is inadequate and many other forms 
could not be included. However, the method of translating literary texts as given in 
this unit will guide you through while translating any type of s

20.1.1 Brief History of Literary Translation:

Literary translation is quite an age old phenomenon and has been being used by 
scholars of various parts of the world with the sole intention to transform classic 
works into their own language so that the knowledge embedded within can be catered 
to the general masses. This process was on even centuries ago when there was no 
paper or printing press. Scholars used to use palm leaves and sharp cutting 
instruments to scribe the text with much toil. Trn
Mahabharata, Ramayana, The Holy Bible, The Holy Quran, Bhagawadgita, Bhagwat 
etcetera in various languages both in prose and poetry is a glaring example.

A famous writer of one country gets translated into many other languages an
receives worldwide recognition within no time. 
possible. The works of Brazilian writer Paulo Coelho, for example, have been 
popular with the readers across the world because of translation. 
has been translated into eighty languages. Likewise, Gabriel Garcia Marquez's 
in the Time of Cholera and Victor Hugo's 
readers all over the world when they reached them through translation.
happened with many writers of repute. In the Indian context, Rabindranath Tagore is 
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of that alien culture and compares it to his/her own. This understanding sub
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amazing and fast developing means of mass communication.  

It is therefore imperative, that we have a brief knowledge of the forms, 
characteristics, classification and other aspects of various branches of literature

of translating such literature and have some practice to produce a 
translation thereof. Many of the literary forms have been 

discussed briefly in this unit; nevertheless it is inadequate and many other forms 
could not be included. However, the method of translating literary texts as given in 
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Translation:   

Literary translation is quite an age old phenomenon and has been being used by 
scholars of various parts of the world with the sole intention to transform classic 
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paper or printing press. Scholars used to use palm leaves and sharp cutting 
instruments to scribe the text with much toil. Trnaslation of epics like the 
Mahabharata, Ramayana, The Holy Bible, The Holy Quran, Bhagawadgita, Bhagwat 
etcetera in various languages both in prose and poetry is a glaring example. 

A famous writer of one country gets translated into many other languages an
receives worldwide recognition within no time. It is only translation that can make it 
possible. The works of Brazilian writer Paulo Coelho, for example, have been 
popular with the readers across the world because of translation. His work Alchemist 

een translated into eighty languages. Likewise, Gabriel Garcia Marquez's Love 
and Victor Hugo's Les Miserables were appreciated by 

readers all over the world when they reached them through translation.  This has 
iters of repute. In the Indian context, Rabindranath Tagore is 
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a bright example. He became the first Indian to receive Nobel Prize in Literature in 
1913. It was only through the translation of 
that he was recognized as a great poet all over the world.  

Gulliver’s Travels of Jonathan Swift has been translated into many languages for 
different purposes and for different audiences. The same text is read by children and 
the adult readers alike.  

20.1.2 Literary Translation: A Unifier 

As we know, our freedom struggle and later democratic struggles for social 
reformation had been greatly influenced by the translations of the works of Victor 
Hugo, Tolstoy, Rousseau, Gandhi, Tagore, Emile Zola, Maupassant, Gorky, Bankim 
Chandra, Premchand and Subramania 

In a multi-lingual country like India, 
national integration as it bridges the gap between the people of different states 
speaking different languages. Masterpieces available in one regional language a
translated into another language or English or vice versa to make them accessible to 
a different community of people speaking a different language.  Here in our 
we have the stories of Leo Tolstoy, Chekhov and Maupassant in English. Likewise, 
the novels and stories of our famous Writers like Fakir Mohan Senapati, Gopinath 
Mohanty and Pratibha Roy are available to the global audience in English 
translation. At the international level, it is through the translated books that the 
readers get an idea of the literature and cultures across the world. Translation gives 
global or international identity to a text or a writer by making it accessible to all.

Literary translation makes the world literature available in the regional languages 
and takes the literature in the regional languages to the audience around the world. 
The classics from all the countries are being translated into the local languages and 
the classics in the Indian languages are being translated into English and other 
foreign languages too. Thus exchange of literature from one country to another, and 
within the country from one state to another, have become a reality with the help of 
translation.  

Sahitya  Akademis at the Central level and state level, National Book Trust, 
regional literary associations, associations of translators
engage capable translators to translate the chosen classics from the foreign languages 
to the Indian languages and vice versa. In the recent years it has been noticed that the 
young non-resident Indians who do not know their languages are eager to read their 
literature in translation in the languages they know. Moreover, foreign readers and 
intellectuals show interest in Indian literature as they want to know the direction in 
which it is moving. Organization of literary festivals and book fairs all over the 
world   speak volumes about the relevance and significance of literary translation in 
our times. 

The Government of India has recently launched a new mission, Indian Literature 
Abroad (ILA) to popularize Indian literature among the foreign readers. Big Indian 
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publishing concerns like Penguin, Macmillan, Orient Longman, Oxford University 
Press, Harper-Collins, Hatchett etc as well as smaller regional publication houses 
like Gyanjug, Granthamandir, and Friends
literary masterpieces on a large scale.

The effect of globalization has been very much visible in the field of world 
literature. Because of the popularization of English, classics in the regional 
languages in various parts of the globe are made available in English for the benefit 
of the global readers.  Availability of the internet services in English has added to the 
relevance and popularity of literary translation, especially of the masterpieces 
various languages into English and other languages. The advanced communication 
networks keep the people connected and provide a good platform for cultural 
exchange, national integration as well as international co
avenues for the translation of the masterpieces and classics in one language into 
another language. 

Thus the national and cultural boundaries have 
classics of one country have become a part of the world classics through translation.  
It seems that they no longer belong to the language or culture in which they were 
originally written. 

Publication too is now-a-days not an issue. Earlier a writer or translator had to 
run from pillar to post for the publication of his work. Amazing development 
communication and information technology, especially the internet has now made it 
easy to publish volumes of texts with least toil. This has given tremendous 
momentum to the literary translation and endowed it with unlimited scope in the 
present times.  

Self-check exercise-1 

Fill in the blanks: 

1. Translation of masterpieces from various languages has opened new windows for 
the _________________________ of world cultures.

2. A literary translator should have a brief knowledge of the forms, characteristics, 
classification and other aspects of various branches of literature so that s/he can 
______________________those aspects in his translation text to give it a 

3. In olden days, learned people translated 
that the ______________________ embedded

4. A few examples of trnaslation of 
various languages both in prose and poetry 
_________________________, the _____________________

the _________________________. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.2   Translation of Literary Texts
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.2.1   What is A Literary Text  

By the word ‘literature’ we mean those printed, audio and digital texts that give a 
glimpse of human life and various other elements of nature we usually read or listen 
for entertainment or for the sake of knowledge. Literature always has an element of 
‘conscience’ embedded in it. The description keeps on haunting our conscience every 
now and then throughout.  

The Oxford Advanced Learners’ Dictionary defines ‘literature’ as the “writings 
that are valued as works of art, especially fiction, drama and poetry 
technical books and news-papers”.  

Though ‘literature’ also denotes texts written on any other subject as well, e.g., 
available literature on poultry-farming, or printed ‘sales literature’ used to advertise 
or promote a product etc., while defining the word tag ‘non
in mind the first meaning only. Hence all that written text which pertains to this 
‘creative art’ group is deemed to be ‘literary’ texts. The texts written on other 
subjects like science, technology, bus
matters and sports etcetera are thus called ‘non

20.2.2 Meaning of Literary Translation

Translation of literary texts of
translation.  

The English word ‘translation’ has been derived from the Latin word 
which itself comes from Trans- and
bringing across’. In other words
message/written content from one text to another, from one person to another and 
from one language (source language
happen within the same language (from on
form to another) or between languages. 
where the transfer of a message/written content from 
language takes place.  

Every act of translation involves
that is considered to be different from the original (the source text) but it is also a fact 
that the source text and the translated text are the same in terms of the sense they 
convey. It is often said that translation gives new clothes to a piece of writing by 
putting it in a different form. This interactive relationship between source and 
translation goes on in the hands of mature translators of prose and drama but it is the 
best in poetry.  
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Translation is the communication of the meaning of a text in a source language 
(SL) into a comprehensive version of target language (TL) without causing any loss 
to the original message.   

We cannot confine translation to one or two definitions. It is elas
depends upon the person who does the translation. It differs from language to 
language, and from culture to culture.  Hence it is not as easy as it is thought to be.  
While trying to be a different version of the original, it maintains it
an identity of its own.  

20.2.3 Nature of Literary T ranslation

Translation of non-literary and technical texts is different from that of literary 
texts. non-literary texts involve standard terms specific to their meaning whereas 
literary translation is flexible and any translated text can still be translated over and 
again producing more beautiful presentations without losing the original sense. The 
nature of litereary translation can be summarized as under:

1. Translation is first interpretation

2. No text has a fixed meaning. I

3. Literary Translation is not a change over to 
another culture;  

4. Literary Translation always varies from one translator to another

5. Faithfulness to the original text in translation is a myth

6. Academically speaking translatio

Translation is an interpretative process. The nature of translation depends upon 
the nature of the document. It may be a technic
In literary translation, the vocabulary, grammatical rules and the sentence structures 
should match with the nature of the document, the source la
audience. The translated text has to satisfy the n
of suitable structures, appropriate transfer of meaning
target text. The text should also match with the socio
register in which a text is set. Literary tra
one community to the other ones. 

20.2.4 Method of Translating Literary

Literary translation is an interpretative process. Translation of a technical or 
promotional document is easier and requires less skill and expertise than the 
translation of a text of literature. The vocabulary, grammatical rules and the sentence 
structures should match with the nature of the document, the source language and the 
target audience. A successful translation satisfies the needs of the target audience, 
either in terms of suitable structures or forms or in terms of the appropriate transfer 
of meaning from the source text to the target text. The text should also match with 
the socio-cultural context in which a text is set.  
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Translation is the communication of the meaning of a text in a source language 
(SL) into a comprehensive version of target language (TL) without causing any loss 

We cannot confine translation to one or two definitions. It is elastic in nature and 
depends upon the person who does the translation. It differs from language to 
language, and from culture to culture.  Hence it is not as easy as it is thought to be.  
While trying to be a different version of the original, it maintains its own uniqueness, 

ranslation 

literary and technical texts is different from that of literary 
literary texts involve standard terms specific to their meaning whereas 

tion is flexible and any translated text can still be translated over and 
again producing more beautiful presentations without losing the original sense. The 
nature of litereary translation can be summarized as under: 

Translation is first interpretation; 

a fixed meaning. It differs as per interpretation;  

Translation is not a change over to another language; it is transfer to 

Translation always varies from one translator to another;  

Faithfulness to the original text in translation is a myth; 

Academically speaking translation as an art has no fixed theory. 

Translation is an interpretative process. The nature of translation depends upon 
the nature of the document. It may be a technical, promotional or literary document. 
In literary translation, the vocabulary, grammatical rules and the sentence structures 
should match with the nature of the document, the source language and the target 

The translated text has to satisfy the needs of the target audience, in respect 
appropriate transfer of meaning from the source text to the 

The text should also match with the socio-cultural context or the code or 
in which a text is set. Literary translatioon carries and conveys the culture of

Literary  Texts  

ranslation is an interpretative process. Translation of a technical or 
promotional document is easier and requires less skill and expertise than the 
translation of a text of literature. The vocabulary, grammatical rules and the sentence 

atch with the nature of the document, the source language and the 
target audience. A successful translation satisfies the needs of the target audience, 
either in terms of suitable structures or forms or in terms of the appropriate transfer 

the source text to the target text. The text should also match with 
cultural context in which a text is set.   
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Translation is the communication of the meaning of a text in a source language 
(SL) into a comprehensive version of target language (TL) without causing any loss 

tic in nature and 
depends upon the person who does the translation. It differs from language to 
language, and from culture to culture.  Hence it is not as easy as it is thought to be.  

s own uniqueness, 

literary and technical texts is different from that of literary 
literary texts involve standard terms specific to their meaning whereas 

tion is flexible and any translated text can still be translated over and 
again producing more beautiful presentations without losing the original sense. The 

it is transfer to 

Translation is an interpretative process. The nature of translation depends upon 
al, promotional or literary document. 

In literary translation, the vocabulary, grammatical rules and the sentence structures 
nguage and the target 

eeds of the target audience, in respect 
from the source text to the 

or the code or 
nslatioon carries and conveys the culture of 

ranslation is an interpretative process. Translation of a technical or 
promotional document is easier and requires less skill and expertise than the 
translation of a text of literature. The vocabulary, grammatical rules and the sentence 

atch with the nature of the document, the source language and the 
target audience. A successful translation satisfies the needs of the target audience, 
either in terms of suitable structures or forms or in terms of the appropriate transfer 

the source text to the target text. The text should also match with 
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A successful translator puts in his/her creativity to the fullest extent and goes into 
the soul of the content. We can visualize him/he
language text as the translated text s/he almost recreates the text reflecting his/her 
own culture and personality.  

While translating, a translator takes into account the lexicon, grammatical 
structure and cultural context of the text in the source language to understand the 
meaning built in the text and then transfers the same meaning to the text in the target 
language with the help of the lexicon and grammatical structure appropriate to the 
target language and its cultural context.  In this process, every care is taken to ensure 
that there is no or minimum loss of meaning. 

Earlier, faithfulness to the original text was considered to be one of the greatest 
responsibilities of the translators. But now
the original text to allow some accommodation or adaptation in order to keep pace 
with the sense or spirit of the original. Accommodation is inevitable in practice if the 
translation is to maintain the essence, impact, and effect of the 
language. This is particularly true of poetry where the text is highly emotive and 
artistic in nature. A translator may come across a couple of words which are 
culturally-rooted and thus untranslatable. Such words are difficult to be tra
the cultural context is missing. But the fact is that individual words may not be 
translatable, but language is. In such a case, the original word is just transcripted in 
the target language-script with a brief footnote indicating the meaning an

As translators we should also make it clear what kind of a text it is: technical, 
narrative, or interactive or descriptive. After describing the text that is to be 
translated, we must then mention the audience and purpose. A work of translation
has a fixed audience and purpose. The same text may however be translated for 
different audiences and serve different purposes. 

When a text in a foreign or alien language is translated into a local language, we 
are required to impart a local flavor to it
called domestication.  On the other hand, when we are translating a text for a global 
audience, from a local language, into a foreign or international language, we need to 
take into account the cultural set 
accepted. This is called foreignisation
need to take into account the age-group, level of mental or intellectual maturity and 
the level of exposure to the content being
discoveries and inventions for small children, we need not give the technical details 
of the discoveries and inventions. But it will be mandatory for us to give these details 
if our focus shifts from school children to university students or research scholars. 

Audience and purpose are closely inter
and purpose also determines the audience. The audience could be any group: very 
young children, adolescents, young adults, mature adults, senior citizens or people 
working in different professional organizations or engaged in different vocations. 
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A successful translator puts in his/her creativity to the fullest extent and goes into 
the soul of the content. We can visualize him/her as a co-creator of the target 
language text as the translated text s/he almost recreates the text reflecting his/her 

While translating, a translator takes into account the lexicon, grammatical 
of the text in the source language to understand the 

meaning built in the text and then transfers the same meaning to the text in the target 
lexicon and grammatical structure appropriate to the 
context.  In this process, every care is taken to ensure 

that there is no or minimum loss of meaning.  

Earlier, faithfulness to the original text was considered to be one of the greatest 
But now-a-days, the translator takes liberty with 

the original text to allow some accommodation or adaptation in order to keep pace 
with the sense or spirit of the original. Accommodation is inevitable in practice if the 
translation is to maintain the essence, impact, and effect of the text in the source 
language. This is particularly true of poetry where the text is highly emotive and 
artistic in nature. A translator may come across a couple of words which are 

rooted and thus untranslatable. Such words are difficult to be translated if 
the cultural context is missing. But the fact is that individual words may not be 
translatable, but language is. In such a case, the original word is just transcripted in 

script with a brief footnote indicating the meaning and context. 

As translators we should also make it clear what kind of a text it is: technical, 
narrative, or interactive or descriptive. After describing the text that is to be 
translated, we must then mention the audience and purpose. A work of translation
has a fixed audience and purpose. The same text may however be translated for 
different audiences and serve different purposes.  

When a text in a foreign or alien language is translated into a local language, we 
are required to impart a local flavor to it to suit the needs of the local readers. This is 

.  On the other hand, when we are translating a text for a global 
audience, from a local language, into a foreign or international language, we need to 
take into account the cultural set up where we expect the translated text to be 

foreignisation. While deciding upon the audience, we also 
group, level of mental or intellectual maturity and 

the level of exposure to the content being translated. If we are translating, a book on 
discoveries and inventions for small children, we need not give the technical details 
of the discoveries and inventions. But it will be mandatory for us to give these details 

ldren to university students or research scholars.  

Audience and purpose are closely inter-related. Audience determines the purpose 
and purpose also determines the audience. The audience could be any group: very 
young children, adolescents, young adults, mature adults, senior citizens or people 

ifferent professional organizations or engaged in different vocations. 
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A successful translator puts in his/her creativity to the fullest extent and goes into 
creator of the target 

language text as the translated text s/he almost recreates the text reflecting his/her 

While translating, a translator takes into account the lexicon, grammatical 
of the text in the source language to understand the 

meaning built in the text and then transfers the same meaning to the text in the target 
lexicon and grammatical structure appropriate to the 
context.  In this process, every care is taken to ensure 

Earlier, faithfulness to the original text was considered to be one of the greatest 
takes liberty with 

the original text to allow some accommodation or adaptation in order to keep pace 
with the sense or spirit of the original. Accommodation is inevitable in practice if the 

text in the source 
language. This is particularly true of poetry where the text is highly emotive and 
artistic in nature. A translator may come across a couple of words which are 

nslated if 
the cultural context is missing. But the fact is that individual words may not be 
translatable, but language is. In such a case, the original word is just transcripted in 

d context.  

As translators we should also make it clear what kind of a text it is: technical, 
narrative, or interactive or descriptive. After describing the text that is to be 
translated, we must then mention the audience and purpose. A work of translation 
has a fixed audience and purpose. The same text may however be translated for 

When a text in a foreign or alien language is translated into a local language, we 
to suit the needs of the local readers. This is 

.  On the other hand, when we are translating a text for a global 
audience, from a local language, into a foreign or international language, we need to 

up where we expect the translated text to be 
. While deciding upon the audience, we also 

group, level of mental or intellectual maturity and 
translated. If we are translating, a book on 

discoveries and inventions for small children, we need not give the technical details 
of the discoveries and inventions. But it will be mandatory for us to give these details 

 

related. Audience determines the purpose 
and purpose also determines the audience. The audience could be any group: very 
young children, adolescents, young adults, mature adults, senior citizens or people 

ifferent professional organizations or engaged in different vocations. 
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They could be a mix of consumers belonging to different age groups yet working in 
the same professional work-setting. 

If children are our audience, we can translate something to 
them or educate them. But if adults are our audience, we may have purposes other 
than the ones we have mentioned for children. Even for books written with the same 
purpose, entertain for example, the language and style may differ. Wh
an entertaining text for the adults we shall have the liberty to include contents which 
are violent, sexually explicit or frightening but while translating the same text for 
children we will be required to remove all such words and expressi
have adverse impact on the psychological growth of children.

If we go for a word to word translation we may commit blunders. Go through the 
sentence in the source language, understand it clearly with its context, guess the 
contextual technical meaning of the words used therein and then reproduce it in the 
target language in its normal structure of sentences. Try to find out the laid down 
synonyms of the terms from glossaries
your translation acceptable, intelligible
be very careful while applying your beautification tools, lest the target audience 
should mistake it with a wrong meaning other than that what you had in your mind 
while presenting the translation. It is therefore mandatory that before you proceed to 
translate some thing from English to Odia, remember that both these languages have 
different structures of the sentences in respect of the position of the subject, verb, 
adjective and object etcetera.  

Since you have to refer to the concerned glossaries and other standard 
dictionaries every now and then, these reference materials should always be with you 
before you proceed to translate something. It requires a lot of patience. If you make 
haste, you may commit serious mistakes. Practice will make you remember the 
equivalent terms, idioms, proverbs and other
and again. No need to get by heart them. 
more beautiful and enjoyable. Try to replace every phrase or idiom used in the 
source language text with a suitable equivalent idiom in the target language
still use more idioms and phrases in your translation even if it is not there in the 
source text. Classical texts have to be translated with classical terminology. The 
sanskritised forms of the terms or the tatsama and tadbhav words with highly 
bookish language will give your Odia translation a classical look; where as using 
deshaja words with their colloquial modula
suitable for and liked by the common people.

A few points related to translation from English to Odia are most important to 
be kept in mind are: 

1.  English has complex and compound sentence 
sometimes consists of a single sentence. This system is not used in Odia. 
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They could be a mix of consumers belonging to different age groups yet working in 
setting.  

If children are our audience, we can translate something to entertain them, inform 
them or educate them. But if adults are our audience, we may have purposes other 
than the ones we have mentioned for children. Even for books written with the same 
purpose, entertain for example, the language and style may differ. While translating 
an entertaining text for the adults we shall have the liberty to include contents which 
are violent, sexually explicit or frightening but while translating the same text for 
children we will be required to remove all such words and expressions which might 
have adverse impact on the psychological growth of children.  

If we go for a word to word translation we may commit blunders. Go through the 
sentence in the source language, understand it clearly with its context, guess the 

ical meaning of the words used therein and then reproduce it in the 
target language in its normal structure of sentences. Try to find out the laid down 

glossaries, standard dictionaries and thesauri to make 
intelligible and more beautiful. Nevertheless, you should 

be very careful while applying your beautification tools, lest the target audience 
with a wrong meaning other than that what you had in your mind 

It is therefore mandatory that before you proceed to 
translate some thing from English to Odia, remember that both these languages have 
different structures of the sentences in respect of the position of the subject, verb, 

Since you have to refer to the concerned glossaries and other standard 
dictionaries every now and then, these reference materials should always be with you 
before you proceed to translate something. It requires a lot of patience. If you make 

ou may commit serious mistakes. Practice will make you remember the 
equivalent terms, idioms, proverbs and other expressions that you come across time 
and again. No need to get by heart them. Using phrases and idioms makes literature 

oyable. Try to replace every phrase or idiom used in the 
source language text with a suitable equivalent idiom in the target language. You can 
still use more idioms and phrases in your translation even if it is not there in the 

have to be translated with classical terminology. The 
sanskritised forms of the terms or the tatsama and tadbhav words with highly 
bookish language will give your Odia translation a classical look; where as using 
deshaja words with their colloquial modulations will give it a ‘rustic’ form that is 
suitable for and liked by the common people. 

A few points related to translation from English to Odia are most important to 

English has complex and compound sentence structures; an entire paragraph 
sometimes consists of a single sentence. This system is not used in Odia.  
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They could be a mix of consumers belonging to different age groups yet working in 

entertain them, inform 
them or educate them. But if adults are our audience, we may have purposes other 
than the ones we have mentioned for children. Even for books written with the same 

ile translating 
an entertaining text for the adults we shall have the liberty to include contents which 
are violent, sexually explicit or frightening but while translating the same text for 

ons which might 

If we go for a word to word translation we may commit blunders. Go through the 
sentence in the source language, understand it clearly with its context, guess the 

ical meaning of the words used therein and then reproduce it in the 
target language in its normal structure of sentences. Try to find out the laid down 

to make 
Nevertheless, you should 

be very careful while applying your beautification tools, lest the target audience 
with a wrong meaning other than that what you had in your mind 

It is therefore mandatory that before you proceed to 
translate some thing from English to Odia, remember that both these languages have 
different structures of the sentences in respect of the position of the subject, verb, 

Since you have to refer to the concerned glossaries and other standard 
dictionaries every now and then, these reference materials should always be with you 
before you proceed to translate something. It requires a lot of patience. If you make 

ou may commit serious mistakes. Practice will make you remember the 
expressions that you come across time 

Using phrases and idioms makes literature 
oyable. Try to replace every phrase or idiom used in the 

. You can 
still use more idioms and phrases in your translation even if it is not there in the 

have to be translated with classical terminology. The 
sanskritised forms of the terms or the tatsama and tadbhav words with highly 
bookish language will give your Odia translation a classical look; where as using 

tions will give it a ‘rustic’ form that is 

A few points related to translation from English to Odia are most important to 

an entire paragraph 
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We have to divide the text contained therein into a number of small and well 
articulated sentences in our translated text that should carry forward the sense 
from one stage to the other flowing like a fountain. Long sentences create 
confusion and fail in adequate communication of the theme.

2.  Don’t be carried away by the apparent meaning of a term or expression used 
idiomatically. Understand everything in the 
entire text and extract the meaning witfully before you try your hand to 
reproduce it in the target language.

3.  Keep in mind the target reader or audience
bureaucrat, a peasant or worksman, a c
that. Tune your language, terminology,
accordingly, keeping in view the register used in the source language text. You 
can change the register (code of the language) if you think it can
audience better in another register.

4. The translated text should match the syntax in Odia. However, sometimes the 
expression becomes more beautiful and forceful by using an unusual syntax 
that is grammatically incompatible. 

English: India will not sign the nuclear non
developed nations of the wolrd.

Odia: bûeZ aòKgòZ ù\gMêWÿòK ijòZ _ecûYê @_âiûe Pêqòùe Êûle Keòa^ûjóö

Alternatively we can say: (By shifting the subject to the last)

aòKgòZ ù\gMêWÿòK ijòZ _ecûYê @_âiûe Pêqòùe Êûle Keòa^ûjó

In this unit you have been given sample texts comprising of 
literature. Still many of their types could not be accommodated. You have been 
given model translation texts in Odia in the story, poems, essay
children’s literature chapters. You are desired to try your hand on rest of the forms of
literature independently using your own wit and skill so that you gain confidence 
within you that, “yes, I can do.” 

Self-Check Exercise-2 

A.   Answer the following within 50-

1. Define Translaion. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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We have to divide the text contained therein into a number of small and well 
articulated sentences in our translated text that should carry forward the sense 

om one stage to the other flowing like a fountain. Long sentences create 
confusion and fail in adequate communication of the theme. 

Don’t be carried away by the apparent meaning of a term or expression used 
idiomatically. Understand everything in the context embedded within the 
entire text and extract the meaning witfully before you try your hand to 
reproduce it in the target language. 

Keep in mind the target reader or audience; whether s/he is an elite, learned, 
bureaucrat, a peasant or worksman, a child, a housewife or any body else like 

your language, terminology, syntax, length of the sentence 
accordingly, keeping in view the register used in the source language text. You 
can change the register (code of the language) if you think it can suit the target 
audience better in another register. 

The translated text should match the syntax in Odia. However, sometimes the 
expression becomes more beautiful and forceful by using an unusual syntax 
that is grammatically incompatible. For example: 

India will not sign the nuclear non-proliferation treaty with the 
developed nations of the wolrd. 

gMêWÿòK ijòZ _ecûYê @_âiûe Pêqòùe Êûle Keòa^ûjóö 

(By shifting the subject to the last) 

òZ _ecûYê @_âiûe Pêqòùe Êûle Keòa^ûjó bûeZö 

In this unit you have been given sample texts comprising of many forms of 
literature. Still many of their types could not be accommodated. You have been 
given model translation texts in Odia in the story, poems, essay, articles and 
children’s literature chapters. You are desired to try your hand on rest of the forms of
literature independently using your own wit and skill so that you gain confidence 

-100 words: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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We have to divide the text contained therein into a number of small and well 
articulated sentences in our translated text that should carry forward the sense 

om one stage to the other flowing like a fountain. Long sentences create 

Don’t be carried away by the apparent meaning of a term or expression used 
context embedded within the 

entire text and extract the meaning witfully before you try your hand to 

; whether s/he is an elite, learned, 
hild, a housewife or any body else like 

syntax, length of the sentence 
accordingly, keeping in view the register used in the source language text. You 

suit the target 

The translated text should match the syntax in Odia. However, sometimes the 
expression becomes more beautiful and forceful by using an unusual syntax 

proliferation treaty with the 

forms of 
literature. Still many of their types could not be accommodated. You have been 

and 
children’s literature chapters. You are desired to try your hand on rest of the forms of 
literature independently using your own wit and skill so that you gain confidence 
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2. What are the basic principles of literary translation?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

B. Fill in the blanks: 

1. Literature always has an element of 

2. By the word ‘literature’ we mean th
give a glimpse of _____________________

_________________________. 

3. Translation of non-literary and technical texts involves 
terms _________________________ to their meaning.

4. Literary translation is ___________

5. Any translated literary text ___________

producing more beautiful presentations 
sense. 

6. English has complex and compound sentence structures and verb 
Odia _________________________ have. 

7. Long sentences create ___________

communication of the theme.
contained in a long sentence
_________________________ sentences.  

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.3    Types of Literary Texts
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.3.1   Story 

The term ‘story’ is derived from old French ‘estorie’, ‘estoire’ which means ‘story’, 
chronicle history’, from Late Latin ‘storia’, shortered from Latin  ‘historia’.

The origin of story goes back to prehistoric era when human beings were living like 
nomads having no civilization. Hunting was their main preoccupation. To drive away 
wild animals they had to light fire at night and had to sit around that fire. While 
sitting they used to tell others about any situation or incidents that 
fighting with a tiger or escaping from snake bite and the like. Thus some peculiar, 
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are the basic principles of literary translation? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ature always has an element of _________________________ embedded in it. 

‘literature’ we mean the printed, audio and digital texts that 
______________ and various other elements of 

literary and technical texts involves _________________________ 
their meaning. 

_________________________.  

_________________________ translated _________________________ 
producing more beautiful presentations _________________________ losing the original 

nd compound sentence structures and verb forms that

_________________________ and _________________________ in adequate 
communication of the theme. In Odia we have to _________________________ the text 

in a long sentence into a number of _________________________ and

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Types of Literary Texts 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The term ‘story’ is derived from old French ‘estorie’, ‘estoire’ which means ‘story’, 
Late Latin ‘storia’, shortered from Latin  ‘historia’. 

The origin of story goes back to prehistoric era when human beings were living like 
nomads having no civilization. Hunting was their main preoccupation. To drive away 

e at night and had to sit around that fire. While 
sitting they used to tell others about any situation or incidents that they faced, like 
fighting with a tiger or escaping from snake bite and the like. Thus some peculiar, 
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adequate 
text 
and 

_________                                                                                                                          

_________ 

The term ‘story’ is derived from old French ‘estorie’, ‘estoire’ which means ‘story’, 

The origin of story goes back to prehistoric era when human beings were living like 
nomads having no civilization. Hunting was their main preoccupation. To drive away 

e at night and had to sit around that fire. While 
like 

fighting with a tiger or escaping from snake bite and the like. Thus some peculiar, 
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not ordinary incidents or happenin
stories were told which we call as oral stories. Later on when scripts were known to 
human beings the story got its routine form. India
sprouted. The Panchatantra is the story b
writer of the world. 

Generally, a story refers to the chronological sequence of events in a simple 
narrative. And this narrative is either true or 
create interest, amuse or inform readers.

Plot / structure, atmosphere, character and narration are the basic elements of a story. 
While none of these is indispensable, a judicious combination of all these will make 
any story interesting, authentic and readable.

i) In a story through plot and structure we get a clear design, manner of telling, 
message of the story and comments on it.

ii)  Atmosphere: The importance of proper setting and environ the s
should keep in mind; b
significance greater than that of the plot and character.

iii)  Characters: Choosing characters and developing them within the constraints 
imposed by the form of any story is the basics of a story.

iv) In this world of our subject matters are limited. Then what is important and
remarkable is the method of presentation and different styl
great masters; and narrative style is key to the success of any story.

To RL Stevenson, himself a story teller, there are only three ways of writing a story. 
One may create or find a plot and feed characters to it.  One may take a character and 
choose incidents and situations to develop it. Or one may take a certain atmosphere 
and get actions and persons to express and realize it. 

Suspense and atmosphere, choice of character, 
elements of a story. Dialogues or small conversations, though not essential, make the 
story interesting. Suspense keeps the interest of the readers till the end. Curiosity is 
aroused through this suspense. In most stories the
character. There may be different types of characters.
important element in story writing, albeit now
innovations in story, to say the least.
20th century development. Modern materialism, alienation effect on the individual, 
fractured human relationships; no ethical values are some of the subject matters in 
this type of stories. 

Some of the prominent story writers 
Sumerset Maugham, Lawrence, Joyce, Hemingway, RN Tagore and Manoj Das.
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not ordinary incidents or happenings passed from one to other persons. Initially 
stories were told which we call as oral stories. Later on when scripts were known to 

ts routine form. India is the country where this genre 
sprouted. The Panchatantra is the story book and Vishnu Sharma is the first story 

Generally, a story refers to the chronological sequence of events in a simple 
narrative. And this narrative is either true or fictititious, in prose or verse, intended to 

or inform readers. 

Plot / structure, atmosphere, character and narration are the basic elements of a story. 
While none of these is indispensable, a judicious combination of all these will make 
any story interesting, authentic and readable. 

gh plot and structure we get a clear design, manner of telling, 
message of the story and comments on it. 

Atmosphere: The importance of proper setting and environ the story writer 
should keep in mind; because at times, this atmosphere assumes 

greater than that of the plot and character. 

Characters: Choosing characters and developing them within the constraints 
imposed by the form of any story is the basics of a story. 

In this world of our subject matters are limited. Then what is important and
remarkable is the method of presentation and different styles adopted by the 

nd narrative style is key to the success of any story. 

L Stevenson, himself a story teller, there are only three ways of writing a story. 
a plot and feed characters to it.  One may take a character and 

choose incidents and situations to develop it. Or one may take a certain atmosphere 
and get actions and persons to express and realize it.  

atmosphere, choice of character, use of multiple clues are various 
elements of a story. Dialogues or small conversations, though not essential, make the 

. Suspense keeps the interest of the readers till the end. Curiosity is 
aroused through this suspense. In most stories the atmosphere acts as an important 

different types of characters. Values and ethics is also an 
important element in story writing, albeit now-a-days experimental stories reveal 

ons in story, to say the least. The concept of anti-hero, anti-plot is mainly a 
20th century development. Modern materialism, alienation effect on the individual, 
fractured human relationships; no ethical values are some of the subject matters in 

Some of the prominent story writers are Chekhor, Guy de Maupassamt, E.A. Poe, 
Sumerset Maugham, Lawrence, Joyce, Hemingway, RN Tagore and Manoj Das. 
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gs passed from one to other persons. Initially 
stories were told which we call as oral stories. Later on when scripts were known to 

is the country where this genre 
ook and Vishnu Sharma is the first story 

Generally, a story refers to the chronological sequence of events in a simple 
in prose or verse, intended to 

Plot / structure, atmosphere, character and narration are the basic elements of a story. 
While none of these is indispensable, a judicious combination of all these will make 

gh plot and structure we get a clear design, manner of telling, 

tory writer 
 a 

Characters: Choosing characters and developing them within the constraints 

In this world of our subject matters are limited. Then what is important and 
es adopted by the 

L Stevenson, himself a story teller, there are only three ways of writing a story. 
a plot and feed characters to it.  One may take a character and 

choose incidents and situations to develop it. Or one may take a certain atmosphere 

are various 
elements of a story. Dialogues or small conversations, though not essential, make the 

. Suspense keeps the interest of the readers till the end. Curiosity is 
atmosphere acts as an important 

Values and ethics is also an 
xperimental stories reveal 

plot is mainly a 
20th century development. Modern materialism, alienation effect on the individual, 
fractured human relationships; no ethical values are some of the subject matters in 

are Chekhor, Guy de Maupassamt, E.A. Poe, 
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Now let us see a model translation of an interesting story:

 
MY NEW NEIGHBOUR:

"Do you know a new family is about to be here by our side" revealed my wife with 
much interest at the dinner table.  

“gêYêP? @ûc _WÿògûKê ùMûùU ì̂@û _eòaûe @ûiêPòö” LûAfûùaùk ùcû’ Èú Kjòùfö Êeùe Zûu 
c^ùe [ôaû CKôŒû ùagþ aûeò ùjC[ûGö 

I paid no importance to it and when she talked about this and that concerni
would-be new neighbour I got slightly irritated and shot back, "So you got a friend to 
attend to more parties and functions."

cêñ Kò«ê ùi[ôKê Kû^ ù\fò ò̂ö ùi ùiAK[û Kjò Kjò GYê ùZYê K’Y K’Y iaê 
Kjòfò, “K’Y ùjfû ùiVê? aòbò̂ Ü @ûùWÿ _ûUòð-`uþi^Kê aêfò ~òaûKê ZcKê RùY iûw còkò~òa, ^û?”

She was shocked and sullen, pulled a wry face. I coaxed her as husbands generally 
do especially at bedtime. By the way "one hardly want
life", I quipped. 

K[ûUû Zûuê bû’eò aû]ôfûö PòWÿò~ûA cêñj `êfûA aiòùfö “@RYû @PòjÜû ùfûK ò̂R Rúa^ùe 
\Lfù\ùf KûjûKê K’Y bf fûùM?” cêñ ùLûiûcZ Kfòö Êûcúcûù^ eûZòùe Èúuê ùLûiûcZ Keòaû Z 
GK iû]ûeY K[ûö 

"Strangeness would fizzle out after a certain period", she replied. After that silence 
was the only activity I had to do after her above statement.

“@_eòPd @Ì \ò^ bòZùe Kê@ûùWÿ CùbA~òa
ùgâdÄe cYòfòö 

Here I have to append that my wife was initi
after my transfer from my native place. But staying in an individual residential unit 
was a herculean task for me. Thus there were arguments and counter arguments. My 
wife wanted to have her separate identity and
mind set and independence. When I put forward all the positive points of staying in 
an apartment she crossed out all the advantages except one: s
had two passions in life, outing and attending p
was the reason for which at last she succumbed to my pressure. And thus we moved 
to an apartment. 

Mûñeê ùcûe a\kò ùjaûùe ùi GVò ùMûUòG @û_ûUðùc<ùe ejòaûKê Pûjêñ^[ôùfö @ûjêeò c¤ ùMûUòG Nùe 
GKêUò@û ejòaûaò ùcû _ûAñ ùMûUòG @i¸a aýû_ûeö ùi[ô_ûAñ ùKùZ K’Y ~êqòZKð aò ùjfûö GK aòPòZâ 
cû^iòKZû I Êû]ú^ ùPZ^ûKê ù^A ùi ò̂Re GK ÊZª _eòPd
ejòaûe fûb K’Y cêñ ùiK[û aêêSûAaûùe ùi ùKak
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Now let us see a model translation of an interesting story: 

MY NEW NEIGHBOUR:   ùcû’ ì̂@û _ùWÿûgú 

Do you know a new family is about to be here by our side" revealed my wife with 

“gêYêP? @ûc _WÿògûKê ùMûùU ^ì@û _eòaûe @ûiêPòö” LûAfûùaùk ùcû’ Èú Kjòùfö Êeùe Zûu 

it and when she talked about this and that concerning our 
lightly irritated and shot back, "So you got a friend to 

attend to more parties and functions." 

fò ò̂ö ùi ùiAK[û Kjò Kjò GYê ùZYê K’Y K’Y iaê KjòPûfò[û’«òö ùZYê cêñ PòWÿò~ûA 
`uþi^Kê aêfò ~òaûKê ZcKê RùY iûw còkò~òa, ^û?” 

She was shocked and sullen, pulled a wry face. I coaxed her as husbands generally 
do especially at bedtime. By the way "one hardly wants strangers to ingress one's 

K[ûUû Zûuê bû’eò aû]ôfûö PòWÿò~ûA cêñj `êfûA aiòùfö “@RYû @PòjÜû ùfûK ò̂R Rúa^ùe 
ùf KûjûKê K’Y bf fûùM?” cêñ ùLûiûcZ Kfòö Êûcúcûù^ eûZòùe Èúuê ùLûiûcZ Keòaû Z 

after a certain period", she replied. After that silence 
was the only activity I had to do after her above statement. 

ò^ bòZùe Kê@ûùWÿ CùbA~òaö” ùi Kjòùfö Zûue Gbkò C©eùe cêñ ^úea ejòaû 

Here I have to append that my wife was initially averse to put up in an apartment 
after my transfer from my native place. But staying in an individual residential unit 

herculean task for me. Thus there were arguments and counter arguments. My 
d to have her separate identity and entity with all her unique and peculiar 

mind set and independence. When I put forward all the positive points of staying in 
t all the advantages except one: sense of security. She

had two passions in life, outing and attending parties and functions. Probably that 
was the reason for which at last she succumbed to my pressure. And thus we moved 

GVò ùMûUòG @û_ûUðùc<ùe ejòaûKê Pûjêñ^[ôùfö @ûjêeò c¤ ùMûUòG Nùe 
@i¸a aýû_ûeö ùi[ô_ûAñ ùKùZ K’Y ~êqòZKð aò ùjfûö GK aòPòZâ 

I Êû]ú^ ùPZ^ûKê ù^A ùi ^òRe GK ÊZª _eòPd iéÁòKeòaûKê Pûjû«òö @û_Uðùc<ùe 
aûùe ùi ùKak ùMûUòG ‘iêelûùaû]’Kê QûWÿò aûKò iaêK[ûKê 
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Do you know a new family is about to be here by our side" revealed my wife with 

“gêYêP? @ûc _WÿògûKê ùMûùU ì̂@û _eòaûe @ûiêPòö” LûAfûùaùk ùcû’ Èú Kjòùfö Êeùe Zûu 

ng our 
lightly irritated and shot back, "So you got a friend to 

KjòPûfò[û’«òö ùZYê cêñ PòWÿò~ûA 

She was shocked and sullen, pulled a wry face. I coaxed her as husbands generally 
s strangers to ingress one's 

K[ûUû Zûuê bû’eò aû]ôfûö PòWÿò~ûA cêñj `êfûA aiòùfö “@RYû @PòjÜû ùfûK ò̂R Rúa^ùe 
ùf KûjûKê K’Y bf fûùM?” cêñ ùLûiûcZ Kfòö Êûcúcûù^ eûZòùe Èúuê ùLûiûcZ Keòaû Z 

after a certain period", she replied. After that silence 

” ùi Kjòùfö Zûue Gbkò C©eùe cêñ ^úea ejòaû 

ally averse to put up in an apartment 
after my transfer from my native place. But staying in an individual residential unit 

herculean task for me. Thus there were arguments and counter arguments. My 
entity with all her unique and peculiar 

mind set and independence. When I put forward all the positive points of staying in 
She 

arties and functions. Probably that 
was the reason for which at last she succumbed to my pressure. And thus we moved 

GVò ùMûUòG @û_ûUðùc<ùe ejòaûKê Pûjêñ^[ôùfö @ûjêeò c¤ ùMûUòG Nùe 
@i¸a aýû_ûeö ùi[ô_ûAñ ùKùZ K’Y ~êqòZKð aò ùjfûö GK aòPòZâ 

@û_Uðùc<ùe 
ùMûUòG ‘iêelûùaû]’Kê QûWÿò aûKò iaêK[ûKê 
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KûUòù\ùfö \êAUò K[û _ûAñ Zûue bû’eò @ûMâj
ùKak ùiA[ô_ûAñ ùi ùghKê ùcû K[ûùe eûRòùjùf Gaõ @ûùc ùMûUòG @û_ûUðùc<Kê Pûfò@ûiòfêö

It was towards the end of February. Our only boy, 3 years of age
public school nearby. We got his name registered in the Mothers (School). It took us 
almost a week to have a sense of settlement in the 2nd floor of that apartment.

ù`aé@ûeú ùgh ùjaû C_ùeö @ûc Zò ò̂ahðe _ê@Kê _ûLùe [ôaû
icdùe c\ið Äêfùe Zû’e ^ûñ ùfLûùjfûö
i¯ûùj _âûd fûMòMfûö 

Sharply, after a month, on one fine super Sunday morning our new neighbour came 
with all his belongings, (this also included h
considerable din of various sounds: honk of truck, shouting while unloading, door 
crashing, calling out the names, probably of the help boy
songs, noise of feet going up and coming down seven flights of stairs made me 
restless. For that whole day, intermittent bursts of noise like pushing and pulling of 
furniture, strokes of hammar to fix the nails though awesome, yet one had to bear 
with it. Mutual tolerance is the cardinal principle if one wants to stay in an 
apartment. Meantime I had already incu
inconvenience. Thus I kept my annoyance to myself. 

VòKþ cûùi _ùe eaòaûe\ò^ iKûkê iKûkê @ûc _ùWÿûgú ùMûUòG UâKùe ^òRe Zcûc ù_Wÿò_êUêkû ]eò 
_j*òMùfö Kjòaû aûjêfý ù~ ù_Wÿò_êUêkûùe Zûu Èú I Sò@ aò iûcòf @Q«òö UâKe j ð̂, Rò̂ òh_
ùfûWÿ Keòaûe g±, KaûU aûùWÿòùjaû, KòG KûjûKê WûK_KûAaû, ùi jêGZ ijûdK aû PûKe, MúZe 
MêYêMêYê, C_e ZkKê ]ûñ\CWÿ ù~ûMêñ iòXÿò C_ùe ]êcê]êcê g± ùcûùZ @[d Keòù
ùNûhWÿò, Kû^Úùe K<û aûùWÿAaû AZýû\òe Kû^`Uû g± 
Z _Wÿòa ^û! @û_ûUðùc<ùe ejòaûKê ùjùf _eÆe _âZò ijò¾êZû _â
bòZùe GcòZòKû @iêaò]ûiaêKê GWÿûA~òaûùe cêñ ùagþ @býÉ ùjûAiûeò[ôfòö ùZYê ùcû @iù«ûhKê cêñ ò̂R 
c^ùe Pû_òeòLò[ûGö  

It was only towards 4pm an expressionless
anything left in the basement"? In response to it monosyllabic 'No' was shouted back. 
It seemed as if the voice was welling up from the netherland.

\ò^ _âûd PûeòUûùakKê gêbòfû, “Zùk ùaiþùc<ùe @ûC ùKCñ Rò ò̂h ejò~ûA
PXÿûMkûùe Kûjûe ùMûUûG iõlò¯ C©e gêYûMfû, “^ûö” K[ûUû iùZ ù~còZò ùKCñ 
@ûiòfûbkò fûMòfûö 

For the next two days I was totally unconcerned of our new neighbour.

_ea©ðú \êA\ò^ bòZùe cêñ @ûc ì̂@û _ùWÿûgúKê _ìeû_ìeò bêfòMfòö

Now translate the remaining part of the story into Odia
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’eò @ûMâj- Kê@ûùWÿ aêfò~òaû @ûC _ûUòðcû^uùe ù~ûMù\aûö 
ùKak ùiA[ô_ûAñ ùi ùghKê ùcû K[ûùe eûRòùjùf Gaõ @ûùc ùMûUòG @û_ûUðùc<Kê Pûfò@ûiòfêö 

It was towards the end of February. Our only boy, 3 years of age, had to attend to a 
ame registered in the Mothers (School). It took us 

almost a week to have a sense of settlement in the 2nd floor of that apartment. 

Zò ò̂ahðe _ê@Kê _ûLùe [ôaû GK _aäòK ÄêfKê QûWÿòfêö VòKYû 
ið Äêfùe Zû’e ^ûñ ùfLûùjfûö @û_ûUðùc<e \ßòZúd Zkùe UòKòG VòKþ bûaùe RcòaûKê 

Sharply, after a month, on one fine super Sunday morning our new neighbour came 
with all his belongings, (this also included his wife and their girl child) in a truck. A 

of various sounds: honk of truck, shouting while unloading, door 
crashing, calling out the names, probably of the help boy\ care taker, snatches of 
songs, noise of feet going up and coming down seven flights of stairs made me 

intermittent bursts of noise like pushing and pulling of 
furniture, strokes of hammar to fix the nails though awesome, yet one had to bear 
with it. Mutual tolerance is the cardinal principle if one wants to stay in an 
apartment. Meantime I had already inculcated to parry with this sort of 
inconvenience. Thus I kept my annoyance to myself.  

ò^ iKûkê iKûkê @ûc _ùWÿûgú ùMûUòG UâKùe ^òRe Zcûc ù_Wÿò_êUêkû ]eò 
_j*òMùfö Kjòaû aûjêfý ù~ ù_Wÿò_êUêkûùe Zûu Èú I Sò@ aò iûcòf @Q«òö UâKe j ð̂, Rò̂ òh_Zâ @ þ̂ 
ùfûWÿ Keòaûe g±, KaûU aûùWÿòùjaû, KòG KûjûKê WûK_KûAaû, ùi jêGZ ijûdK aû PûKe, MúZe 

CWÿ ù~ûMêñ iòXÿò C_ùe ]êcê]êcê g± ùcûùZ @[d Keòù\fûö ` ò̂ðPe ùNûhWÿû 
òe Kû^`Uû g± \ò^iûeû Pûfò[ûGö bf ^fûMòùf aò Z ijòaûKê 

Z _Wÿòa ^û! @û_ûUðùc<ùe ejòaûKê ùjùf _eÆe _âZò ijò¾êZû _â\gð^ Keòaû ùjCQò cêLý ò̂dcö Gjû 
bòZùe GcòZòKû @iêaò]ûiaêKê GWÿûA~òaûùe cêñ ùagþ @býÉ ùjûAiûeò[ôfòö ùZYê ùcû @iù«ûhKê cêñ ò̂R 

It was only towards 4pm an expressionless tone of voice was heard saying, “Is there 
anything left in the basement"? In response to it monosyllabic 'No' was shouted back. 
It seemed as if the voice was welling up from the netherland. 

ò^ _âûd PûeòUûùakKê gêbòfû, “Zùk ùaiþùc<ùe @ûC ùKCñ Rò ò̂h ejò~ûA^òZ?” Gjûe _âZêý©eùe 
PXÿûMkûùe Kûjûe ùMûUûG iõlò¯ C©e gêYûMfû, “^ûö” K[ûUû iùZ ù~còZò ùKCñ \ìe cêfKeê 

For the next two days I was totally unconcerned of our new neighbour. 

ò^ bòZùe cêñ @ûc ^ì@û _ùWÿûgúKê _ìeû_ìeò bêfòMfòö 

ranslate the remaining part of the story into Odia: 
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aûö 

had to attend to a 
ame registered in the Mothers (School). It took us 

GK _aäòK ÄêfKê QûWÿòfêö VòKYû 
ßòZúd Zkùe UòKòG VòKþ bûaùe RcòaûKê 

Sharply, after a month, on one fine super Sunday morning our new neighbour came 
n a truck. A 

of various sounds: honk of truck, shouting while unloading, door 
care taker, snatches of 

songs, noise of feet going up and coming down seven flights of stairs made me 
intermittent bursts of noise like pushing and pulling of 

furniture, strokes of hammar to fix the nails though awesome, yet one had to bear 
with it. Mutual tolerance is the cardinal principle if one wants to stay in an 

lcated to parry with this sort of 

ò^ iKûkê iKûkê @ûc _ùWÿûgú ùMûUòG UâKùe ò̂Re Zcûc ù_Wÿò_êUêkû ]eò 
Zâ @ þ̂ 

ùfûWÿ Keòaûe g±, KaûU aûùWÿòùjaû, KòG KûjûKê WûK_KûAaû, ùi jêGZ ijûdK aû PûKe, MúZe 
fûö `^òðPe ùNûhWÿû 

aò Z ijòaûKê 
gð^ Keòaû ùjCQò cêLý ^òdcö Gjû 

bòZùe GcòZòKû @iêaò]ûiaêKê GWÿûA~òaûùe cêñ ùagþ @býÉ ùjûAiûeò[ôfòö ùZYê ùcû @iù«ûhKê cêñ ò̂R 

tone of voice was heard saying, “Is there 
anything left in the basement"? In response to it monosyllabic 'No' was shouted back. 

Gjûe _âZêý©eùe 
ìe cêfKeê 
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Self-Check Exercise-3 

Translate into Odia: 

Next afternoon, I was about to move to make some purchases from the department store 
on the basement. As happenstance would have it I came across a small girl, 
probably by her mother in our common corridor. Seeing the lady I stopped short (How 
happy must he be to whom she belongs!). She was in front of me her hand holding the 
wrist of the girl. Due to strangeness to each other, and affective mutual initial
she went in almost delicately dragging her child and I went down the stairs. Expectancy of 
would be relationship to put it in a milder way, was not altogether out of my mind.

___________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
  
 
                                                                                                                             

20.3.2   Essay 

The term essay has been derived from French word ‘essai’ whose English equivalent 
is to ‘attempt’. It is an unsystematic, casual, u
the loose thoughts that cross one’s mind on something. Essay is by definition 
informal and even conversational in manner. It expresses the writer’s personal 
opinion about almost any subject. Thus it has a direct an
readers. It is relatively brief and short composition usually in prose

Greek writers such as Theophrastus and Plutarch and the Latin writers such as Cicero 
and Seneca had tried their hands in this genre. But it is 
who used the word ‘essay for the first time and 
essay writin when he published a volume of informal pieces in 1580 which were in 
the form of reflections on him and mankind.
written by Sir Francis Bacon who lived at about the sometime as Montaign. But 
unlike Montaigne he used an objective style and scientific method in expressing the 
ideas in his essays.  
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Next afternoon, I was about to move to make some purchases from the department store 
on the basement. As happenstance would have it I came across a small girl, chased 
probably by her mother in our common corridor. Seeing the lady I stopped short (How 
happy must he be to whom she belongs!). She was in front of me her hand holding the 
wrist of the girl. Due to strangeness to each other, and affective mutual initial indifference 
she went in almost delicately dragging her child and I went down the stairs. Expectancy of 
would be relationship to put it in a milder way, was not altogether out of my mind. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

The term essay has been derived from French word ‘essai’ whose English equivalent 
‘attempt’. It is an unsystematic, casual, unfinished sort of writing expressing just 

the loose thoughts that cross one’s mind on something. Essay is by definition 
informal and even conversational in manner. It expresses the writer’s personal 
opinion about almost any subject. Thus it has a direct and even intimate appeal to the 
readers. It is relatively brief and short composition usually in prose.  

Greek writers such as Theophrastus and Plutarch and the Latin writers such as Cicero 
and Seneca had tried their hands in this genre. But it is the French writer Montaigne 

used the word ‘essay for the first time and gave a new shape and dimension to 
when he published a volume of informal pieces in 1580 which were in 

the form of reflections on him and mankind.. The first famous essays in English were 
written by Sir Francis Bacon who lived at about the sometime as Montaign. But 
unlike Montaigne he used an objective style and scientific method in expressing the 
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Next afternoon, I was about to move to make some purchases from the department store 
chased 

probably by her mother in our common corridor. Seeing the lady I stopped short (How 
happy must he be to whom she belongs!). She was in front of me her hand holding the 

indifference 
she went in almost delicately dragging her child and I went down the stairs. Expectancy of 

                                                                                                             

The term essay has been derived from French word ‘essai’ whose English equivalent 
nfinished sort of writing expressing just 

the loose thoughts that cross one’s mind on something. Essay is by definition 
informal and even conversational in manner. It expresses the writer’s personal 

d even intimate appeal to the 

Greek writers such as Theophrastus and Plutarch and the Latin writers such as Cicero 
Montaigne 

e and dimension to 
when he published a volume of informal pieces in 1580 which were in 

lish were 
written by Sir Francis Bacon who lived at about the sometime as Montaign. But 
unlike Montaigne he used an objective style and scientific method in expressing the 
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Apart from these essayists the essays of Joseph Addison, Richa
the ‘Tattler’ and ‘Spectator’ and C
amusing essays for children has made a mark. Hazlitt, Macaulay, Chesterton and 
Lucas have made their marks in essay writing. Similarly American Ralph W
Emerson is a great essayist.  

Types of Essays: 

Broadly speaking, there are mainly two types of essays: formal and informal essays. 
The formal essay is impersonal. The author writes it as an authority on the subject 
and lays his arguements out in an orderly and systematic fashion. Examples can be 
cited from the essays of Bacon. The informal essay is personal. It is written in a 
relaxed revelatory and sometimes whimsical fashion. The essays of Charles Lamb 
fall to this category. 

Essays can be written on any subject from alpin to elephant. Even it can be written 
on ‘essay’ itself. Only thing required for an essayist is his wealth of experience and 
he should adopt an analytical method.

Limitations observed by a good essayist are: 

(i) The thoughts for any essay should be communicated in a number of words 
they required.  No exaggeration

(ii)  No ornamentation; 

(iii)  Prefer concrete to abstract; 

(iv) Should not use passive voice in 

Let us now try our hand on translating

HOLISTIC EDUCATION
[An essay by Sagar Agrawal]

Now-a-days, the education system, especially in private schools, is abuzz with a term 
popularly known as ‘Holistic Education’. It is said that this approach to education 
aims not only on the academic side, but at an all round development of the students. 
It thus includes all co-curricular activities like games and sports, yoga, dance, music, 
swimming, mountaineering, horse-
arrange for the students. In spite of all the high sounding claims made in the name of 
Holistic Education, the academic pressure lies atop and most of the times the 
students’ interests is sacrificed while promoting other activities, especially games 
and sports. 

@ûRòKûfò gòlû aýaiÚûùe, aòùghZü NùeûA aò
gòlû’ ~êMàg±Uò aûe´ûe _âZò]ß ò̂Z ùjCQòö Kêjû~ûG ù~ gòlû _âZò Gjò @ûbòcêLý 
_ûVý_êÉK @¤û_^û ê̂ùjñ, aeõ aò\ýû[ðúcû^ue iûcMâòK aòKûg 
KieZ, ù~ûM, é̂Zý-iwúZ, i«eY, _aðZûùeûjY
MZòaò]ô iûcMâòK gòlûe @«bêðq; ùKak aò
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Apart from these essayists the essays of Joseph Addison, Richard Steele published in 
the ‘Tattler’ and ‘Spectator’ and Charles Lamb’s ‘Essays of Elia’ a collection of 
amusing essays for children has made a mark. Hazlitt, Macaulay, Chesterton and 
Lucas have made their marks in essay writing. Similarly American Ralph Waldo 

Broadly speaking, there are mainly two types of essays: formal and informal essays. 
The formal essay is impersonal. The author writes it as an authority on the subject 

orderly and systematic fashion. Examples can be 
cited from the essays of Bacon. The informal essay is personal. It is written in a 
relaxed revelatory and sometimes whimsical fashion. The essays of Charles Lamb 

n any subject from alpin to elephant. Even it can be written 
on ‘essay’ itself. Only thing required for an essayist is his wealth of experience and 
he should adopt an analytical method. 

Limitations observed by a good essayist are:  

ay should be communicated in a number of words 
No exaggeration or squeezing is encouraged; 

 and 

hould not use passive voice in essay writings. 

translating some text on Essays: 

HOLISTIC EDUCATION  iûcMâòK gòlû 
[An essay by Sagar Agrawal] 

days, the education system, especially in private schools, is abuzz with a term 
popularly known as ‘Holistic Education’. It is said that this approach to education 

the academic side, but at an all round development of the students. 
curricular activities like games and sports, yoga, dance, music, 

-riding and all that, that the management can 
nts. In spite of all the high sounding claims made in the name of 

Holistic Education, the academic pressure lies atop and most of the times the 
students’ interests is sacrificed while promoting other activities, especially games 

ýaiÚûùe, aòùghZü NùeûA aò\ýûkdMêWÿòKùe ‘jfòÁòKþ GRêùKg þ̂’ aû ‘iûcMâòK 
gòlû’ ~êMàg±Uò aûe´ûe _âZò]ß^òZ ùjCQòö Kêjû~ûG ù~ gòlû _âZò Gjò @ûbòcêLý \ßûeû ùKak 

ýû[ðúcû^ue iûcMâòK aòKûg \òMùe ¤û^ \ò@û~ûGö ùZYê ùLk 
úZ, i«eY, _aðZûùeûjY I @gßPûk^û AZýû\ò bkò icÉ @û^êiwòK 

ùKak aò\ýûkd _âgûi^ ùiiaêe aýaiÚû Keò_ûeòùf ùjfûö ùZùa 
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rd Steele published in 
a collection of 

amusing essays for children has made a mark. Hazlitt, Macaulay, Chesterton and 
aldo 

Broadly speaking, there are mainly two types of essays: formal and informal essays. 
The formal essay is impersonal. The author writes it as an authority on the subject 

orderly and systematic fashion. Examples can be 
cited from the essays of Bacon. The informal essay is personal. It is written in a 
relaxed revelatory and sometimes whimsical fashion. The essays of Charles Lamb 

n any subject from alpin to elephant. Even it can be written 
on ‘essay’ itself. Only thing required for an essayist is his wealth of experience and 

ay should be communicated in a number of words 

days, the education system, especially in private schools, is abuzz with a term 
popularly known as ‘Holistic Education’. It is said that this approach to education 

the academic side, but at an all round development of the students. 
curricular activities like games and sports, yoga, dance, music, 

riding and all that, that the management can 
nts. In spite of all the high sounding claims made in the name of 

Holistic Education, the academic pressure lies atop and most of the times the 
students’ interests is sacrificed while promoting other activities, especially games 

ýûkdMêWÿòKùe ‘jfòÁòKþ GRêùKg^þ’ aû ‘iûcMâòK 
ßûeû ùKak 

ò@û~ûGö ùZYê ùLk 
ò bkò icÉ @û ê̂iwòK 

ùZùa 
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iûcMâòK gòlû iµKðùe Zcûc aWÿaWÿ K[û iù©ß ùgâYúMéjùe 
iùaûð_eò; Gaõ @]ôKûõK icdùe @^ýû^ý @
~ûA aò\ýû[ðúcû^ue Êû[ðKê Rkû¬kò ù\A

Now translate the most vital part of the essay into Odia

Self-Check Exercise-4 

Translate into Odia: 

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand a 
particular point. My views about sports and other co
be best understood with this example. A holistic education including sports is
plate served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates acquire the major part, then come 
proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), 
vegetables, fruits and ghee etc.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities subjects like languages, 
social studies etc that form the most essential part of our survival i
Then come Science and Math that adds protein to our life and nurtures 
abilities and strength of earning livelihood.

       ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The quantity of co-curricular activities in respect of sports and games, dance and music, 
swimming, horse riding etcetera in our eduction system should be determined 
proportionately as per the quantity of vegetables and fats that we take in a balanced diet.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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iûcMâòK gòlû iµKðùe Zcûc aWÿaWÿ K[û iù©ß ùgâYúMéjùe _ûVý_êÉK @¤û_^ûe Pû_ Gùaaò 
iùaûð_eò; Gaõ @]ôKûõK icdùe @^ýû^ý @û^êiwòK MZòaò]ô, LûiþKeò ùLkKì\Kê _âû[còKZû ù\aûKê 

A\ò@û~ûCQòö 

Now translate the most vital part of the essay into Odia: 

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand a 
particular point. My views about sports and other co-curricular activities in a school could 
be best understood with this example. A holistic education including sports is like a dinner 
plate served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates acquire the major part, then come 
proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities subjects like languages, 
social studies etc that form the most essential part of our survival in the human society. 
Then come Science and Math that adds protein to our life and nurtures the muscles of our 
abilities and strength of earning livelihood. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

curricular activities in respect of sports and games, dance and music, 
swimming, horse riding etcetera in our eduction system should be determined 
proportionately as per the quantity of vegetables and fats that we take in a balanced diet. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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@¤û_^ûe Pû_ Gùaaò 
aûKê 

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand a 
curricular activities in a school could 

like a dinner 
plate served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates acquire the major part, then come 
proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), 

In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities subjects like languages, 
n the human society. 

muscles of our 

curricular activities in respect of sports and games, dance and music, 
swimming, horse riding etcetera in our eduction system should be determined 
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20.3.3   Articles/ Write-ups 

An article is a written work published in a
for the purpose of propagating news, research results, academic analysis or debate.

1. Academic paper: An article published in an

2. Essay: some overlap with academic paper.

3. Scientific paper:  an article published in a

4. Blog: some blog articles are like magazine or newspaper articles; others are 
written more like entries in a personal journal

5. Encyclopedia article: in an encyclopedia or other reference work, 
primary division of content. 

6. Marketing article: an often thin piece of content which is designed to draw the 
reader to a commercial website or product.

7. Usenet article: a message written in the style of e
moderated or unmoderated Usenet newsgroup.

8. Spoken article: an article produced in the form of an
referred to as a podcast. 

9. Listicle: an article whose primary content is a list.

10. Portrait: a portrait of a person (article).

11. A news article discusses current or recent news of either general in
daily newspapers) or of a specific topic (i.e. political or trade news
club newsletters, or technology news websites)
accounts of eyewitnesses to the happening event. It can contain photographs, 
accounts, statistics, graphs, recollections, interviews, polls, debates on the topic, 
etc. Headlines can be used to focus the reader’s attention on a 
main) part of the article. The writer can also give facts and detailed information 
following answers to general questions like
how. Quoted references can also be helpful. References to people can also be 
made through the written accounts of interviews and debates confirming the 
factuality of the writer’s information and the reliability of his source. 
conclusion is an important ingredient fo

Elements of a news article: (1) 
writer, & date), (3) Lead: The
the attention of the reader and sums up the focus of the story. This is the 
introduction, the most important facts and answers the 
questions: who, what, where, when
elaboration flows smoothly from the lead. Most news stories are structured using 
what is called an inverted pyramid. The
usually the most newsworthy aspect of the 
and elaborated upon.  
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published in a print or electronic medium. It may be 
for the purpose of propagating news, research results, academic analysis or debate. 

An article published in an academic journal.  

some overlap with academic paper. 

an article published in a scientific journal. 

: some blog articles are like magazine or newspaper articles; others are 
personal journal. 

: in an encyclopedia or other reference work, an article is a 

: an often thin piece of content which is designed to draw the 
reader to a commercial website or product. 

: a message written in the style of e-mail and posted to an open 
moderated or unmoderated Usenet newsgroup. 

an article produced in the form of an audio recording, also 

article whose primary content is a list. 

: a portrait of a person (article). 

current or recent news of either general interest (i.e. 
) or of a specific topic (i.e. political or trade news magazines

club newsletters, or technology news websites). A news article can include 
accounts of eyewitnesses to the happening event. It can contain photographs, 
accounts, statistics, graphs, recollections, interviews, polls, debates on the topic, 
etc. Headlines can be used to focus the reader’s attention on a particular (or 
main) part of the article. The writer can also give facts and detailed information 
following answers to general questions like who, what, when, where, why and 

ences can also be helpful. References to people can also be 
made through the written accounts of interviews and debates confirming the 
factuality of the writer’s information and the reliability of his source. A good 
conclusion is an important ingredient for newspaper articles. 

(1) Headline, (2) Byline (name, position of the 
The lead (sometimes spelled lede) sentence captures 

the attention of the reader and sums up the focus of the story. This is the 
introduction, the most important facts and answers the 

when, why and how. (5) Body: details and 
elaboration flows smoothly from the lead. Most news stories are structured using 
what is called an inverted pyramid. The angle (also called a hook or peg) is 
usually the most newsworthy aspect of the story and is specifically highlighted 
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medium. It may be 
 

: some blog articles are like magazine or newspaper articles; others are 

is a 

: an often thin piece of content which is designed to draw the 

mail and posted to an open 

, also 

terest (i.e. 
magazines, 

A news article can include 
accounts of eyewitnesses to the happening event. It can contain photographs, 
accounts, statistics, graphs, recollections, interviews, polls, debates on the topic, 

particular (or 
main) part of the article. The writer can also give facts and detailed information 

who, what, when, where, why and 
ences can also be helpful. References to people can also be 

made through the written accounts of interviews and debates confirming the 
good 

name, position of the 
captures 

the attention of the reader and sums up the focus of the story. This is the 
introduction, the most important facts and answers the 

details and 
elaboration flows smoothly from the lead. Most news stories are structured using 

) is 
story and is specifically highlighted 
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Format appropriate to its type
classification (d) compare and contrast
an interview with a celebrity or expert

Let us translate this article about Mahatma Gandhi’s visit to Odisha:

SWARAJYA FOR THE ODIAS

[Gandhi Tales from Odisha, Pak
Ashok Kumar Mohanty. Odia Text: Dash Benahur, 

Gandhi became extremely unhappy to see the condition in which the Odias lived.

IWÿògû @ûiò, IWÿò@ûu @aiÚû ù\Lôfû\ò̂ ê Mû§úu c^ùe aWÿ 
bòZùe _eòa© ð̂  @ûYòùa ùaûfò @ù^K\

On April 10, 1921, he had written the following about his Odisha trip in Nav Jivan, 
“ I had thought that there would not be as many poor elsewhere as in Champaran.  
But Odisha is even poorer than Champaran. 
of Odisha. There is either a drought because of lack of rain or a flood becaus
excessive rain. It may be said that there is always a famine

10.4.21 ZûeòL ‘^aRúa^’ùe ò̂R IWògûMÉ aòhdùe ùi ùfLô[ôùf, “cêñ bûaò[ôfò PµûeYe 
ùfûKu _eò @ûC ùKCñVò jêGZ GùZ ùbûKòfû ùfûK ^[ôùaö Kò«ê @û½~ðýe K[û, IWÿògû PµûeYVûeê 
@ûjêeò @]ôK \eò\âö PµûeYe edZ ^úkPûh ù~ûMêñ ZkòZkû«, cûZâ IWÿògûe 
_âKéZòö ùKùZùaùk ahðû @bûaeê ceêWÿò ùjfûYò Z ùKùZùaùk @Zò ahðû ùjZê a^ýûùe iaê 
ù]ûAMfûYòö ùZYê ùiVò @jej GK_âKûe \

He had written, “I was prepared to see skeletal people in odisha, but I had not 
expected to see so many.  The real picture of odisha is shocking than what I have
seen anywhere in my life. On that u
women and children had been standing on both sides of the road to Puri. All
were only bone draped in skin. Perhaps they were f
They had been able to walk the distance an

ùi ùfLô[ôùf,“cêñ jêGZ IWÿògûùe Kuûkcû^ ù
cYòh cêñ @ûgûKeê^[ôfòö Rúa^ùe @ù^K bdû^K PòZâ cêñ ù
ùfûcjhðYKûeúö 26 cûyðe ùijò @bêfû \
_òfû Lûfò @iÚòPcðe ù\j]eò Vò@ûùjûA[ôùfö R^iõLýû bòZeê ùKak ùiAcûù^ ic[ð ùaûfò ùaûù] 
Pûfò GùZ\ìe @ûiò_ûeò[ôùf- @^ýcû^u K[û ò̂½d @jêeò 

All of them had come to see the one who had sent some rice for them. They were 
shrieking with their hands raised, “Give us some food.
essential commodities come down?”  What was the meaning of swarajya to these 
people?  All that they wanted was a full meal and some clothes to cover themselves 
with’.  

ùicûù^ icùÉ @ûiò[ôùf RùY ùfûKKê ù
_ùVAù\A[ôfûö @ûjêeò @]ôK ùicûù^ @ûgûKeê[ôùfö KeêY Pò}ûeKeò jûZ ùUKò ùicûù^ Kjê[ôùf
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its type: (a) chronological (b) cause and effect (c) 
compare and contrast (e) list (f) question and answer: such as 

an interview with a celebrity or expert. 

Let us translate this article about Mahatma Gandhi’s visit to Odisha: 

SWARAJYA FOR THE ODIAS : IWÿò@ûu _ûAñ ÊeûR 
[Gandhi Tales from Odisha, Pakshighara Prakashan, Bhubaneswar, 2013 Translated by  

Kumar Mohanty. Odia Text: Dash Benahur, Mû§ú KûjûYú, Grantha Mandir, Cuttack, 2002]

andhi became extremely unhappy to see the condition in which the Odias lived. 

ò̂ ê Mû§úu c^ùe aWÿ \êüLö ùKcòZò G @õPke ùfûKu 
\ò^~ûGñ ùi bûkòùjC[û@û«òö 

On April 10, 1921, he had written the following about his Odisha trip in Nav Jivan, 
I had thought that there would not be as many poor elsewhere as in Champaran.  

is even poorer than Champaran. Nature is responsible for the misfortunes 
There is either a drought because of lack of rain or a flood because of 

It may be said that there is always a famine-like situation in Odisha. 

10.4.21 ZûeòL ‘^aRúa^’ùe ò̂R IWògûMÉ aòhdùe ùi ùfLô[ôùf, “cêñ bûaò[ôfò PµûeYe \eò
@ûC ùKCñVò jêGZ GùZ ùbûKòfû ùfûK ^[ôùaö Kò«ê @û½~ðýe K[û, IWÿògû PµûeYVûeê 

âö PµûeYe edZ ^úkPûh ù~ûMêñ ZkòZkû«, cûZâ IWÿògûe \êŸðgû _ûAñ \ûdú ùjCQò 
_âKéZòö ùKùZùaùk ahðû @bûaeê ceêWÿò ùjfûYò Z ùKùZùaùk @Zò ahðû ùjZê a^ýûùe iaê 

\êbòðl _eòiÚòZò fûMòejòPò Kjòùf Pùkö” 

He had written, “I was prepared to see skeletal people in odisha, but I had not 
expected to see so many.  The real picture of odisha is shocking than what I have

On that unforgettable day of 26 March, thousands of men, 
women and children had been standing on both sides of the road to Puri. All of them

Perhaps they were fittest from among the populace.
They had been able to walk the distance and come that far.  

ùi ùfLô[ôùf,“cêñ jêGZ IWÿògûùe Kuûkcû^ ù\LôaûKê _âÉêZ [ôfò, ùjùf ùiVûùe GùZ Kuûkiûe 
cYòh cêñ @ûgûKeê^[ôfòö Rúa^ùe @ù^K bdû^K PòZâ cêñ ù\LôPò, Kò«ê IWÿògûe aûÉa PòZâ @ûjêeò 

\ò^Uòùe _êeú eûÉûe ]ûùe ]ûùe jRûe jRûe ^e^ûeú I 
j]eò Vò@ûùjûA[ôùfö R^iõLýû bòZeê ùKak ùiAcûù^ ic[ð ùaûfò ùaûù] 

@^ýcû^u K[û ò̂½d @jêeò \d^úd ùjûA[ôaö 

All of them had come to see the one who had sent some rice for them. They were 
h their hands raised, “Give us some food. When would the prices of 

essential commodities come down?”  What was the meaning of swarajya to these 
people?  All that they wanted was a full meal and some clothes to cover themselves 

RùY ùfûKKê ù\LôaûKê ~òG ùicû^u _ûAñ KòQò PûCk eòfò̀ þ @ûKûeùe 
A[ôfûö @ûjêeò @]ôK ùicûù^ @ûgûKeê[ôùfö KeêY Pò}ûeKeò jûZ ùUKò ùicûù^ Kjê[ôùf
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(c) 
such as 

2002] 

êüLö ùKcòZò G @õPke ùfûKu 

On April 10, 1921, he had written the following about his Odisha trip in Nav Jivan, 
I had thought that there would not be as many poor elsewhere as in Champaran.  

for the misfortunes 
e of 

 

eò\â 
@ûC ùKCñVò jêGZ GùZ ùbûKòfû ùfûK ^[ôùaö Kò«ê @û½~ðýe K[û, IWÿògû PµûeYVûeê 

ûdú ùjCQò 
_âKéZòö ùKùZùaùk ahðû @bûaeê ceêWÿò ùjfûYò Z ùKùZùaùk @Zò ahðû ùjZê a^ýûùe iaê 

He had written, “I was prepared to see skeletal people in odisha, but I had not 
expected to see so many.  The real picture of odisha is shocking than what I have 

nforgettable day of 26 March, thousands of men, 
of them 

ittest from among the populace. 

LôaûKê _âÉêZ [ôfò, ùjùf ùiVûùe GùZ Kuûkiûe 
LôPò, Kò«ê IWÿògûe aûÉa PòZâ @ûjêeò 

e jRûe ^e^ûeú I 
j]eò Vò@ûùjûA[ôùfö R^iõLýû bòZeê ùKak ùiAcûù^ ic[ð ùaûfò ùaûù] 

All of them had come to see the one who had sent some rice for them. They were 
When would the prices of 

essential commodities come down?”  What was the meaning of swarajya to these 
people?  All that they wanted was a full meal and some clothes to cover themselves 

LôaûKê ~òG ùicû^u _ûAñ KòQò PûCk eòfò̀ þ @ûKûeùe 
A[ôfûö @ûjêeò @]ôK ùicûù^ @ûgûKeê[ôùfö KeêY Pò}ûeKeò jûZ ùUKò ùicûù^ Kjê[ôùf- 
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@ûc ù_UKê cêVûG \û^û còkêö Rò ò̂h_Zâ \
@[ð K’Y? ù_U_ìeû MùŠ I ù\j XûuòaûKê LùŠ Zûue _â]û^ @ûagýKZûö”

Gandhi always thought about eradicating poverty from odisha.  He had visited an 
orphanage run by Sri Sakhichand, who was the
inmates were the children of the people who had died in the famines

K’Y Kùf IWÿògû ùfûKue \ûeò\âý Nê*òa ùaûfò Mû§ú aûe´ûe Pò«ûKeê[ôùfö GZòKòùaùk ùi ùMûUòG 
@^û[ûgâc aêfò ù\Lô[ôùfö \êbòðl \ûCùe ceòjRò ~ûC[ôaû ùfûKue ùQCŠ _òfûMêWÿòuê eûÉû KWÿeê 
ùMûùUA@ûYò ùiA @^û[ûgâcùe eLû~ûA[ôfûö _êeúùe ùiùZùaùk ù_ûfòi 
iLôP¦, @Zý« b\â Gaõ \dûKê cYòhö ùi GKûKú ùiA @ûgâcUòKê PkûC[ôùfö

Self-Check Exercise-5 

Translate into Odia: 

Gandhi found the children were looking quite healthy in the orphanage. 
quite happy and contented too. Some were engaged in spinning.  Some others were 
engaged in making mats. They were also quite fit because they were constantly engaged in 
some activity. 

______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Observing this, Gandhi said, ‘We have a great deal to learn from these children.  Work is 
essential to keep the body and mind healthy.  Work i
someone is engaged in some work, he looks fresh.  Human beings perhaps look tired and 
sickly when they are either idle or overworked.

 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

He had come to the conclusion that work was the prime necessity for the people of Odisha. 
He was confident that spinning alone could provide work to millions of unemployed 
people. And who was going to purchase so many mats?  Apart f
only thing which would have customers at all times. So, spinning had to be the chief source 
of livelihood for the poor people in Odisha as also the rest of the country. People would get 
employment in this way and their primary ne
able to lead a decent life. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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\e\ûc ùKùa Kcòa? GAbkò @ù^K ùfûKu _ûAñ ÊeûRe 
òaûKê LùŠ Zûue _â]û^ @ûagýKZûö” 

Gandhi always thought about eradicating poverty from odisha.  He had visited an 
orphanage run by Sri Sakhichand, who was the Police Superintendent of Puri. The 
inmates were the children of the people who had died in the famines.  

ùaûfò Mû§ú aûe´ûe Pò«ûKeê[ôùfö GZòKòùaùk ùi ùMûUòG 
ûCùe ceòjRò ~ûC[ôaû ùfûKue ùQCŠ _òfûMêWÿòuê eûÉû KWÿeê 

ûYò ùiA @^û[ûgâcùe eLû~ûA[ôfûö _êeúùe ùiùZùaùk ù_ûfòi iê_eòù<ùŠ< [û@û«ò gâú 
dûKê cYòhö ùi GKûKú ùiA @ûgâcUòKê PkûC[ôùfö 

Gandhi found the children were looking quite healthy in the orphanage. They seemed to be 
quite happy and contented too. Some were engaged in spinning.  Some others were 
engaged in making mats. They were also quite fit because they were constantly engaged in 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Observing this, Gandhi said, ‘We have a great deal to learn from these children.  Work is 
essential to keep the body and mind healthy.  Work is the source of cheerfulness.  When 
someone is engaged in some work, he looks fresh.  Human beings perhaps look tired and 
sickly when they are either idle or overworked. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

He had come to the conclusion that work was the prime necessity for the people of Odisha. 
He was confident that spinning alone could provide work to millions of unemployed 
people. And who was going to purchase so many mats?  Apart from food, clothes were the 
only thing which would have customers at all times. So, spinning had to be the chief source 
of livelihood for the poor people in Odisha as also the rest of the country. People would get 
employment in this way and their primary needs could also be fulfilled. They would be 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Gandhi always thought about eradicating poverty from odisha.  He had visited an 
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They seemed to be 
quite happy and contented too. Some were engaged in spinning.  Some others were 
engaged in making mats. They were also quite fit because they were constantly engaged in 

Observing this, Gandhi said, ‘We have a great deal to learn from these children.  Work is 
s the source of cheerfulness.  When 

someone is engaged in some work, he looks fresh.  Human beings perhaps look tired and 

He had come to the conclusion that work was the prime necessity for the people of Odisha. 
He was confident that spinning alone could provide work to millions of unemployed 

rom food, clothes were the 
only thing which would have customers at all times. So, spinning had to be the chief source 
of livelihood for the poor people in Odisha as also the rest of the country. People would get 

eds could also be fulfilled. They would be 
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____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

But who was going to provide so many spinning wheels for this purpose?  Gandhi had 
instructed Congress to provide the spinning wheels and thus send the message of freedom 
to the common people. 

__________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Gandhi knew that Odisha was poor because of its people and their unwillingness to work. 
He had once observed, ‘Odias are miserable because they do not want to do any work.  
They would be happy to be shot at and die.  
work.  This unwillingness to work is even worse than drinking country liquor.  Some work 
might be extracted from the drunkards.  But the hungry man who does not work is even 
worse than an animal.  It is a big problem to get these people engaged in some work and 
pull them into the mainstream of life.  I cannot find any other way apart from spinning 
work to get over the impasse. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

On seeing the delegates from Odisha in the Belgaum conference in 1924,  Gandhi had 
observed, “I am of the firm opinion that swarajya in Odisha means providing a square meal 
to the poor.  The easiest way for that is through spinning and promoting the khadi cul
Many labourers of Odisha are working in other states.  They can stay home and engage 
themselves in spinning work.  Their problems would be solved that way.  Large quantities 
of khadi cloth can be made in Odisha in this manner and some day Odisha mig
out to be the storehouse of khadi in India.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

going to provide so many spinning wheels for this purpose?  Gandhi had 
instructed Congress to provide the spinning wheels and thus send the message of freedom 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Gandhi knew that Odisha was poor because of its people and their unwillingness to work. 
He had once observed, ‘Odias are miserable because they do not want to do any work.  
They would be happy to be shot at and die.  But they won’t go outside for any kind of hard 
work.  This unwillingness to work is even worse than drinking country liquor.  Some work 
might be extracted from the drunkards.  But the hungry man who does not work is even 

problem to get these people engaged in some work and 
pull them into the mainstream of life.  I cannot find any other way apart from spinning 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

seeing the delegates from Odisha in the Belgaum conference in 1924,  Gandhi had 
observed, “I am of the firm opinion that swarajya in Odisha means providing a square meal 
to the poor.  The easiest way for that is through spinning and promoting the khadi culture.  
Many labourers of Odisha are working in other states.  They can stay home and engage 
themselves in spinning work.  Their problems would be solved that way.  Large quantities 
of khadi cloth can be made in Odisha in this manner and some day Odisha might even turn 
out to be the storehouse of khadi in India. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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going to provide so many spinning wheels for this purpose?  Gandhi had 
instructed Congress to provide the spinning wheels and thus send the message of freedom 

Gandhi knew that Odisha was poor because of its people and their unwillingness to work. 
He had once observed, ‘Odias are miserable because they do not want to do any work.  

But they won’t go outside for any kind of hard 
work.  This unwillingness to work is even worse than drinking country liquor.  Some work 
might be extracted from the drunkards.  But the hungry man who does not work is even 

problem to get these people engaged in some work and 
pull them into the mainstream of life.  I cannot find any other way apart from spinning 

seeing the delegates from Odisha in the Belgaum conference in 1924,  Gandhi had 
observed, “I am of the firm opinion that swarajya in Odisha means providing a square meal 

ture.  
Many labourers of Odisha are working in other states.  They can stay home and engage 
themselves in spinning work.  Their problems would be solved that way.  Large quantities 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  
                                                                                                                                

20.3.4   Poetry 

Poetry (ancient Greek: poieo=I create
human language is used for its aesthetic qualities in addition to, or instead of, its 
notional and semantic content. It consists largely of oral or literary works in which 
language is used in a manner that is felt by its user and audience to differ from 
ordinary prose. It is a form of literature
of language—such as phonaesthetics
meanings in addition to, or in place of, the

The Greek verb ‘poiéo’ (I make or create), gave rise to three words:
who creates), poíesis (the act of creation) and
we get three English words: poet (the creator),
created). A poet is therefore one who creates and poetry is what the poet creates. 

The oldest surviving epic poem, the
millennium BCE in Sumer (in Mesopotamia
in cuneiform script on clay tablets and, late
c. 2000 BCE describes an annual rite in which the king
mated with the goddess Inanna to ensure fertility and prosperity; it is considered the 
world's oldest love poem. An example of Egyptian epic poetry is
Sinuhe (c. 1800 BCE). 

Other ancient epic poetry includes the
the Avestan books, the Gathic Avesta
epic, Virgil's Aeneid; and the Indian epics
poetry, including the Odyssey, the 
composed in poetic form as an aid to memorization and oral transmission, 
and ancient societies.  

Other forms of poetry developed directly from folk songs. The earliest entries in the 
oldest extant collection of Chinese poetry

Nature of poetry  

Compared with prose, poetry depends less on the linguistic units of sentences and 
paragraphs, and more on units of 
structural elements are the line, couplet, strophe, stanza, and verse paragraph.
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

I create, poiesis=making) is an art form in which 
language is used for its aesthetic qualities in addition to, or instead of, its 

notional and semantic content. It consists largely of oral or literary works in which 
language is used in a manner that is felt by its user and audience to differ from 

literature that uses aesthetic and rhythmic qualities 
phonaesthetics, sound symbolism, and metre—to evoke 

meanings in addition to, or in place of, the prosaic ostensible meaning. 

poiéo’ (I make or create), gave rise to three words:  poiets (the one 
poíesis (the act of creation) and poíema (the thing created). From these 

(the creator), poesy (the creation) and poem (the 
created). A poet is therefore one who creates and poetry is what the poet creates.  

, the Epic of Gilgamesh, comes from the 3rd 
Mesopotamia, now Iraq), and was written 

on clay tablets and, later, on papyrus.  A tablet dating to 
BCE describes an annual rite in which the king symbolically married and 

to ensure fertility and prosperity; it is considered the 
An example of Egyptian epic poetry is The Story of 

includes the Greek epics, the Iliad and the Odyssey
Gathic Avesta and the Yasna; the Romannational 

Indian epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata
 Gathas, and the Indian Vedas, appears to have been 

composed in poetic form as an aid to memorization and oral transmission, in prehistoric 

Other forms of poetry developed directly from folk songs. The earliest entries in the 
Chinese poetry, the Shijing, were initially lyrics.  

Compared with prose, poetry depends less on the linguistic units of sentences and 
paragraphs, and more on units of organisation that are purely poetic. The typical 
structural elements are the line, couplet, strophe, stanza, and verse paragraph. 
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The Story of 
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in prehistoric 

Other forms of poetry developed directly from folk songs. The earliest entries in the 

Compared with prose, poetry depends less on the linguistic units of sentences and 
organisation that are purely poetic. The typical 
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Rhetorical devices such as simile and metaphor are frequently used in poetry. Indeed, 
Aristotle wrote in his Poetics that "the
metaphor". However, particularly since the rise of Modernism, some poets have opted for 
reduced use of these devices, preferring rather to attempt the direct presentation of things 
and experiences. 

Poetry may use condensed or compressed form to convey emotion or ideas to the reader's 
or listener's mind; it may also use devices such as assonance and repetition to achieve 
musical or incantatory effects. Poems frequently rely for their effect on imagery, word 
association, and the musical qualities of the language used. The interactive layering of all 
these effects to generate meaning is what marks poetry.

Poetry uses forms and conventions
evoke emotive responses. 
as assonance, alliteration, onomatopoeia
achieve musical or incantatory effects.
other stylistic elements of poetic diction
interpretations. Similarly figures of speech such 
as metaphor, simile and metonymy create a resonance between otherwise disparate 
images—a layering of meanings, forming connections previously not perceived. Kindred 
forms of resonance may exist, between individual
rhythm. 

Some poetry types are specific to particular
characteristics of the language in which the poet writes. Readers accustomed to 
identifying poetry with Dante, Goethe
in lines based on rhyme and regular
poetry, that use other means to create rhythm and
a critique of poetic tradition, playing with and testing, among other things, the principle 
of euphony itself, sometimes altogether forgoing rhyme or set rhythm.
increasingly globalized world, poets often adapt forms, styles and techniques from 
diverse cultures and languages. 

Perhaps the most vital element of sound in poetry is rhythm. Often the rhythm of 
each line is arranged in a particular meter. Different types of meter played key roles 
in Classical, Early European, Eastern and Modern poetry. In the case of free 
the rhythm of lines is often organized into looser units of cadence.

Poetry in English and other modern European languages often uses rhyme. Rhyme at 
the end of lines is the basis of a number of common poetic forms, such as ballads, 
sonnets and rhyming couplets. However, the use of rhyme is not universal. Much 
modern poetry, for example, avoids traditional rhyme schemes. Furthermore, 
Classical Greek and Latin poetry did not use rhyme. In fact, rhyme did not enter 
European poetry at all until the High
Arabic language. The Arabs have always used rhymes extensively, most notably in 
their long, rhyming qasidas. Some classical poetry forms, such as Venpa of the Tamil 
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Rhetorical devices such as simile and metaphor are frequently used in poetry. Indeed, 
Aristotle wrote in his Poetics that "the greatest thing by far is to be a master of 
metaphor". However, particularly since the rise of Modernism, some poets have opted for 
reduced use of these devices, preferring rather to attempt the direct presentation of things 

condensed or compressed form to convey emotion or ideas to the reader's 
or listener's mind; it may also use devices such as assonance and repetition to achieve 
musical or incantatory effects. Poems frequently rely for their effect on imagery, word 

tion, and the musical qualities of the language used. The interactive layering of all 
these effects to generate meaning is what marks poetry. 

conventions to suggest differential interpretation to words, to 
otive responses. Devices 

onomatopoeia and rhythm are sometimes used 
effects. The use of ambiguity, symbolism, irony

poetic diction often leaves a poem open to multiple 
interpretations. Similarly figures of speech such 

create a resonance between otherwise disparate 
a layering of meanings, forming connections previously not perceived. Kindred 

st, between individual verses, in their patterns of rhyme or 

Some poetry types are specific to particular cultures and genres and respond to 
characteristics of the language in which the poet writes. Readers accustomed to 

Goethe, Mickiewicz and Rumi may think of it as written 
and regular meter; there are, however, traditions, such as Bib

, that use other means to create rhythm and euphony. Much modern poetry reflects 
playing with and testing, among other things, the principle 

hony itself, sometimes altogether forgoing rhyme or set rhythm. In today's 
world, poets often adapt forms, styles and techniques from 

Perhaps the most vital element of sound in poetry is rhythm. Often the rhythm of 
each line is arranged in a particular meter. Different types of meter played key roles 
in Classical, Early European, Eastern and Modern poetry. In the case of free verse, 
the rhythm of lines is often organized into looser units of cadence. 

Poetry in English and other modern European languages often uses rhyme. Rhyme at 
the end of lines is the basis of a number of common poetic forms, such as ballads, 

ing couplets. However, the use of rhyme is not universal. Much 
modern poetry, for example, avoids traditional rhyme schemes. Furthermore, 
Classical Greek and Latin poetry did not use rhyme. In fact, rhyme did not enter 
European poetry at all until the High Middle Ages, when it was adopted from the 
Arabic language. The Arabs have always used rhymes extensively, most notably in 
their long, rhyming qasidas. Some classical poetry forms, such as Venpa of the Tamil 
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Rhetorical devices such as simile and metaphor are frequently used in poetry. Indeed, 
greatest thing by far is to be a master of 

metaphor". However, particularly since the rise of Modernism, some poets have opted for 
reduced use of these devices, preferring rather to attempt the direct presentation of things 

condensed or compressed form to convey emotion or ideas to the reader's 
or listener's mind; it may also use devices such as assonance and repetition to achieve 
musical or incantatory effects. Poems frequently rely for their effect on imagery, word 
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In today's 
world, poets often adapt forms, styles and techniques from 

Perhaps the most vital element of sound in poetry is rhythm. Often the rhythm of 
each line is arranged in a particular meter. Different types of meter played key roles 

verse, 

Poetry in English and other modern European languages often uses rhyme. Rhyme at 
the end of lines is the basis of a number of common poetic forms, such as ballads, 

ing couplets. However, the use of rhyme is not universal. Much 
modern poetry, for example, avoids traditional rhyme schemes. Furthermore, 
Classical Greek and Latin poetry did not use rhyme. In fact, rhyme did not enter 

Middle Ages, when it was adopted from the 
Arabic language. The Arabs have always used rhymes extensively, most notably in 
their long, rhyming qasidas. Some classical poetry forms, such as Venpa of the Tamil 
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language, had rigid grammars (to the point that 
free grammar), which ensured a rhythm.

In addition to the forms of rhyme, alliteration and rhythm that structure much poetry, 
sound plays a more subtle role in even free verse poetry in creating pleasing, varied 
patterns and emphasising or sometimes even illustrating semantic elements of the 
poem. Devices such as alliteration, assonance, consonance, dissonance and internal 
rhyme are among the ways poets use sound. Euphony refers to the musical, flowing 
quality of words arranged in an aesthetically pleasing way.

Because of its nature of emphasising linguistic form rather than using language purely 
for its content, poetry is notoriously difficult to translate from one language into another: 
a possible exception to this might be the Hebrew Psalms, where the beauty is found more 
in the balance of ideas than in specific vocabulary. In most poetry, it is the connotations 
and the ‘baggage’ that words carry (the weight of words) that are most important. These 
shades and nuances of meaning can be difficult to interpret; while there are reasonable 
interpretations, there can never be a definitive interpretation.

           [Excerpts from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.

Let us see some sample poems of eminent poets 
with their model translation: 

1. Rabindranath Tagore
[Odia Translation: Dr. Sambhu Dayal Agrawal]

The Endless Time icd @iúc

Time is endless in thy hands, my lord.

There is none to count thy minutes. 

Days and nights pass and ages          

Bloom and fade like flowers.               

Thou knowest how to wait.                  

Thy centuries follow each other           

Perfecting a small wild flower.            

We have no time to lose,                       

And having no time we must scramble for a chance.

       @ûC ùak ^[ôaûeê QKòejòaûKê _Wÿòa @ûcKê cCKû @ûiòaû cûùZâ Sûµòù^aûKê;
We are too poor to be late.                   

And thus it is that time goes by            
While I give it to every querulous man who claims it,

And thine altar is empty of all offerings to the last.

At the end of the day I hasten               
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language, had rigid grammars (to the point that they could be expressed as a context
free grammar), which ensured a rhythm. 

In addition to the forms of rhyme, alliteration and rhythm that structure much poetry, 
sound plays a more subtle role in even free verse poetry in creating pleasing, varied 

s and emphasising or sometimes even illustrating semantic elements of the 
poem. Devices such as alliteration, assonance, consonance, dissonance and internal 
rhyme are among the ways poets use sound. Euphony refers to the musical, flowing 

rranged in an aesthetically pleasing way. 

Because of its nature of emphasising linguistic form rather than using language purely 
for its content, poetry is notoriously difficult to translate from one language into another: 

t be the Hebrew Psalms, where the beauty is found more 
in the balance of ideas than in specific vocabulary. In most poetry, it is the connotations 
and the ‘baggage’ that words carry (the weight of words) that are most important. These 

meaning can be difficult to interpret; while there are reasonable 
interpretations, there can never be a definitive interpretation. 

, the free encyclopedia. http://www.poetry.org/whatis.htm; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poetry

Let us see some sample poems of eminent poets  

Rabindranath Tagore 
[Odia Translation: Dr. Sambhu Dayal Agrawal]  

icd @iúc 
Time is endless in thy hands, my lord. _âbê @iúcòZ icd @Qò Zêc jûùZ 

     KòG aû Keòa Zêc Kûce jòiûa lùY @^êlùY! 
            aòZò~ûG \ò^eûZò @ûC ~êM _ùe ~êM 

              @ûùi @ûC Pûfò~ûG ềf `êUòaû cCkòaû _eòö 
                 Zêùc RûY ùKcòZò Ke«ò _âZúlûö 

         ùMûUòG _ùe @ûùeK Pûfò[ûG Zêc gZû±úMêWÿòK 

            VòKþ ùQûU Rwfú `êfUòG _eòö 
                    @ûc _ûùL Kò«ê ùak^ûjó ^ÁKeòaûKê 

And having no time we must scramble for a chance.  

@ûC ùak ^[ôaûeê QKòejòaûKê _Wÿòa @ûcKê cCKû @ûiòaû cûùZâ Sûµòù^aûKê;
                  @ûùc aWÿ \ú^jú^, Keò_ûeòaê ò̂ ùWeò ùi[Kê! 

           ùZYê aòZò~ûG Gjò_eò icd... 
every querulous man who claims it,   

  cêñ GAK[û Kùj @bòù~ûM _âòd _âZò Kkò@û ùfûKKê; 
And thine altar is empty of all offerings to the last.   

  ù\A ù\A Zêc \û^cêYò Lûfò ùjûA~ûG ùghKê... 
               \ò̂  ùgh @ûWÿKê cêñ ZeZe jêG-  
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they could be expressed as a context-

In addition to the forms of rhyme, alliteration and rhythm that structure much poetry, 
sound plays a more subtle role in even free verse poetry in creating pleasing, varied 

s and emphasising or sometimes even illustrating semantic elements of the 
poem. Devices such as alliteration, assonance, consonance, dissonance and internal 
rhyme are among the ways poets use sound. Euphony refers to the musical, flowing 

Because of its nature of emphasising linguistic form rather than using language purely 
for its content, poetry is notoriously difficult to translate from one language into another: 

t be the Hebrew Psalms, where the beauty is found more 
in the balance of ideas than in specific vocabulary. In most poetry, it is the connotations 
and the ‘baggage’ that words carry (the weight of words) that are most important. These 

meaning can be difficult to interpret; while there are reasonable 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poetry] 

@ûC ùak ^[ôaûeê QKòejòaûKê _Wÿòa @ûcKê cCKû @ûiòaû cûùZâ Sûµòù^aûKê;  
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In fear lest thy gate be shut;                  

But I find that yet there is time.          

Now translate another poem into Odia

Self-Check Exercise-6 

Translate into Odia: 

WHERE THE MIND IS WITHOUT FEAR

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high 

Where knowledge is free  

Where the world has not been broken up into fragments 

By narrow domestic walls  

Where words come out from the depth of truth 

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection 

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way 

Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit     

Where the mind is led forward by thee 

Into ever-widening thought and action  

Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
    

2. Sarojini Naidu : iùeûRò^ú ^ûAWÿê
[Odia Translation: Dr. Sambhu Dayal Agrawal]

Rise, brothers, rise; the wakening 

Pray to the morning light,   
The wind lies asleep in the arms of 

Like a child that has cried all night. 

Come, let us gather our nets from

And set our catamarans free,  

To capture the leaping wealth of the

For we are the kings of the sea!                        
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                  Kûùk Zêc `ûUK _Wÿò~òaKò @ûC! 
           ùjùf cêñ RûùY @ûjêeò ùak [ûG ùiùZùakKêö 

Odia: 

WHERE THE MIND IS WITHOUT FEAR  :  by Rabindranath Tagore 

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high  

Where the world has not been broken up into fragments  

Where words come out from the depth of truth  

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection  

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way  

Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit      

Where the mind is led forward by thee  

 

Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

iùeûRò̂ ú ^ûAWÿê 
[Odia Translation: Dr. Sambhu Dayal Agrawal] 

 skies     CV bûA CV; _ûjòfûYò eûZò 
   CV Chû-KòeYKê @bý[ð^û Keò; 

of the dawn   Zû’ aêKêùe ùgûAQò (@Pò«û) _a^ 
night.        iûeû eûZò Kû¦ò[ôaû gògêUòG _eòö 

from the shore @ûi iûMe ZUeê iûCñUò @ûYòaû @ûc Rûfiaê 
       @ûC ùLûfòù\aû @ûc Wwû @ûC ùbkû 

the tide, jûùZAù^aû Rê@ûeùe fêPò[ôaû CQêêkû ]^-iµ\ûKê 
sea!                             @ûùcjó Z eûRû GA iûMee! 
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@ûi iûMe ZUeê iûCñUò @ûYòaû @ûc Rûfiaê  

ûKê  
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No longer delay, let us hasten away

In the track of the sea gull's call,  

The sea is our mother, the cloud is our

The waves are our comrades all.  

What though we toss at the fall of 

                                                               
Where the hand of the sea-god drives?    

He who holds the storm by the hair,

Will hide in his breast our lives.                    

Now translate another poem into Odia

Self-Check Exercise-7 

Translate into Odia: 

Sarojini Naidu: The Palanquin  (iaûeò

Softly, O softly we bear her along,  

She hangs like a star in the dew of our song; 
She springs like a beam on the brow of 
She falls like a tear from the eyes of a bride. 

Lightly, O lightly we glide and we sing,

We bear her along like a pearl on a string.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
 
                                                                                                                                

20.3.5   Children’s Literature

Writing for children gradually has grown
children mostly are not matured enough this form of writing needs 
Mainly there are four segments of children’s literature; viz:

1. Appropriate Theme: It stresses the need to select the theme judiciously in 
view of the special target reader
necessary for each age group:

(a) Children in between 2-3 years: In this age group a child should not be 
stressed with difficult words / languages and critical literature. They are in 
the world of wonder. Hence picture books, even c
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away    @ûC Ke^û ùWeò aûjûeò_Wÿòaû Pûf ùaùM ùaùM
          cûQeuû WûKê[ôaû \òMe i§ûù^ 
our brother,    icê\â @ûc cû@û, ùcN iùjû\e 

          iûMe fjWÿò Z @ûc iû[ú-ijPeö 
 the sun        _eaûG ^ûjó fjWÿò-ù\ûkòùe bûiòùfaò  

                       iõR ^Añfû ùakKê; 
drives?          icê\â ù\aZûu jûZ @ûcKê aû ù^a ùKCñVòKê?
hair,               ~òG ò̂R ùKgùe ]ûeY Ke«ò SWÿ ùZû`û^Kê
                   Zûu aêKêùe fêPûA eLòùa ùi @ûc Rúa^Kêö

Now translate another poem into Odia: 

iaûeò)Bearers 

 

song; 
of the tide, 

bride.  

sing,  

string.                  
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Children’s Literature  

has grown into a distinct genre. Since barring a few, 
mostly are not matured enough this form of writing needs special care. 

our segments of children’s literature; viz:  

It stresses the need to select the theme judiciously in 
view of the special target reader. This is because a different approach is 
necessary for each age group: 

3 years: In this age group a child should not be 
stressed with difficult words / languages and critical literature. They are in 
the world of wonder. Hence picture books, even coloured picture books with 
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@ûC Ke^û ùWeò aûjûeò_Wÿòaû Pûf ùaùM ùaùM 

 

ùKCñVòKê? 
~òG ò̂R ùKgùe ]ûeY Ke«ò SWÿ ùZû`û^Kê 

Zûu aêKêùe fêPûA eLòùa ùi @ûc Rúa^Kêö 

                                                                                           

barring a few, 
special care. 

It stresses the need to select the theme judiciously in 
different approach is 

3 years: In this age group a child should not be 
stressed with difficult words / languages and critical literature. They are in 

oloured picture books with 
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minimum text should be given to them to capture their initial imagination and 
fancy. 

(b) For this group in between 4
stories that reflect real life within simple language should be 

(c) The imagination of the age group in 7
that centres on adventure, exploration, travel odyssey, machines those behave 
like human beings and the like.

(d) This group spans from 10-15 years ordinarily. This is a vora
group. They like to read heroic personalities, history, courageous and self 
reliance stories and literature, 
child. On the whole whatever be the nature and scope of a book for children it 
must use simple language, along with   colourful illustration to make the 
narration as understandable and engaging as possible.

2. The importance of elements of fantasy in children’s books can’t be ignored. 
A child who is unacquainted with the realites of life tries to
world of magic and miracle.

3. A child passes through his character building age. Hence the books written 
for them should keep an eye on this aspect. Through the books moral and 
ethical norm should be instilled in their minds.

4. The last aspect that a writer of children’s book should take care in the 
question of language and illustrations. The language used in children’s book 
should be invariably, simple, lucid and direct. Abstract and high flown 
language certainly takes a child away from his book

On the whole children’s books mainly focus on two aspects which any child should 
prefer to read. They are fantasy and morality. Fantasy creates a world of fancy, a 
world in which unreal people and creatures move about doing unexpected things and 
undertaking unreal adventures. Sometimes though the characters are real, yet they 
are surrounded by an atmosphere of magic and unreality. It is inherent in a child to 
look upon anything with curiosity and surprise. But once a writer has chosen fantasy 
as a subject he should try to make it believable. He should maintain a logical 
framework not from our practical point of view but from a child’s perspective.

Even in fantasy a writer can introduce moral values. In a children’s book though 
entertaining children is the first aim, a streak of virtue must run through the story. 
Cruelty may appear in the writing. It is necessary because even small children may 
gloat over a little violence. But it must not get the upper hand
kindness towards animals and human beings is essential
desirability of transmitting moral and ethical norms to young readers. Slavery, sex 
discrimination, racial differences and the like topics must not be put forth in a 
positive light. 
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minimum text should be given to them to capture their initial imagination and 

For this group in between 4-6 years fantasy, fairy tales, animal stories, short 
stories that reflect real life within simple language should be given. 

The imagination of the age group in 7-10 years will capture the subject matter 
adventure, exploration, travel odyssey, machines those behave 

like human beings and the like. 

15 years ordinarily. This is a voracious reading 
group. They like to read heroic personalities, history, courageous and self 
reliance stories and literature, humour; suspense fires the imagination of a 

On the whole whatever be the nature and scope of a book for children it 
imple language, along with   colourful illustration to make the 

narration as understandable and engaging as possible. 

The importance of elements of fantasy in children’s books can’t be ignored. 
A child who is unacquainted with the realites of life tries to escape to the 

 

A child passes through his character building age. Hence the books written 
for them should keep an eye on this aspect. Through the books moral and 
ethical norm should be instilled in their minds. 

hat a writer of children’s book should take care in the 
question of language and illustrations. The language used in children’s book 
should be invariably, simple, lucid and direct. Abstract and high flown 
language certainly takes a child away from his book. 

On the whole children’s books mainly focus on two aspects which any child should 
prefer to read. They are fantasy and morality. Fantasy creates a world of fancy, a 
world in which unreal people and creatures move about doing unexpected things and 
undertaking unreal adventures. Sometimes though the characters are real, yet they 
are surrounded by an atmosphere of magic and unreality. It is inherent in a child to 
look upon anything with curiosity and surprise. But once a writer has chosen fantasy 

subject he should try to make it believable. He should maintain a logical 
framework not from our practical point of view but from a child’s perspective.  

can introduce moral values. In a children’s book though 
n is the first aim, a streak of virtue must run through the story. 

Cruelty may appear in the writing. It is necessary because even small children may 
gloat over a little violence. But it must not get the upper hand; rather love and 

and human beings is essential. We must stress the 
desirability of transmitting moral and ethical norms to young readers. Slavery, sex 
discrimination, racial differences and the like topics must not be put forth in a 
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minimum text should be given to them to capture their initial imagination and 

6 years fantasy, fairy tales, animal stories, short 

10 years will capture the subject matter 
adventure, exploration, travel odyssey, machines those behave 

cious reading 
group. They like to read heroic personalities, history, courageous and self 

fires the imagination of a 
On the whole whatever be the nature and scope of a book for children it 

imple language, along with   colourful illustration to make the 

The importance of elements of fantasy in children’s books can’t be ignored. 
escape to the 

A child passes through his character building age. Hence the books written 
for them should keep an eye on this aspect. Through the books moral and 

hat a writer of children’s book should take care in the 
question of language and illustrations. The language used in children’s book 
should be invariably, simple, lucid and direct. Abstract and high flown 

On the whole children’s books mainly focus on two aspects which any child should 
prefer to read. They are fantasy and morality. Fantasy creates a world of fancy, a 
world in which unreal people and creatures move about doing unexpected things and 
undertaking unreal adventures. Sometimes though the characters are real, yet they 
are surrounded by an atmosphere of magic and unreality. It is inherent in a child to 
look upon anything with curiosity and surprise. But once a writer has chosen fantasy 

subject he should try to make it believable. He should maintain a logical 

can introduce moral values. In a children’s book though 
n is the first aim, a streak of virtue must run through the story. 

Cruelty may appear in the writing. It is necessary because even small children may 
ove and 

must stress the 
desirability of transmitting moral and ethical norms to young readers. Slavery, sex 
discrimination, racial differences and the like topics must not be put forth in a 
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To cope with its subject matter a children’s book must have
appropriate, simple, lucid and direct
technical speech or writing), very long and short sentences be avoided. There is no 
place for abstract and high flown la
between or among characters should be kept. Dialogue should be introduced as it is 
the very life of a children’s book. It speaks of the characteristics of the speaker and 
intensifies the emotion and adds 
children’s book should neither be learned nor slipshod. We should remember that 
writing for children is also literature. It must have a fluid style, an impressive 
beginning and a judicious end. The book must be co
and sustain a child’s interest. The print should be bold, clear and attractive.

Old Indian classics like The Panchatantra, The Kathasaritsagar, Jataka tales, The 
Ramayana, The Mahabharata are still within our reach, yet chi
has not flourished well. But now things have changed and the 
demand for children’s books is 
comprises of small stories. However, poems, drama and some othere forms of 
literature are also used in writing for children.

Now let us see how beautifully we can translate a story written for the children:

The Tale of the Rat village
[Odia Text: Dash Benahur, @^ûa^û M_, Agragami, Kashipur, Rayagada, 1999 English Translation 

by: Akhtar Jamal Khan, Zehara Jabeen, A Basket of Stories, Siksha Sandhan, Bhubaneswar

Long, long ago, there was a rat village, which lay in the middle of a forest. It was a 
big village. Only brown rats lived there. They cultivated land and 
themselves in business and lived happily. They had built beautiful houses for 
themselves. There was no dearth of food and drink. Some ate sweets, some ate fish 
while some others ate dried fish. There was wealth in abundance in the rat village.

@ù^K \ò̂  Zke K[ûö Rwf bòZùe [ûG GK cìhû Mûñö ùagþ aWÿ Mû@ûñUòö ùiVò Lûfò cûUò@û ewe 
cìhûcûù^ [û@û«òö Pûhaûi, ùa_ûeaYòR Keò aWÿ cCRùe [û@û«ò ùicûù^ö ùKùWÿ iê¦e 
Ne\ê@ûe aù^A [û@û«òö LûAaû _òAaûùe @bûa ^ [ûG Kûjûeö KòG còùVA LûAfûYò Z KòG 
eiùMfû LûAfûYòö KòG cûQ LûAfûYò Z KòG gêLê@û LûAfûYòö Uuû _Aiû, ]^ 
cìhû Mûñe cìhûcû^u _ûLùeö 

A huge pole stood in the middle of the village. A large, brown
merrily from its top. 

ùiA Mûñ cSòùe [ûG ùMûùU aWÿ Lê<ö ùi[òùe GùWÿ f´û cûUò@ûewe _ZûKû CWê[ûG `e `e ùjûAö

The rats looked upon the pole as their god. They worshiped the flag. Everyday in th
evening, the rats gathered under the brown flag. They sang devotional songs, and 
discussed a number of things. Sometimes they made merry and became really noisy.
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t matter a children’s book must have its own style; 
appropriate, simple, lucid and direct language. No verbiage (excessively lengthy or 

, very long and short sentences be avoided. There is no 
place for abstract and high flown languages. Natural dialogue in the familiar idiom 
between or among characters should be kept. Dialogue should be introduced as it is 
the very life of a children’s book. It speaks of the characteristics of the speaker and 

 flavour, atmosphere and local colour. Style of 
children’s book should neither be learned nor slipshod. We should remember that 
writing for children is also literature. It must have a fluid style, an impressive 
beginning and a judicious end. The book must be colourfully illustrated to capture 
and sustain a child’s interest. The print should be bold, clear and attractive. 

Indian classics like The Panchatantra, The Kathasaritsagar, Jataka tales, The 
Ramayana, The Mahabharata are still within our reach, yet children’s book in India 

. But now things have changed and the production and 
 getting important. Children’s literature mostly 

comprises of small stories. However, poems, drama and some othere forms of 
rature are also used in writing for children. 

Now let us see how beautifully we can translate a story written for the children: 

The Tale of the Rat village cìhû Mûñe M_ 
Agragami, Kashipur, Rayagada, 1999 English Translation 

A Basket of Stories, Siksha Sandhan, Bhubaneswar,2005] 

Long, long ago, there was a rat village, which lay in the middle of a forest. It was a 
big village. Only brown rats lived there. They cultivated land and engaged 

in business and lived happily. They had built beautiful houses for 
e was no dearth of food and drink. Some ate sweets, some ate fish 

while some others ate dried fish. There was wealth in abundance in the rat village. 

ò̂  Zke K[ûö Rwf bòZùe [ûG GK cìhû Mûñö ùagþ aWÿ Mû@ûñUòö ùiVò Lûfò cûUò@û ewe 
i, ùa_ûeaYòR Keò aWÿ cCRùe [û@û«ò ùicûù^ö ùKùWÿ iê¦e 

ê@ûe aù^A [û@û«òö LûAaû _òAaûùe @bûa ^ [ûG Kûjûeö KòG còùVA LûAfûYò Z KòG 
eiùMfû LûAfûYòö KòG cûQ LûAfûYò Z KòG gêLê@û LûAfûYòö Uuû _Aiû, ]^ \CfZ ùXe [ûG 

the middle of the village. A large, brown-coloured flag fluttered 

ùiA Mûñ cSòùe [ûG ùMûùU aWÿ Lê<ö ùi[òùe GùWÿ f´û cûUò@ûewe _ZûKû CWê[ûG `e `e ùjûAö

The rats looked upon the pole as their god. They worshiped the flag. Everyday in th
evening, the rats gathered under the brown flag. They sang devotional songs, and 
discussed a number of things. Sometimes they made merry and became really noisy.
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its own style; 
excessively lengthy or 

, very long and short sentences be avoided. There is no 
nguages. Natural dialogue in the familiar idiom 

between or among characters should be kept. Dialogue should be introduced as it is 
the very life of a children’s book. It speaks of the characteristics of the speaker and 

our, atmosphere and local colour. Style of 
children’s book should neither be learned nor slipshod. We should remember that 
writing for children is also literature. It must have a fluid style, an impressive 

lourfully illustrated to capture 

Indian classics like The Panchatantra, The Kathasaritsagar, Jataka tales, The 
ldren’s book in India 

production and 
Children’s literature mostly 

comprises of small stories. However, poems, drama and some othere forms of 

 

Long, long ago, there was a rat village, which lay in the middle of a forest. It was a 
engaged 

in business and lived happily. They had built beautiful houses for 
e was no dearth of food and drink. Some ate sweets, some ate fish 

ò̂  Zke K[ûö Rwf bòZùe [ûG GK cìhû Mûñö ùagþ aWÿ Mû@ûñUòö ùiVò Lûfò cûUò@û ewe 
i, ùa_ûeaYòR Keò aWÿ cCRùe [û@û«ò ùicûù^ö ùKùWÿ iê¦e 

ê@ûe aù^A [û@û«òö LûAaû _òAaûùe @bûa ^ [ûG Kûjûeö KòG còùVA LûAfûYò Z KòG 
CfZ ùXe [ûG 

coloured flag fluttered 

ùiA Mûñ cSòùe [ûG ùMûùU aWÿ Lê<ö ùi[òùe GùWÿ f´û cûUò@ûewe _ZûKû CWê[ûG `e `e ùjûAö 

The rats looked upon the pole as their god. They worshiped the flag. Everyday in the 
evening, the rats gathered under the brown flag. They sang devotional songs, and 
discussed a number of things. Sometimes they made merry and became really noisy. 
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cìhûcûù^ Lê<Kê VûKêe bkò cû^«òö _ZKûKê _ìRû Ke«òö ùicûù^ bûa«ò _ZKû jCPò Zûu aû_ @Rû 
@cke PòjÜö ùZYê aWÿ @û\e Ke«ò ùicûù^ Lê< @ûC _ZûKûKêö ^òZò ùak aêWÿòùf cìhûcûù^ @ûiò 
cûUò@û _ZûKû Zùk GKûVò jê@«òö MúZ Mû@û«ò bR^ MûAfû _eòö ùKùZK[û @ûùfûP^ûKe«òö 
ùaùkùaùk ^û^û cCR cRfòiþ Keò ùPñ

Everything was fine in the rat village. But there was on
quarreled among themselves for no reason at all. They hated each other. After a few 
days, they would again become good friends. Days passed by. One day, a group of 
white mice arrived in the village. They asked for a place in th
to sell their things in the village and promised that if required they would leave the 
place anytime in future without complaining.

cìhû Mûñùe iaê bfö ùjùf ùMûùU aWÿ @Wê@û fûùMö icd icdùe aWÿ cìhûcûù^ KûjòñKò ùKRûYò 
@û_Yû @û_Yû bòZùe Kkò Ke«òö KûcêWÿûKûcêWÿò fûM«òö _êYò KòQò 
GAcòZò \ò̂  ~ûGö jVûZþ \òù^ \ùk ]kûcìhû Kûjêñ @ûiò Kjòùf, Zc Mûñùe @ûcKê UòùK RûMû 
@ûùc GVò @ûc @ûWÿe Rò ò̂h_ûZò @ûYò aòKûaòKò Keòaêö ù~ùZùaùk c^û Keò
^Keò _ùkA~òaêö 

The big rats were too busy fighting each other. Without giving the matter any serious 
thought, they said, ‘Alright, you can set your shops here and do business. But you 
should pay us a little something now and then.’’

aWÿ cìhûcûù^ ùi\ò^ K’Y _ûAñ ùMûùU Kkò
“jC, ù\ûKû^ aRûe ùLûfò ùa_ûe Keö ùjùf @ûcKê cSòùe cSòùe bfc¦ KòQò ù

From then on, the white mice began living in the village. They did their business. In 
no time, they cleverly took hold of the houses of
belongings away. They ate the brown rat’s food and starved the poor rats. They even 
destroyed the huge pillar that stood in the center of the village and tore the beautiful 
brown flag to shreds. 

]kûcìhûcûù^ ùiCVê cìhû Mûñùe ejòùfö ùaCiû Kùfö ù
ùicûù^ cûUò@û cìhûu Neiaê cûWÿò aiòùfö Rò^òh_ûZò QùWÿA ù^ùfö Zûu LûAaû Rò ò̂hcû^ LûA 
Zûuê Kûwûk Keòù\ùfö Mûñ cSòùe [òaû GùZ aWÿ Lê<UûKê C_ûWÿò ^Á Keòù
GùWÿ iê¦e _ZûKûUûKê KûUò KêUêKêUû Keòù

At last, the white mice stroked their moustaches and said to the brown rats, ‘’Do as 
we say, or else we’ll put you behind bars. We’ll beat you to death.’’

ùghKê ]kû cìhûcûù^ ò̂gùcûWÿò cûUò@ûcìhûuê Kjòùf, “@ûùc ~ûjû Kjòaê Zùc iaê ùiA@û Keòaö 
^ ùjùf aû§ò ù^A ZêcKê ùRf MûWÿùe eLòaêö _òUò _òUò cûeò

The brown rats had now no place where they could assemble and discuss their 
situation. What would happen to them now? When there was the pillar in the centre 
of the village, they could gather around
matter. The white mice grew stronger with every passing day. The brown rats lived 
in mortal fear of the white mice. 
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cìhûcûù^ Lê<Kê VûKêe bkò cû^«òö _ZKûKê _ìRû Ke«òö ùicûù^ bûa«ò _ZKû jCPò Zûu aû_ @Rû 
e Ke«ò ùicûù^ Lê< @ûC _ZûKûKêö ^òZò ùak aêWÿòùf cìhûcûù^ @ûiò 

cûUò@û _ZûKû Zùk GKûVò jê@«òö MúZ Mû@û«ò bR^ MûAfû _eòö ùKùZK[û @ûùfûP^ûKe«òö 
ùaùkùaùk ^û^û cCR cRfòiþ Keò ùPñ-Pûñ jê@«òö 

Everything was fine in the rat village. But there was only one problem. The big rats 
quarreled among themselves for no reason at all. They hated each other. After a few 
days, they would again become good friends. Days passed by. One day, a group of 
white mice arrived in the village. They asked for a place in the village. They wanted 
to sell their things in the village and promised that if required they would leave the 
place anytime in future without complaining. 

cìhû Mûñùe iaê bfö ùjùf ùMûùU aWÿ @Wê@û fûùMö icd icdùe aWÿ cìhûcûù^ KûjòñKò ùKRûYò 
Kkò Ke«òö KûcêWÿûKûcêWÿò fûM«òö _êYò KòQò \ò̂  Mùf ù~ûC K[ûKê ùiAK[ûö 

ùk ]kûcìhû Kûjêñ @ûiò Kjòùf, Zc Mûñùe @ûcKê UòùK RûMû \ò@ö 
@ûùc GVò @ûc @ûWÿe Rò ò̂h_ûZò @ûYò aòKûaòKò Keòaêö ù~ùZùaùk c^û Keò\a @ûùc @ûC Cñ-

The big rats were too busy fighting each other. Without giving the matter any serious 
thought, they said, ‘Alright, you can set your shops here and do business. But you 
should pay us a little something now and then.’’ 

ò^ K’Y _ûAñ ùMûùU Kkò KRò@ûùe cûZò[ôùfö KòQò ^aêSò ^gêSò  Kjòù\ùf, 
ûKû^ aRûe ùLûfò ùa_ûe Keö ùjùf @ûcKê cSòùe cSòùe bfc¦ KòQò ù\C[òaö” 

From then on, the white mice began living in the village. They did their business. In 
no time, they cleverly took hold of the houses of the brown rats and snatched their 
belongings away. They ate the brown rat’s food and starved the poor rats. They even 
destroyed the huge pillar that stood in the center of the village and tore the beautiful 

ùe ejòùfö ùaCiû Kùfö ù\Lê ù\Lê \ò^ ùKAUûùe PûfûKò Keò 
ùicûù^ cûUò@û cìhûu Neiaê cûWÿò aiòùfö Rò^òh_ûZò QùWÿA ù^ùfö Zûu LûAaû Rò ò̂hcû^ LûA 

ùfö Mûñ cSòùe [òaû GùZ aWÿ Lê<UûKê C_ûWÿò ^Á Keòù\ùfö cûUò@ûewe 
GùWÿ iê¦e _ZûKûUûKê KûUò KêUêKêUû Keòù\ùfö 

At last, the white mice stroked their moustaches and said to the brown rats, ‘’Do as 
we say, or else we’ll put you behind bars. We’ll beat you to death.’’ 

ùghKê ]kû cìhûcûù^ ^ògùcûWÿò cûUò@ûcìhûuê Kjòùf, “@ûùc ~ûjû Kjòaê Zùc iaê ùiA@û Keòaö 
aû§ò ù^A ZêcKê ùRf MûWÿùe eLòaêö _òUò _òUò cûeò\aê ZcKêö” 

The brown rats had now no place where they could assemble and discuss their 
situation. What would happen to them now? When there was the pillar in the centre 
of the village, they could gather around it. Now what could they do? It was a grave 
matter. The white mice grew stronger with every passing day. The brown rats lived 
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cìhûcûù^ Lê<Kê VûKêe bkò cû^«òö _ZKûKê _ìRû Ke«òö ùicûù^ bûa«ò _ZKû jCPò Zûu aû_ @Rû 
e Ke«ò ùicûù^ Lê< @ûC _ZûKûKêö ^òZò ùak aêWÿòùf cìhûcûù^ @ûiò 

cûUò@û _ZûKû Zùk GKûVò jê@«òö MúZ Mû@û«ò bR^ MûAfû _eòö ùKùZK[û @ûùfûP^ûKe«òö 

ly one problem. The big rats 
quarreled among themselves for no reason at all. They hated each other. After a few 
days, they would again become good friends. Days passed by. One day, a group of 

e village. They wanted 
to sell their things in the village and promised that if required they would leave the 

cìhû Mûñùe iaê bfö ùjùf ùMûùU aWÿ @Wê@û fûùMö icd icdùe aWÿ cìhûcûù^ KûjòñKò ùKRûYò 
ò^ Mùf ù~ûC K[ûKê ùiAK[ûö 

ò@ö 
-Pêñ 

The big rats were too busy fighting each other. Without giving the matter any serious 
thought, they said, ‘Alright, you can set your shops here and do business. But you 

ùf, 

From then on, the white mice began living in the village. They did their business. In 
the brown rats and snatched their 

belongings away. They ate the brown rat’s food and starved the poor rats. They even 
destroyed the huge pillar that stood in the center of the village and tore the beautiful 

ò^ ùKAUûùe PûfûKò Keò 
ùicûù^ cûUò@û cìhûu Neiaê cûWÿò aiòùfö Rò^òh_ûZò QùWÿA ù^ùfö Zûu LûAaû Rò^òhcû^ LûA 

ùfö cûUò@ûewe 

At last, the white mice stroked their moustaches and said to the brown rats, ‘’Do as 

ùghKê ]kû cìhûcûù^ ò̂gùcûWÿò cûUò@ûcìhûuê Kjòùf, “@ûùc ~ûjû Kjòaê Zùc iaê ùiA@û Keòaö 

The brown rats had now no place where they could assemble and discuss their 
situation. What would happen to them now? When there was the pillar in the centre 

it. Now what could they do? It was a grave 
matter. The white mice grew stronger with every passing day. The brown rats lived 
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cûUò@û cìhûcûù^ GKûVò ùjaûKê @ûC aûU _ûC ^[û«òö K’Y ùja Gùa? Mûñ cSòùe Lê< [òfûùaûfò 
ùicûù^ Zû’ Pûeò_ùU GKûVò ùjC[ôùfö Gùa Keòùa K’Y? KòG A@ûùWÿ ]ûAñfû Z KòG iò@ûùWÿ 
]ûAñfûö aWÿ aòhc K[ûö ]kûcìhûcûù^ 
Weòceò Pkê[û«òö 

Many days passed by. GAcòZò ùXe \ò̂  aòZòMfûö

Now try your hand to translate the rest p

Self-Check Exercise-8 

Translate into Odia: 

At last, a toothless old brown rat waliked through the village with a bent walking stick in 
hand. He went up and he went down and said, ‘’Brothers, enough is enough. We shall not 
tolerate this any more. It won’t do if we feel scared. We are more in number. Let them kill 
as many of us as they want. We are not snatching anything from them. We only ask for 
what is ours. Our village is ours. Who are they to dictate to us?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Come, we will gherao them, and won’
fighting them. Let them know that the right is on our side. Their minds will change on their 
own. Everyone has to accept the truth in the end. They too will do so.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

If they don’t bow down, where will they go! We won’t let them go even if we die. Wait 
and watch, when we unite, they will just jump and run away.’’

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Finally, the brown rats decided to follow him. The white mice were gheraoed. Everybody 
fasted.In the beginning, the white mice bit the brown mice violently. A few brown rats got 
wounded and died fasting. But the gherao continued.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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cûUò@û cìhûcûù^ GKûVò ùjaûKê @ûC aûU _ûC ^[û«òö K’Y ùja Gùa? Mûñ cSòùe Lê< [òfûùaûfò 
Pûeò_ùU GKûVò ùjC[ôùfö Gùa Keòùa K’Y? KòG A@ûùWÿ ]ûAñfû Z KòG iò@ûùWÿ 

]ûAñfûö aWÿ aòhc K[ûö ]kûcìhûcûù^ \ò ê̂\ò̂  _âak ùjaûùe fûMòùf ö cûUò@û cìhûcûù^ Zûuê 

ò̂  aòZòMfûö 

Now try your hand to translate the rest part of this story into Odia: 

At last, a toothless old brown rat waliked through the village with a bent walking stick in 
hand. He went up and he went down and said, ‘’Brothers, enough is enough. We shall not 
tolerate this any more. It won’t do if we feel scared. We are more in number. Let them kill 
as many of us as they want. We are not snatching anything from them. We only ask for 
what is ours. Our village is ours. Who are they to dictate to us? 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Come, we will gherao them, and won’t let them go. We, too, will not eat. It is no use 
fighting them. Let them know that the right is on our side. Their minds will change on their 
own. Everyone has to accept the truth in the end. They too will do so. 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ey don’t bow down, where will they go! We won’t let them go even if we die. Wait 
and watch, when we unite, they will just jump and run away.’’ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Finally, the brown rats decided to follow him. The white mice were gheraoed. Everybody 
fasted.In the beginning, the white mice bit the brown mice violently. A few brown rats got 
wounded and died fasting. But the gherao continued. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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cûUò@û cìhûcûù^ GKûVò ùjaûKê @ûC aûU _ûC ^[û«òö K’Y ùja Gùa? Mûñ cSòùe Lê< [òfûùaûfò 
Pûeò_ùU GKûVò ùjC[ôùfö Gùa Keòùa K’Y? KòG A@ûùWÿ ]ûAñfû Z KòG iò@ûùWÿ 

ò^ _âak ùjaûùe fûMòùf ö cûUò@û cìhûcûù^ Zûuê 

At last, a toothless old brown rat waliked through the village with a bent walking stick in 
hand. He went up and he went down and said, ‘’Brothers, enough is enough. We shall not 
tolerate this any more. It won’t do if we feel scared. We are more in number. Let them kill 
as many of us as they want. We are not snatching anything from them. We only ask for 

t let them go. We, too, will not eat. It is no use 
fighting them. Let them know that the right is on our side. Their minds will change on their 

ey don’t bow down, where will they go! We won’t let them go even if we die. Wait 

Finally, the brown rats decided to follow him. The white mice were gheraoed. Everybody 
fasted.In the beginning, the white mice bit the brown mice violently. A few brown rats got 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The brown rats were taken aback by the strength of the old brown rat. He sat in the front 
row.  

___________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

And truly, after a few days, the white mice agreed to leave the village. 
their departure were fixed.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The old brown rat now said, “Let us erect a pillar again in the center of the village. 
hoist a new brown flag on it. Remember, we shall assemble under the flag and never fight 
among ourselves. Nobody shall be able to frighten us then. The brown flag is the symbol of 
our unity. We are all one. Do you understand?’’

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Since then the brown flag fluttered merrily in the Rat Village.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

 

 
    
                                                                                                                             

20.3.6   Biography 

A biography is a narrative that seeks consciously and artistically
and actions more than a list of basic facts like education, 
death and to create and analyse the personality of an individual. It also tries to 
portray a subject’s experience of these events. Unlike history 
individual and unlike fiction it records a life that has actually bee
biography is the history of the lives of individuals as a branch of literature. The 
biographer shares with the historian a concern for truth and also with the novelist to 
create a work of art. 

One indepth form of biographical coverage is call
person in a magazine or in an encyclopaedia is also a form of biography.

As per modern biography it is reinforced on careful research and is relatively 
dispassionate in attitude. Recently even the technique of the novel s
their influences on the writing of biography as found in the works of Andre Maurois. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The brown rats were taken aback by the strength of the old brown rat. He sat in the front 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

And truly, after a few days, the white mice agreed to leave the village. The date and time of 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Let us erect a pillar again in the center of the village. We will 
hoist a new brown flag on it. Remember, we shall assemble under the flag and never fight 
among ourselves. Nobody shall be able to frighten us then. The brown flag is the symbol of 
our unity. We are all one. Do you understand?’’ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

own flag fluttered merrily in the Rat Village. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

A biography is a narrative that seeks consciously and artistically to record the life 
more than a list of basic facts like education, work, relationship and 

and to create and analyse the personality of an individual. It also tries to 
portray a subject’s experience of these events. Unlike history it deals with the 
individual and unlike fiction it records a life that has actually been lived. Thus 
biography is the history of the lives of individuals as a branch of literature. The 
biographer shares with the historian a concern for truth and also with the novelist to 

One indepth form of biographical coverage is called legacy. A brief article about a 
person in a magazine or in an encyclopaedia is also a form of biography. 

As per modern biography it is reinforced on careful research and is relatively 
dispassionate in attitude. Recently even the technique of the novel started producing 
their influences on the writing of biography as found in the works of Andre Maurois. 
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The brown rats were taken aback by the strength of the old brown rat. He sat in the front 

The date and time of 

We will 
hoist a new brown flag on it. Remember, we shall assemble under the flag and never fight 
among ourselves. Nobody shall be able to frighten us then. The brown flag is the symbol of 

                                                                                           

to record the life 
, relationship and 

and to create and analyse the personality of an individual. It also tries to 
with the 

n lived. Thus 
biography is the history of the lives of individuals as a branch of literature. The 
biographer shares with the historian a concern for truth and also with the novelist to 

ed legacy. A brief article about a 

As per modern biography it is reinforced on careful research and is relatively 
tarted producing 

their influences on the writing of biography as found in the works of Andre Maurois.  
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An authorised biography can be written with the permission, cooperation and at 
times participation of a subject or a subject’s heir.

The function of a true biography is to transmit personality. By reading the life history 
of great persons we try to act / rectify our doings / misdeeds. To write a good 
biography one should inculcate scrupulous selection and ruthless rejection of the
portrayal. To one of the front ranking biographer, L. Strachey, it is a disadvantage for 
any biographer to know much about his human subject.

Unfortunately several factors intervene to make a biogrphy 

1. Our inherent desire to honour the dead. In this regard a number of Victo
biographers tend to exaggerate the virtues of their subjects. But, they must 
write not as they think but as they see.

2. Instead of maintaining an attitude of detachment biographer’s own prejudices 
and views come into play. 

3. Human life is too elusive to b
work of a biographical record.

4.  A good biographer should not 

5. A biographer, unlike one novelist has no free exercise of his inventions. He 
should be objective towards his subje
difficult. 

 On the whole selection and presentation of the material presupposes that the only 
limitations to the biographer’s truth telling are the range of his knowledge and 
licence of his society to publish it. 

Now let us try our hand on the excerpts of a biograph

     
        Subhas Chandra Bose
      Indian military leader, written by:

      BORN January 23, 1897, 
      DIED  August 18, 1945, Taipei?

Subhas Chandra Bose, by name Netaji
an Indian national force against the Western powers during

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The son of a wealthy and prominent Bengali lawyer, 
Presidency College, Calcutta (Kolkata
nationalist activities, and the Scottish Churches College (graduating in 1919). He 
then was sent by his parents to the
for the Indian Civil Service. In 1920 he passed the
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An authorised biography can be written with the permission, cooperation and at 
times participation of a subject or a subject’s heir. 

ue biography is to transmit personality. By reading the life history 
of great persons we try to act / rectify our doings / misdeeds. To write a good 
biography one should inculcate scrupulous selection and ruthless rejection of the

front ranking biographer, L. Strachey, it is a disadvantage for 
any biographer to know much about his human subject. 

Unfortunately several factors intervene to make a biogrphy impure: 

Our inherent desire to honour the dead. In this regard a number of Victorian 
biographers tend to exaggerate the virtues of their subjects. But, they must 
write not as they think but as they see. 

Instead of maintaining an attitude of detachment biographer’s own prejudices 

Human life is too elusive to be so easily confined within the narrow frame 
work of a biographical record. 

A good biographer should not violate the privacy of his subject. 

A biographer, unlike one novelist has no free exercise of his inventions. He 
should be objective towards his subject which, he as a human being is 

e selection and presentation of the material presupposes that the only 
limitations to the biographer’s truth telling are the range of his knowledge and 

try our hand on the excerpts of a biography: 

Subhas Chandra Bose 
Indian military leader, written by:  the editors of encyclopædia britannica 

January 23, 1897, Cuttack, India 
Taipei?, Taiwan? (People believe thathis death-news was fallacious)

etaji (Hindi) was the Indian revolutionary who led 
an Indian national force against the Western powers during World War II. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The son of a wealthy and prominent Bengali lawyer, Subhas Chandra Bose studied at 
Kolkata), from which he was expelled in 1916 for 

nationalist activities, and the Scottish Churches College (graduating in 1919). He 
his parents to the University of Cambridge in England to prepare 

for the Indian Civil Service. In 1920 he passed the civil service examination, but in 
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ue biography is to transmit personality. By reading the life history 
of great persons we try to act / rectify our doings / misdeeds. To write a good 
biography one should inculcate scrupulous selection and ruthless rejection of the 

front ranking biographer, L. Strachey, it is a disadvantage for 

rian 
biographers tend to exaggerate the virtues of their subjects. But, they must 

Instead of maintaining an attitude of detachment biographer’s own prejudices 

e so easily confined within the narrow frame 

A biographer, unlike one novelist has no free exercise of his inventions. He 
ct which, he as a human being is 

e selection and presentation of the material presupposes that the only 
limitations to the biographer’s truth telling are the range of his knowledge and 

was fallacious) 
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studied at 
), from which he was expelled in 1916 for 

nationalist activities, and the Scottish Churches College (graduating in 1919). He 
in England to prepare 

examination, but in 
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April 1921, after hearing of the nationalist turmoils in India, he resigned his 
candidacy and hurried back to India. Throughout his career, especially in its early 
stages, he was supported financially and emotionally by an elder 
Chandra Bose (1889–1950), a wealthy Calcutta lawyer and Congress Party 
politician. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bose joined the noncooperation movement
made the Indian National Congress
advised by Gandhi to work under Chitta
Bose became a youth educator, journalist, and
volunteers. His activities led to his imprisonment in December 1921. In 1924 he was 
appointed chief executive officer of the Calcutta Municipal Corporation, with Das as 
mayor. Bose was soon after deported to Burma (Myanma
of connections with secret revolutionary movements. Released in 1927, he returned 
to find Bengal Congress affairs in disarray after the death of Das, and shortly 
thereafter, Bose was elected president of the Bengal Congress.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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April 1921, after hearing of the nationalist turmoils in India, he resigned his 
candidacy and hurried back to India. Throughout his career, especially in its early 
stages, he was supported financially and emotionally by an elder brother, Sarat 

1950), a wealthy Calcutta lawyer and Congress Party 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

movement started by Mohandas K. Gandhi, who had 
Congress a powerful nonviolent organization. Bose was 

Chitta Ranjan Das, a politician in Bengal. There 
Bose became a youth educator, journalist, and commandant of the Bengal Congress 
volunteers. His activities led to his imprisonment in December 1921. In 1924 he was 
appointed chief executive officer of the Calcutta Municipal Corporation, with Das as 
mayor. Bose was soon after deported to Burma (Myanmar) because he was suspected 
of connections with secret revolutionary movements. Released in 1927, he returned 
to find Bengal Congress affairs in disarray after the death of Das, and shortly 
thereafter, Bose was elected president of the Bengal Congress. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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appointed chief executive officer of the Calcutta Municipal Corporation, with Das as 

r) because he was suspected 
of connections with secret revolutionary movements. Released in 1927, he returned 
to find Bengal Congress affairs in disarray after the death of Das, and shortly 
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By this time Gandhi had resumed his leadership role in the Congress Party. When 
the civil disobedience movement was started in 1930, Bose was already in detention 
for his associations with an underground revolutionary group, the Bengal Volunteers. 
Released and then rearrested several times for his suspected role in violent acts, Bose 
was finally allowed to proceed to Europe after a year’s detention. In enforced exile, 
he wrote The Indian Struggle, 1920
leaders. He returned from Europe in 1936, was again taken into custody, and was 
released after a year.  

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In 1938 he was elected president of the Indian National Congress and formed a 
national planning committee, which formulated a policy of broad industrialization. 
However, this did not harmonize with Gandhian economic thought, which clung to 
the notion of cottage industries and benefiting from the use of the country’s own 
resources. Bose’s vindication came in 1939, when he defeated a Gandhian rival for 
reelection. Nonetheless, the “rebel president” felt boun
of Gandhi’s support. He founded the
but was again incarcerated in July 1940. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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s time Gandhi had resumed his leadership role in the Congress Party. When 
movement was started in 1930, Bose was already in detention 

rground revolutionary group, the Bengal Volunteers. 
Released and then rearrested several times for his suspected role in violent acts, Bose 
was finally allowed to proceed to Europe after a year’s detention. In enforced exile, 

1920–1934 and pleaded India’s cause with European 
leaders. He returned from Europe in 1936, was again taken into custody, and was 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ected president of the Indian National Congress and formed a 
national planning committee, which formulated a policy of broad industrialization. 
However, this did not harmonize with Gandhian economic thought, which clung to 

and benefiting from the use of the country’s own 
came in 1939, when he defeated a Gandhian rival for 

reelection. Nonetheless, the “rebel president” felt bound to resign because of the lack 
of Gandhi’s support. He founded the Forward Bloc, hoping to rally radical elements, 
but was again incarcerated in July 1940.  

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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His refusal to remain in prison at this critical period of India’s history was expressed 
in a determination to fast to death, which frightened the British government into 
releasing him. On Jan. 26, 1941, though closely watched, he escaped from his 
Calcutta residence in disguise and, traveling via
reached Germany in April. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In Nazi Germany Bose came under the tutelage of a newly created Special Bureau 
for India, guided by Adam von Trott zu Solz. He and other Indians who had gathered 
in Berlin made regular broadcasts from the German
beginning in January 1942, speaking in English, Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, 
Gujarati, and Pashto. 

_________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A little more than a year after the
Germany, traveling by German and Japanese submarines and by plane, and arrived in 
May 1943 in Tokyo. On July 4 he assumed leadership of the Indian Independence 
Movement in East Asia and proceeded, with Japanese aid and influence, to form a 
trained army of about 40,000 troops in
1943, Bose proclaimed the establishment of a provisional independent Indian 
government, and his so-called Indian
Japanese troops, advanced to Rangoon (Yangôn) and thence overland into India, 
reaching Indian soil on March 18, 1944, and moving into
of Imphal.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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refusal to remain in prison at this critical period of India’s history was expressed 
in a determination to fast to death, which frightened the British government into 
releasing him. On Jan. 26, 1941, though closely watched, he escaped from his 

idence in disguise and, traveling via Kabul and Moscow, eventually 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Bose came under the tutelage of a newly created Special Bureau 
for India, guided by Adam von Trott zu Solz. He and other Indians who had gathered 

made regular broadcasts from the German-sponsored Azad Hind Radio 
beginning in January 1942, speaking in English, Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A little more than a year after the Japanese invasion of Southeast Asia, Bose left 
German and Japanese submarines and by plane, and arrived in 

May 1943 in Tokyo. On July 4 he assumed leadership of the Indian Independence 
Movement in East Asia and proceeded, with Japanese aid and influence, to form a 
trained army of about 40,000 troops in Japanese-occupied Southeast Asia. On Oct. 21, 
1943, Bose proclaimed the establishment of a provisional independent Indian 

Indian National Army (Azad Hind Fauj), alongside 
Japanese troops, advanced to Rangoon (Yangôn) and thence overland into India, 
reaching Indian soil on March 18, 1944, and moving into Kohima and the plains 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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refusal to remain in prison at this critical period of India’s history was expressed 
in a determination to fast to death, which frightened the British government into 
releasing him. On Jan. 26, 1941, though closely watched, he escaped from his 

, eventually 

Bose came under the tutelage of a newly created Special Bureau 
for India, guided by Adam von Trott zu Solz. He and other Indians who had gathered 

sponsored Azad Hind Radio 
beginning in January 1942, speaking in English, Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, 

, Bose left 
German and Japanese submarines and by plane, and arrived in 

May 1943 in Tokyo. On July 4 he assumed leadership of the Indian Independence 
Movement in East Asia and proceeded, with Japanese aid and influence, to form a 

occupied Southeast Asia. On Oct. 21, 
1943, Bose proclaimed the establishment of a provisional independent Indian 

auj), alongside 
Japanese troops, advanced to Rangoon (Yangôn) and thence overland into India, 

and the plains 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In a stubborn battle, the mixed Indian and Japanese forces, lacking Japanese air 
support, were defeated and forced to retreat; th
for some time succeeded in maintaining its identity as a liberation army, based in 
Burma and then Indochina. With the defeat of Japan, however, Bose’s fortunes 
ended. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A few days after Japan’s announced surrender in
Southeast Asia, reportedly died in a Japanese hospital in Taiwan as a result of burn 
injuries from a plane crash. (…The text continues)

[http://int.search.tb.ask.com/search/AJimage.jhtml?&n=78399d30&p2=%5EBX2%5Expt877%5ES21078%5Ein&pg=AJimage&pn=2&ptb=C47C
B3F0714DFD795E44&qs=&searchfor=Biography+of+Subhash+Chandra+Bose&si=&ss=sub&st=sb&tpr=sbt&ots=1495097272557&imgs=1p&filter=on

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                             

20.3.7 Autobiography 

The term autobiography comes from the Latin word ‘
means a narration of a person’s life by himself. In English auto means self. Hence 
autobiography is the life of a writer written by 
continuous narrative of the major events of his past. This interweaving of the growth 
of the author’s self and the outward circumstances is one of the distinctive features of 
autobiography. The autobiographer must supress the ordinary hum drum of daily 
existance and concentrate on dominant actions / episodes that concern the growth of 
his personality and help to reveal the major characteristics of the character i.e. the 
autobiographer. It presents personal experiences directly unhampered by the 
artificialities of impersonal form. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

In a stubborn battle, the mixed Indian and Japanese forces, lacking Japanese air 
support, were defeated and forced to retreat; the Indian National Army nevertheless 
for some time succeeded in maintaining its identity as a liberation army, based in 
Burma and then Indochina. With the defeat of Japan, however, Bose’s fortunes 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A few days after Japan’s announced surrender in August 1945, Bose, fleeing 
Southeast Asia, reportedly died in a Japanese hospital in Taiwan as a result of burn 

(…The text continues) 
[http://int.search.tb.ask.com/search/AJimage.jhtml?&n=78399d30&p2=%5EBX2%5Expt877%5ES21078%5Ein&pg=AJimage&pn=2&ptb=C47CE4CE-8BF4-44B8

B3F0714DFD795E44&qs=&searchfor=Biography+of+Subhash+Chandra+Bose&si=&ss=sub&st=sb&tpr=sbt&ots=1495097272557&imgs=1p&filter=on&imgDetail=true]

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

aphy comes from the Latin word ‘auto-bios-graphien’ which
means a narration of a person’s life by himself. In English auto means self. Hence 
autobiography is the life of a writer written by him as a work of art. It contains a 
continuous narrative of the major events of his past. This interweaving of the growth 
f the author’s self and the outward circumstances is one of the distinctive features of 

autobiography. The autobiographer must supress the ordinary hum drum of daily 
existance and concentrate on dominant actions / episodes that concern the growth of 

rsonality and help to reveal the major characteristics of the character i.e. the 
autobiographer. It presents personal experiences directly unhampered by the 
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’ which 
means a narration of a person’s life by himself. In English auto means self. Hence 

as a work of art. It contains a 
continuous narrative of the major events of his past. This interweaving of the growth 
f the author’s self and the outward circumstances is one of the distinctive features of 

autobiography. The autobiographer must supress the ordinary hum drum of daily 
existance and concentrate on dominant actions / episodes that concern the growth of 

rsonality and help to reveal the major characteristics of the character i.e. the 
autobiographer. It presents personal experiences directly unhampered by the 
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The primary characteristic of autobiography as a literary form 
self definition and for authenticity of being.

 The first formal use of the term of autobiography is to be found in the book “The 
Autobiography of a Dissenting Minister” by W.P. Scargill in 1834. But the very form 
of this autobiography goes back to ‘Confessions’ by S.T. 
A.D.  
Autobiography is a product of first hand experiences whereas biography is having 
second hand knowledge. In autobiography if any social interest overrides personal 
concern it would become a memoir. 
display the opinions, feelings and motives of the subject.

It may either emphasise moral and intellectual matters or like the intimate biography, 
concentrates on sensational or scandalous events. It differs from the diary or journal 
which lacks continuity and is intended 
sub-branch of autobiography which attempts to justify the actions or opinions of the 
author. 

An autobiography may be written with a collaborator.

The growth of autobiography in the west has gone hand in hand wit
novel. Truly speaking many novels are either autobiographies in disguise or borrow 
the autobiographical form of confession as in ‘Jane Eyre’ of 

Limitations of an autobiographer: It can’t be entirely objective since it usually 
excludes what is unpleasant to social ethics. Unconsciously the autobiographer, 
inherently colours his own qualities.

All autobiographies can not be totally complete. Because the life of an 
autobiographer remains incomplete as it comes to an end before the deat
author. Examples can be cited:  ‘Kamala 
Experiments with Truth’. 

Some important autobiographies are Herbert Read’s Innocent Eye, J.P 
Words’, the autobiographies of S.W Churchill and Late Jawahar

AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
 

THE STORY OF MY EXPERIMENTS WITH TRUTH
By M. K. Gandhi 

Chapter :7 Stealing & Atonement 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I have still to relate some of my failings during this meat
previous to it, which date from before my marria
A relative and I became fond of smoking. Not that we saw any good in smoking, or 
were enamoured of the smell of a cigarette. We simply imagined a sort of pleasure in 
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The primary characteristic of autobiography as a literary form is that it is a quest for 
self definition and for authenticity of being. 

The first formal use of the term of autobiography is to be found in the book “The 
Autobiography of a Dissenting Minister” by W.P. Scargill in 1834. But the very form 

back to ‘Confessions’ by S.T. Augustine in 5th century 

utobiography is a product of first hand experiences whereas biography is having 
hand knowledge. In autobiography if any social interest overrides personal 

concern it would become a memoir. Confessions are an autobiography written to 
and motives of the subject. 

It may either emphasise moral and intellectual matters or like the intimate biography, 
concentrates on sensational or scandalous events. It differs from the diary or journal 
which lacks continuity and is intended for author’s private purpose. Apology is the 

branch of autobiography which attempts to justify the actions or opinions of the 

An autobiography may be written with a collaborator. 

The growth of autobiography in the west has gone hand in hand with that of the 
novel. Truly speaking many novels are either autobiographies in disguise or borrow 
the autobiographical form of confession as in ‘Jane Eyre’ of C. Bronte. 

Limitations of an autobiographer: It can’t be entirely objective since it usually 
des what is unpleasant to social ethics. Unconsciously the autobiographer, 

inherently colours his own qualities. 

All autobiographies can not be totally complete. Because the life of an 
autobiographer remains incomplete as it comes to an end before the death of the 

‘Kamala Das’s ‘My Story’ and M.K Gandhi’s ‘My 

Some important autobiographies are Herbert Read’s Innocent Eye, J.P –Sartre’s ‘The 
the autobiographies of S.W Churchill and Late Jawaharlal Nehru.  

THE STORY OF MY EXPERIMENTS WITH TRUTH  

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I have still to relate some of my failings during this meat-eating period and also 
previous to it, which date from before my marriage or soon after.
A relative and I became fond of smoking. Not that we saw any good in smoking, or 
were enamoured of the smell of a cigarette. We simply imagined a sort of pleasure in 
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is that it is a quest for 

The first formal use of the term of autobiography is to be found in the book “The 
Autobiography of a Dissenting Minister” by W.P. Scargill in 1834. But the very form 

th century 

utobiography is a product of first hand experiences whereas biography is having 
hand knowledge. In autobiography if any social interest overrides personal 

an autobiography written to 

It may either emphasise moral and intellectual matters or like the intimate biography, 
concentrates on sensational or scandalous events. It differs from the diary or journal 

for author’s private purpose. Apology is the 
branch of autobiography which attempts to justify the actions or opinions of the 

h that of the 
novel. Truly speaking many novels are either autobiographies in disguise or borrow 

Limitations of an autobiographer: It can’t be entirely objective since it usually 
des what is unpleasant to social ethics. Unconsciously the autobiographer, 

All autobiographies can not be totally complete. Because the life of an 
h of the 

Story’ and M.K Gandhi’s ‘My 

Sartre’s ‘The 

eating period and also 
ge or soon after. 

A relative and I became fond of smoking. Not that we saw any good in smoking, or 
were enamoured of the smell of a cigarette. We simply imagined a sort of pleasure in 
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emitting clouds of smoke from our mouths. My uncle had the habit, and wh
him smoking, we thought we should copy his example. But we had no money. So we 
began to pilfer stumps of cigarettes thrown away by my uncle.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The stumps, however, were not always available, and could not emit much smoke 
either. So we began to steal coppers from the servant's pocket money in order to 
purchase Indian cigarettes. But the question was where to keep them. We could not 
of course smoke in the presence of elders. We managed somehow for a few weeks on 
these stolen coppers. In the meantime we heard that the stalks of a certain plant were 
porous and could be smoked like cigarettes. We got them and began this kind of 
smoking. But we were far from being 
independence began to smart. It was unbearable that we should be unable to do 
anything without the elders' permission. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

At last, in sheer disgust, we decided to commit suicide!
But how were we to do it? From where were we to get the poison? We heard that 
Dhatura seeds were an effective poison. Off we went to the jungle in search of these 
seeds, and got them. Evening was thought t
Kedarji Mandir, put ghee in the temple
lonely corner.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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emitting clouds of smoke from our mouths. My uncle had the habit, and when we saw 
him smoking, we thought we should copy his example. But we had no money. So we 
began to pilfer stumps of cigarettes thrown away by my uncle.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

however, were not always available, and could not emit much smoke 
either. So we began to steal coppers from the servant's pocket money in order to 
purchase Indian cigarettes. But the question was where to keep them. We could not 

ence of elders. We managed somehow for a few weeks on 
these stolen coppers. In the meantime we heard that the stalks of a certain plant were 
porous and could be smoked like cigarettes. We got them and began this kind of 
smoking. But we were far from being satisfied with such things as these. Our want of 
independence began to smart. It was unbearable that we should be unable to do 
anything without the elders' permission.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

t, in sheer disgust, we decided to commit suicide!
But how were we to do it? From where were we to get the poison? We heard that 
Dhatura seeds were an effective poison. Off we went to the jungle in search of these 
seeds, and got them. Evening was thought to be the auspicious hour. We went to 
Kedarji Mandir, put ghee in the temple-lamp, had the darshan and then looked for a 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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him smoking, we thought we should copy his example. But we had no money. So we 
began to pilfer stumps of cigarettes thrown away by my uncle. 

however, were not always available, and could not emit much smoke 
either. So we began to steal coppers from the servant's pocket money in order to 
purchase Indian cigarettes. But the question was where to keep them. We could not 

ence of elders. We managed somehow for a few weeks on 
these stolen coppers. In the meantime we heard that the stalks of a certain plant were 
porous and could be smoked like cigarettes. We got them and began this kind of 

satisfied with such things as these. Our want of 
independence began to smart. It was unbearable that we should be unable to do 

t, in sheer disgust, we decided to commit suicide! 
But how were we to do it? From where were we to get the poison? We heard that 
Dhatura seeds were an effective poison. Off we went to the jungle in search of these 

o be the auspicious hour. We went to 
lamp, had the darshan and then looked for a 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

But our courage failed us. Supposing we were not instantly killed? And what was the 
good of killing ourselves? Why not rather put up with the lack of inde
we swallowed two or three seeds nevertheless. We dared not take more. Both of us 
fought shy of death, and decided to go to Ramji Mandir to compose ourselves, and to 
dismiss the thought of suicide. I realized that it was not as easy to commit 
to contemplate it. And since then, whenever I have heard of someone threatening to 
commit suicide, it has had little or on effect on me.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The thought of suicide ultimately resulted in both of us bidding good
of smoking stumps of cigarettes and of stealing the servant's coppers for the purpose 
of smoking. Ever since I have been grown up, I have never desired to smoke and 
have always regarded the habit of smoking as barbarous, dirty and harmful. I have 
never understood why there is such a rage for smoking throughout the world. I 
cannot bear to travel in a compartment full of people smoking. I become choked.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

But our courage failed us. Supposing we were not instantly killed? And what was the 
good of killing ourselves? Why not rather put up with the lack of independence? But 
we swallowed two or three seeds nevertheless. We dared not take more. Both of us 
fought shy of death, and decided to go to Ramji Mandir to compose ourselves, and to 

I realized that it was not as easy to commit suicide as 
to contemplate it. And since then, whenever I have heard of someone threatening to 
commit suicide, it has had little or on effect on me. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

mately resulted in both of us bidding good-bye to the habit 
of smoking stumps of cigarettes and of stealing the servant's coppers for the purpose 

Ever since I have been grown up, I have never desired to smoke and 
of smoking as barbarous, dirty and harmful. I have 

never understood why there is such a rage for smoking throughout the world. I 
cannot bear to travel in a compartment full of people smoking. I become choked.  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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But our courage failed us. Supposing we were not instantly killed? And what was the 
pendence? But 

we swallowed two or three seeds nevertheless. We dared not take more. Both of us 
fought shy of death, and decided to go to Ramji Mandir to compose ourselves, and to 

suicide as 
to contemplate it. And since then, whenever I have heard of someone threatening to 

______ 

bye to the habit 
of smoking stumps of cigarettes and of stealing the servant's coppers for the purpose 

Ever since I have been grown up, I have never desired to smoke and 
of smoking as barbarous, dirty and harmful. I have 

never understood why there is such a rage for smoking throughout the world. I 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

But much more serious than this theft was the one I was guilty of a little later. I 
pilfered the coppers when I was twelve or thirteen, possibly less. The other theft was 
committed when I was fifteen. In this case I stole a bit of gold out of my meat
brother's armlet. This brother had run into a debt of about twenty
on his arm an armlet of solid gold. It was not difficult to clip a bit out of it.
Well, it was done, and the debt cleared. But this became more than I could bear. I 
resolved never to steal again. I also made up my mind to confess it to my father. But 
I did not dare to speak. Not that I was afraid of my father beating me. No I do not 
recall his ever having beaten any of us. I was afraid of the pain that I should cause 
him. But I felt that the risk should be taken; that there could not be a cleansing 
without a confession. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I decided at last to write out the confession, to submit it to my father, and ask his 
forgiveness. I wrote it on a slip of paper and handed it to hi
only did I confess my guilt, but I asked adequate punishment for it, and closed with a 
request to him not to punish himself for my offence. I also pledged myself never to 
steal in future. I was trembling as I handed the confessio
suffering from a fistula and was confined to bed. His bed was a plain wooden plank. 
I handed him the note and sat opposite the plank.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

re serious than this theft was the one I was guilty of a little later. I 
pilfered the coppers when I was twelve or thirteen, possibly less. The other theft was 
committed when I was fifteen. In this case I stole a bit of gold out of my meat-eating 

armlet. This brother had run into a debt of about twenty-five rupees. He had 
on his arm an armlet of solid gold. It was not difficult to clip a bit out of it.
Well, it was done, and the debt cleared. But this became more than I could bear. I 

er to steal again. I also made up my mind to confess it to my father. But 
I did not dare to speak. Not that I was afraid of my father beating me. No I do not 
recall his ever having beaten any of us. I was afraid of the pain that I should cause 

elt that the risk should be taken; that there could not be a cleansing 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I decided at last to write out the confession, to submit it to my father, and ask his 
forgiveness. I wrote it on a slip of paper and handed it to him myself. In this note not 
only did I confess my guilt, but I asked adequate punishment for it, and closed with a 
request to him not to punish himself for my offence. I also pledged myself never to 
steal in future. I was trembling as I handed the confession to my father. He was then 
suffering from a fistula and was confined to bed. His bed was a plain wooden plank. 
I handed him the note and sat opposite the plank. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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re serious than this theft was the one I was guilty of a little later. I 
pilfered the coppers when I was twelve or thirteen, possibly less. The other theft was 

eating 
five rupees. He had 

on his arm an armlet of solid gold. It was not difficult to clip a bit out of it.  
Well, it was done, and the debt cleared. But this became more than I could bear. I 

er to steal again. I also made up my mind to confess it to my father. But 
I did not dare to speak. Not that I was afraid of my father beating me. No I do not 
recall his ever having beaten any of us. I was afraid of the pain that I should cause 

elt that the risk should be taken; that there could not be a cleansing 

I decided at last to write out the confession, to submit it to my father, and ask his 
m myself. In this note not 

only did I confess my guilt, but I asked adequate punishment for it, and closed with a 
request to him not to punish himself for my offence. I also pledged myself never to 

n to my father. He was then 
suffering from a fistula and was confined to bed. His bed was a plain wooden plank. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

He read it through, and pearl-drops trickled down his cheeks, wetting the paper. For a 
moment he closed his eyes in thought and then tore up the note. He had sat up 
He again lay down. I also cried. I could see my father's agony. If I were a painter I could 
draw a picture of the whole scene today. It is still so vivid in my mind.

______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Those pearl-drops of love cleansed my heart, and washed my sin away. Only he
has experienced such love can know what it is. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

As the hymn says: Only he Who is smitten with the arrows of love,

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This was, for me, an object-lesson in Ahimsa Then I could read in it nothing more than a 
father's love, but today I know that it was pure Ahimsa. When such Ahimsa becomes all
embracing, it transforms everything it touches. There is no limit to its power.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This sort of sublime forgiveness was not natural to my father. I had thou
would be angry, say hard things, and strike his forehead. But he was so wonderfully 
peaceful, and I believe this was due to my clean confession. A clean confession, 
combined with a promise never to commit the sin again, when offered before one 
who has the right to receive it, is the purest type of repentance. I know that my 
confession made my father feel absolutely safe about me, and increased his affection 
for me beyond measure. 

__________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

drops trickled down his cheeks, wetting the paper. For a 
moment he closed his eyes in thought and then tore up the note. He had sat up to read it. 
He again lay down. I also cried. I could see my father's agony. If I were a painter I could 
draw a picture of the whole scene today. It is still so vivid in my mind. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

drops of love cleansed my heart, and washed my sin away. Only he who 
has experienced such love can know what it is.  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Who is smitten with the arrows of love, Knows its power. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

lesson in Ahimsa Then I could read in it nothing more than a 
father's love, but today I know that it was pure Ahimsa. When such Ahimsa becomes all

it transforms everything it touches. There is no limit to its power. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This sort of sublime forgiveness was not natural to my father. I had thought that he 
would be angry, say hard things, and strike his forehead. But he was so wonderfully 
peaceful, and I believe this was due to my clean confession. A clean confession, 
combined with a promise never to commit the sin again, when offered before one 
who has the right to receive it, is the purest type of repentance. I know that my 
confession made my father feel absolutely safe about me, and increased his affection 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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would be angry, say hard things, and strike his forehead. But he was so wonderfully 
peaceful, and I believe this was due to my clean confession. A clean confession, 
combined with a promise never to commit the sin again, when offered before one 
who has the right to receive it, is the purest type of repentance. I know that my 
confession made my father feel absolutely safe about me, and increased his affection 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

                                                                                                                             

20.3.8   Travelogue 

Travelling has always been a basic human urge. Men have travelled for a good 
number of motives. Some of them are out of curiosity, for adventure,
political and personal, on diplomatic missions, on pilgrimages, for trade and 
bussiness and in search of food and job. In the past there were some travellers who 
have recorded their observations and experiences in writing. Those writings were 
facts of history as they appeared to them. From this writing comes the word 
‘Travelogue’. Travelogue is originally meant as illustrated lecture, narrative of 
expedition. But this term now refers to any written travel account.

In India we have the books of Chinese pilgrims, Fa Hien and Huien Tsang. Their 
books are important documents of our religious, political, social, and cultural history
pertaining to that period. Thus they, i.e. their travel books provide us with reasonably 
accurate records of particular peoples
offers us insights into different cultures.

Why travel books?  There are mainly two reasons for travelogue.

1. Writing travelogue is a kind of escape to faraway place
adventure, joy and mishaps of travelling.

2. Travel writing is one way of preserving not only the physical landscape but 
also its feels its atmosphere. This is dimension of the recorded past that never 
exist in history.  

Travel writing aims more at providing information than 
observations. Now –a–days since travel writing is published even in magazines and 
newspapers the need is for medium length articles rather than full length articles

Ordinarily travel writing is of two 

(i) Writing that speaks of travel

(ii)  Writing that provides information to travels.

Prerequisites for a travel writer: 
He should go to a place with an open but informed mind. He should be alert to record 
some interesting and useful details, facts and observations. The travel writer, before 
hand, should read about the place, its history, geography, politics, culture 
because his prior knowledge saves him from embarrassments. A travel writer should 
have interest both for present and past.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Travelling has always been a basic human urge. Men have travelled for a good 
number of motives. Some of them are out of curiosity, for adventure, on errands, 
political and personal, on diplomatic missions, on pilgrimages, for trade and 
bussiness and in search of food and job. In the past there were some travellers who 
have recorded their observations and experiences in writing. Those writings were the 
facts of history as they appeared to them. From this writing comes the word 
‘Travelogue’. Travelogue is originally meant as illustrated lecture, narrative of 
expedition. But this term now refers to any written travel account. 

of Chinese pilgrims, Fa Hien and Huien Tsang. Their 
books are important documents of our religious, political, social, and cultural history

. Thus they, i.e. their travel books provide us with reasonably 
ular peoples, places, customs and ceremonies etc. It also 

offers us insights into different cultures. 

There are mainly two reasons for travelogue. 

Writing travelogue is a kind of escape to faraway places. It deals with 
mishaps of travelling. 

Travel writing is one way of preserving not only the physical landscape but 
also its feels its atmosphere. This is dimension of the recorded past that never 

Travel writing aims more at providing information than at giving personal 
days since travel writing is published even in magazines and 

newspapers the need is for medium length articles rather than full length articles 

Ordinarily travel writing is of two types: 

Writing that speaks of travel as  personal experiences and  

Writing that provides information to travels. 

 A good travel writer should keep an open mind. 
He should go to a place with an open but informed mind. He should be alert to record 

ting and useful details, facts and observations. The travel writer, before 
hand, should read about the place, its history, geography, politics, culture and people 
ecause his prior knowledge saves him from embarrassments. A travel writer should 

st both for present and past. 
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A good travel writer should keep an open mind. 
He should go to a place with an open but informed mind. He should be alert to record 

ting and useful details, facts and observations. The travel writer, before 
and people 

ecause his prior knowledge saves him from embarrassments. A travel writer should 
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Preparation for travel writing:  

1. The travel writer should collect sufficient information, consult maps, provide 
worthwhile clues upon which he starts writing travelogue 

2. Tourist offices provide tourists 
pamphlets. This sort of literature offers a good outline on which the writer 
starts his work.  

3. A serious travel writer should consult guide books. The intention is to 
promote interest and on the other hand, it helps to get sufficien

4. It is better if the travel writer, before taking of writing, visits places with an 
open mind , talks and listens to people of that place, or who has already 
visited that place. The last but not the least is that he should use library for 
verification of data. 

5. Photographs and illustrations are means of supplementing and enlivening the 
written content of travel writing. It has been said that a photograph is worth a 
thousand words. Nothing could be truer on the role of the visual in travel 
writings. Care should be taken so that the pictures selected should correspond 
to the subject of travel writing. No duplication of picture is preferable.

Illustration and sketches can often be used as substitutes for act
The travel writer should choose either picture or illustration, but never both. 
The pictures must be given captions. Literary captions are more preferable to 
simplistic captioning.  

Style: Keeping in view the readership of travel writing the writer should adopt a 
suitable style. But in general he should maintain certain common principles. The 
travel writing should be readable and lively. It should create interest and curiosity 
among the readers. No one would cause a dull record of more facts. Hence 
introducing an element of personal experience which alone can make any writing 
authentic and credible. At the same time the writer should guard against being too 
subjective. He has to be a genuine creative writer to make his personal experiences 
carry a universal appeal. A personal anecd
of a write-up. Again it can offer the reader the ‘feel’ of a place and can recreate a 
moment in history. 

The style of travel writing should be a blend of factual and creative writing so as to 
make a place come alive to his readers. The writer should use simple, straight and 
preferably short sentences. He should offer fitting adjectives and should try to avoid 
hyperboles as far as possible. 

In our time interesting travelogues have been written by some literary celebrities like 
A.Hoocley, Graham Greene, V.S.Naipaul and Ved Meheta. In the past The 
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The travel writer should collect sufficient information, consult maps, provide 
worthwhile clues upon which he starts writing travelogue  

provide tourists with literature, free brochures / leaflets and 
pamphlets. This sort of literature offers a good outline on which the writer 

A serious travel writer should consult guide books. The intention is to 
promote interest and on the other hand, it helps to get sufficient information.

It is better if the travel writer, before taking of writing, visits places with an 
open mind , talks and listens to people of that place, or who has already 
visited that place. The last but not the least is that he should use library for 

Photographs and illustrations are means of supplementing and enlivening the 
written content of travel writing. It has been said that a photograph is worth a 
thousand words. Nothing could be truer on the role of the visual in travel 

itings. Care should be taken so that the pictures selected should correspond 
to the subject of travel writing. No duplication of picture is preferable. 

Illustration and sketches can often be used as substitutes for actual pictures. 
choose either picture or illustration, but never both. 

must be given captions. Literary captions are more preferable to 

Keeping in view the readership of travel writing the writer should adopt a 
But in general he should maintain certain common principles. The 

travel writing should be readable and lively. It should create interest and curiosity 
among the readers. No one would cause a dull record of more facts. Hence 

al experience which alone can make any writing 
authentic and credible. At the same time the writer should guard against being too 
subjective. He has to be a genuine creative writer to make his personal experiences 
carry a universal appeal. A personal anecdot, here and there, can add to the interest 

. Again it can offer the reader the ‘feel’ of a place and can recreate a 

The style of travel writing should be a blend of factual and creative writing so as to 
ive to his readers. The writer should use simple, straight and 

preferably short sentences. He should offer fitting adjectives and should try to avoid 

In our time interesting travelogues have been written by some literary celebrities like 
A.Hoocley, Graham Greene, V.S.Naipaul and Ved Meheta. In the past The 
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Adventures of Marco Pole, Defoes Robinson Cruisoe, Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, 
Alice in Wonder Land of L. Caroll were some of the remarkable travel books.

                                                                                                                             

20.3.9   Novel 

From the Italian word ‘novella’ comes its equivalent ‘
of the novel as a specific genre lies in the 18
discernable in the very earliest forms of story telling. And in writing it was first used 
for such tales as those of Boccaccio.

Some of the great novels in English literature 
Robinson Crusoe of Defoe, Gulliver’s Travels (J.Swift), Tom Jones (H.Fielding), 
Pride and Prejudice (Jane Austern), Ivanhoe
Wuthering Heights: E.Bronte, Great Expectation (C.Dickens)
(Thomas Hardy), Ulysses by J.Joyce

What is a novel: Most of us would probably agree that at least six conditions are 
essential to make a successful novel:

1. First and most obvious is its fictitiousness: even if it is based on 
historical, biograhical or geographical fact, it is shaped by the imagination. It 
does not pretend to tell the truth though imaginatively it may indeed be true.

2. Its length: A novel is not a short story or even that hybrid called as ‘Long short 
story’ ordinarily we expect a novel to be not less than 70,000 words.

3. It is not merely a matter of stringing together 
may not necessarily tell a continuous story and it can stray all over the place in 
both time and space. And thus the 3
unity may be one of plot, theme, tone, atmosphere or vision. Anyway
be an organic whole. 

4. Though fictitious it must create the illusion of reality i.e. they approximate to 
the day to day actualities of re
even surrealistic.  

5. A novel must be closely concerned with character i.e. the analysis of clearly 
differentiated types of individuals, 
behaviour. 

6. Finally we must assume that a novel must be written in prose. Because it is only 
in prose that the novel can breath

Elements or Aspects of the Novel

1. Story: The answer to the question what happens then 
imagination and memory either to write or to read a story.
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Adventures of Marco Pole, Defoes Robinson Cruisoe, Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, 
d of L. Caroll were some of the remarkable travel books. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

’ comes its equivalent ‘novel’ in English. The origin 
vel as a specific genre lies in the 18th century. But the germs of the novel are 

discernable in the very earliest forms of story telling. And in writing it was first used 
for such tales as those of Boccaccio. 

Some of the great novels in English literature are Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress, 
Robinson Crusoe of Defoe, Gulliver’s Travels (J.Swift), Tom Jones (H.Fielding), 

), Ivanhoe (W.Scotte), RK Narayan: The Guide, 
E.Bronte, Great Expectation (C.Dickens), Woodlanders

by J.Joyce. 

Most of us would probably agree that at least six conditions are 
a successful novel: 

First and most obvious is its fictitiousness: even if it is based on social, 
or geographical fact, it is shaped by the imagination. It 

does not pretend to tell the truth though imaginatively it may indeed be true. 

A novel is not a short story or even that hybrid called as ‘Long short 
pect a novel to be not less than 70,000 words. 

merely a matter of stringing together series of miscellaneous items. It 
may not necessarily tell a continuous story and it can stray all over the place in 
both time and space. And thus the 3rd requirement for a novel is its unity. This 
unity may be one of plot, theme, tone, atmosphere or vision. Anyway, it must 

Though fictitious it must create the illusion of reality i.e. they approximate to 
the day to day actualities of real life. A novel may be allegorical, fantastic or 

A novel must be closely concerned with character i.e. the analysis of clearly 
entiated types of individuals, the preoccupation with human nature and 

me that a novel must be written in prose. Because it is only 
in prose that the novel can breathe in the way that is natural to it. 

Aspects of the Novel: The main ingredients of any novel are: 

The answer to the question what happens then is a story and it needs the 
imagination and memory either to write or to read a story. 
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2. Character: The answer to the question 
happen” is a character. To create a perfect character one needs keen 
observation of the writer. Generally there are two types of characters we come 
across in literature: 

(a) Flat Character: This sort of character is card board type. There is no 
intrinsic development in the course of action of character nor 
of character undertake complic
and even from dramas. Comedians, and characters those who try to relieve 
the tension in novels.  

(b) Round Character: The characters 
novel are round character. Almost all the m
this category. 

3. Plot: The answer to the question “
perfect plot memory and intelligence is required. 

(a) Main plot and sub plot. Main plot exposes and tells us about the main 
characters and centres round the main story of the

(b)  Sub plot: It is inferior to main plot. Its function is to 
of the readers and (b) strengthened the main plot by moving almost 
parallelly to the main one.

4. Suspense: This element helps the readers to keep their interest till the end of the 
novel. It is one of the main elements of a good short story.

Types of Novels: Some of the important categories to which the novels fall are:

1. Gothic Novels are the novels of terror and won
strange world of the past and written with the medieval settings of the 18
century. The central figure in this type of novels is a dark satanic hero
E.g.: Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Ontranto.

2. Experimental Novel: This sort of novels should concern with the inner reality. 
Its structure betrays the traditional beginning, middle and the end method. E.g.: 
Novels of James Joyce, Virginia Woolfe

3. Historical Novel. It is a fictional treatment of a concrete historical pe
primarily a novel and then 
Gauntlet’ falls to this category.

4. Psychological Novel: The novel whose main concern is with the internal 
actions /reactions of the character.

5. Picturesque Novel: In this sort of 
of details. We may find some interrelated episodes in this type of novels. 
Defoe’s Moll Flanders falls to this category.
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Character: The answer to the question “with whom the incidents of the story 
is a character. To create a perfect character one needs keen 

r. Generally there are two types of characters we come 

Flat Character: This sort of character is card board type. There is no 
intrinsic development in the course of action of character nor does this sort 

complications. Examples can be cited from novels 
and even from dramas. Comedians, and characters those who try to relieve 

The characters that undergo changes in the course of the 
round character. Almost all the main characters in a novel fall to 

ot: The answer to the question “how does the incident happen” is plot. For a 
perfect plot memory and intelligence is required.  

Main plot and sub plot. Main plot exposes and tells us about the main 
nd centres round the main story of the novel. 

Sub plot: It is inferior to main plot. Its function is to (a) lessen the burden 
b) strengthened the main plot by moving almost 

parallelly to the main one. 

element helps the readers to keep their interest till the end of the 
novel. It is one of the main elements of a good short story. 

Some of the important categories to which the novels fall are: 

Gothic Novels are the novels of terror and wonder. It deals with the wild and 
strange world of the past and written with the medieval settings of the 18

The central figure in this type of novels is a dark satanic hero-villain.
Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Ontranto. 

This sort of novels should concern with the inner reality. 
Its structure betrays the traditional beginning, middle and the end method. E.g.: 
Novels of James Joyce, Virginia Woolfe 

Historical Novel. It is a fictional treatment of a concrete historical period 
 a work of history. Novels of Scott like ‘Red 

falls to this category. 

Psychological Novel: The novel whose main concern is with the internal 
actions /reactions of the character. 

resque Novel: In this sort of novels the novelist gives us a greater fulness 
We may find some interrelated episodes in this type of novels. 

Defoe’s Moll Flanders falls to this category. 
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6. Epistolar Novel: In this sort of novel we get the accounts of the characters 
through epistolar medium. Richardson’s Pamela consists almost entirely of 
exchange of letters in the story told.

20.3.10  Drama 

A drama is a composition in 
character or to tell a story usually involving 
action and dialogue and typically designed for theatrical performance
written work that tells a story through action and speech and is acted 
usually serious play, movie, or television production

Characteristics of Drama 

 Drama is a unique literary form because they are designed to be 
acted out on a stage before an audience. The word
from the Greek word ‘dran’  meaning
‘literature in action’, drama brings a story to life before our eyes.
Unlike most works of fiction that 
drama is told through dialogue and action and is integrated with the setting that the 
audience observes-largely from scenery and props. 

Elements of Drama 
1.   Characters: Characters are the people in the play's plot. Most plays have 
a round, major characters and flat, minor characters
important to a work and usually have a bigger part to play. Miranda from 
Shakespeare’s Tempest is an example of

Minor characters are less important. An example of a
Marcellus from the play ‘Hamlet,' whose role is only to inform about Hamlet’s 
father’s ghost. We do not know nor do we need to know anything about his 
character or what happens to him thereafter. 

Each character is distinct from the other with a peculiar personality, background, 
and beliefs. The mannerisms and use of language too may differ. The way the 
characters in the play are treated by the playwright is importan
outworking of the play. Characters of a drama are classified as follows:

Protagonist: (^ûdK/^ûdòKû) The main character, usually the one who sets the 

action in motion. Example: Hamlet is the protagonist in the play ‘Hamlet’.

Antagonist: (Lk^ûdK/Lk^ûdòKû)
protagonist is called the antagonist. He is the villain.
major antagonist in the play ‘Hamlet’ as he contrasts sharply with the main 
character in the play. 

Foil:  A character whose traits contrast with those of another character. For 
example, a handsome but dull character might be a foil for one who is 
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Epistolar Novel: In this sort of novel we get the accounts of the characters 
stolar medium. Richardson’s Pamela consists almost entirely of 

exchange of letters in the story told.                                                                                                                                                           

 verse or prose intended to portray life or 
character or to tell a story usually involving conflicts and emotions through 

typically designed for theatrical performance. It is
written work that tells a story through action and speech and is acted out: 
usually serious play, movie, or television production. 

a unique literary form because they are designed to be 
acted out on a stage before an audience. The word ‘drama’ comes 

meaning to act or to do. As 
, drama brings a story to life before our eyes. 

 rely heavily on narration, the plot of a play or 
drama is told through dialogue and action and is integrated with the setting that the 

largely from scenery and props.  

Characters are the people in the play's plot. Most plays have 
flat, minor characters. The main characters are more 

important to a work and usually have a bigger part to play. Miranda from 
Shakespeare’s Tempest is an example of a main character.  

characters are less important. An example of a minor character 
Marcellus from the play ‘Hamlet,' whose role is only to inform about Hamlet’s 
father’s ghost. We do not know nor do we need to know anything about his 

what happens to him thereafter.  

Each character is distinct from the other with a peculiar personality, background, 
and beliefs. The mannerisms and use of language too may differ. The way the 
characters in the play are treated by the playwright is important to the 
outworking of the play. Characters of a drama are classified as follows: 

The main character, usually the one who sets the 

Hamlet is the protagonist in the play ‘Hamlet’. 

(Lk^ûdK/Lk^ûdòKû) The character that stands as rival to the 

protagonist is called the antagonist. He is the villain. Example: Claudius is the 
major antagonist in the play ‘Hamlet’ as he contrasts sharply with the main 

er whose traits contrast with those of another character. For 
example, a handsome but dull character might be a foil for one who is 
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 is 
Marcellus from the play ‘Hamlet,' whose role is only to inform about Hamlet’s 
father’s ghost. We do not know nor do we need to know anything about his 

Each character is distinct from the other with a peculiar personality, background, 
and beliefs. The mannerisms and use of language too may differ. The way the 

t to the 

The main character, usually the one who sets the 

The character that stands as rival to the 

Claudius is the 
major antagonist in the play ‘Hamlet’ as he contrasts sharply with the main 

er whose traits contrast with those of another character. For 
example, a handsome but dull character might be a foil for one who is 
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unattractive but dynamic. By using foil, authors call attention to the strengths or 
weaknesses of a main character.
to action Laertes is a foil for the reflective Hamlet.

Confidant:  (aògßÉ, @^êeq) A character that lends an ear and gives his input to 

usually the protagonist is a confidant. This type of character is most commonly a 
closest friend or trusted servant of the main character, who serves as a device for 
revealing the mind and intention of t
Horatio is the confidant. 

Stock characters: (_ûgßðPeòZâ) A stereotypical character 

an individual but as a collection of traits and mannerisms supposedly shared by 
all members of a group. These characters are easily recognized by audience due 
to their recurrent appearance and familiar roles.
fool, a coward, a crooked stepmother, and wicked witch.

3. Dialogue: (iõkû_) The words uttered by characters in a play forms a dialogue. 

should suit to the situation and the role of the character.
the speakaer-character and the one spoken about, and 

Dialogue may take various forms: 
following dialogues of various English 

(a) An exchange between two or more characters.

Titinius.  These tidings (iìP^û) will well comfort Cassius.

               ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Messala. Where did you leave him?

               ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Titinus.  All disconsolate (@aêSû)

With Pindarus his bondman (\ûi, jkò@û

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Messala. Is not that he lies upon the ground?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(b) Soliloquy: (ÊMZK[^,GKûkû_
delivers a long speech which is called a soliloquy. Emotions and innermost 
thoughts of the character are revealed in a soliloquy.

[They exit. ANTONY remains.] 
ANTONY:  

O, pardon me, thou bleeding piece of earth,

That I am meek  (@ûmûKûeú) and gentle with these 

Thou art the ruins of the noblest man

That ever lived in the tide of times.
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unattractive but dynamic. By using foil, authors call attention to the strengths or 
weaknesses of a main character. Example: In ‘Hamlet’, the passionate and quick 
to action Laertes is a foil for the reflective Hamlet. 

A character that lends an ear and gives his input to 

usually the protagonist is a confidant. This type of character is most commonly a 
closest friend or trusted servant of the main character, who serves as a device for 
revealing the mind and intention of the main character. Example: In ‘Hamlet

A stereotypical character that is not developed as 

an individual but as a collection of traits and mannerisms supposedly shared by 
e characters are easily recognized by audience due 

to their recurrent appearance and familiar roles. Example: A comic, a servant, a 
fool, a coward, a crooked stepmother, and wicked witch. 

The words uttered by characters in a play forms a dialogue. 

to the situation and the role of the character. Dialogues shed light on 
character and the one spoken about, and carry forward the plot. 

ialogue may take various forms: Let us go on translating into Odia the 
following dialogues of various English dramas while learning the types: 

An exchange between two or more characters. (Kù[û_K[^, aû©ûðkû_) 

will well comfort Cassius. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Where did you leave him? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

)... 

ûi, jkò@û) on this hill. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

s not that he lies upon the ground? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

GKûkû_) A character that is typically alone on stage 

which is called a soliloquy. Emotions and innermost 
thoughts of the character are revealed in a soliloquy. Example:       

 

O, pardon me, thou bleeding piece of earth, 

and gentle with these butchers! 

Thou art the ruins of the noblest man 

That ever lived in the tide of times. 
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unattractive but dynamic. By using foil, authors call attention to the strengths or 
, the passionate and quick 

A character that lends an ear and gives his input to 

usually the protagonist is a confidant. This type of character is most commonly a 
closest friend or trusted servant of the main character, who serves as a device for 

Hamlet’ 

is not developed as 

an individual but as a collection of traits and mannerisms supposedly shared by 
e characters are easily recognized by audience due 

A comic, a servant, a 

The words uttered by characters in a play forms a dialogue. It 

shed light on 

Let us go on translating into Odia the 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

A character that is typically alone on stage 

which is called a soliloquy. Emotions and innermost 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(c) Aside:  (ùMû_^K[^) This is spoken by a character to another character or to 

the audience but is not heard by the other characters on 
what a character is thinking or feeling.

Caesar. 

Good friends, go in and taste some wine with me,

And we (like friends) will straightway go together.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Brutus: (aside) 

That every like is not the same, O Caesar,

The heart of Brutus earns to think upon. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Plot: (K[ûaÉê) The plot is the 

crucial for the success of a play. 
the beginning with their actions 
of action. Controversies erupt that are gradually intensified. 
the plot is called the climax when the 
solution. At this point suspense no longer exists.

5. Setting: (iûRi{û) The setting and time in a play tell us where the story happened 

and the time it occurred. The effect created by the setting creates the mood for a 
theatrical spectacle. It maybe limited to a painted tree, a
Lighting system (@ûùfûKi{û) and background music 

K[^) is also a part of the setting. 

action or stress the importance of an event.

Costumes (ùagbìhû) and props too are involved in setting. Costumes are used to 

portray a character’s profession, status, ethnicity, age and so on.

Props (C_KeY) are items used by actors on stage to create an atmosphere of the 

play.  These can be simple writing materials, chairs and tables, flowers, thrones, 
blood-soaked clothes, blankets, and beds and so on.

6. Stage directions: The writer communicates to the actors, director, and the rest 
of the crew in the play by giving
phrases, usually in italics enclosed in parentheses or brackets. These directions 
describe the appearance and actions of characters as well as the sets, costumes, 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This is spoken by a character to another character or to 

the audience but is not heard by the other characters on stage. Asides reveal 
what a character is thinking or feeling. 

Good friends, go in and taste some wine with me, 

And we (like friends) will straightway go together. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

That every like is not the same, O Caesar, 

The heart of Brutus earns to think upon.  [Exeunt.] 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

the events that occur in a story sequentially. It is 

crucial for the success of a play. The characters are introduced to the audience in 
with their actions and plot is developed gradually with the onset 

Controversies erupt that are gradually intensified. The turning point of 
the plot is called the climax when the conflict becomes tense warranting a 

point suspense no longer exists.  

The setting and time in a play tell us where the story happened 

The effect created by the setting creates the mood for a 
maybe limited to a painted tree, a bridge, or a hut etc.

and background music (_ûgßðiwúZ) or voice (ù^_[ý 

is also a part of the setting. Lighting and music are used to focus on an 

rtance of an event.  

and props too are involved in setting. Costumes are used to 

portray a character’s profession, status, ethnicity, age and so on. 

are items used by actors on stage to create an atmosphere of the 

These can be simple writing materials, chairs and tables, flowers, thrones, 
soaked clothes, blankets, and beds and so on. 

he writer communicates to the actors, director, and the rest 
giving stage directions in the script by means of short 

phrases, usually in italics enclosed in parentheses or brackets. These directions 
describe the appearance and actions of characters as well as the sets, costumes, 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This is spoken by a character to another character or to 

stage. Asides reveal 

_____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

It is 

The characters are introduced to the audience in 
and plot is developed gradually with the onset 

The turning point of 
lict becomes tense warranting a 

The setting and time in a play tell us where the story happened 

The effect created by the setting creates the mood for a 
etc. 

(ù^_[ý 

used to focus on an 

and props too are involved in setting. Costumes are used to 

are items used by actors on stage to create an atmosphere of the 

These can be simple writing materials, chairs and tables, flowers, thrones, 

he writer communicates to the actors, director, and the rest 
by means of short 

phrases, usually in italics enclosed in parentheses or brackets. These directions 
describe the appearance and actions of characters as well as the sets, costumes, 
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props, sound effects, and lighting effects.
language, facial expressions, and even the tone of voice. Comments or remarks 
about the surroundings and when a character enters or exits are also made in 
stage directions. For movies and teleplays, camera instructions are provided
Example: 

HUCK.  [Picks up a hard little sphere

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

JIM.  Must a been in there a long time to coat it over 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

[JIM  cuts open the sphere and hands HUCK a coin.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

HUCK.  It's gold. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

JIM.  What sort of writing is that on it?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

HUCK.  Spanish...I think. This is a Spanish d'bloon, Jim, it's priate 

gold!... Why I reckon (@^êcû^,cZ
reckon so, Jim? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

JIM.  [Nodding.] He go along on the bottom. Eat
and bigger and bigger. He here before people come maybe. Before this was a 
country. When there was nothing here but that big river...

____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Theme: Theme is the soul of the drama. 
story. It can either be clearly stated through dialogue or action or can be inferred 
from the entire performance.  

8. Structure of Drama: The structure consists of 5 components: (a) 
introduction (b) Rising Action 
conclusion. 

(a) Exposition: This is the introduction of the play

(b) Rising action: The plot moves forward with further twists and complications 
in the conflict and sub-plots. The actions lead the audience 
intensity, anticipation, and suspense.

(c) Climax:  The highest point of dramatic intensity and the most intense moment 
in the plot is the climax. The questions and mysteries are unraveled 
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props, sound effects, and lighting effects. It also includes the characters’ body 
language, facial expressions, and even the tone of voice. Comments or remarks 
about the surroundings and when a character enters or exits are also made in 

For movies and teleplays, camera instructions are provided

Picks up a hard little sphere (ùMûfK, ù_Šê)] What's this? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Must a been in there a long time to coat it over so. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

cuts open the sphere and hands HUCK a coin.] 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What sort of writing is that on it? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Spanish...I think. This is a Spanish d'bloon, Jim, it's priate (Mò ò̂, Lû<ò

(@ ê̂cû^,cZ) this fish could be a hundred years old. Do you 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

He go along on the bottom. Eat the little ones. Get older and older 
and bigger and bigger. He here before people come maybe. Before this was a 
country. When there was nothing here but that big river... [He grabs HUCK's arm.]

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

the soul of the drama. It deals with the main idea within the 
can either be clearly stated through dialogue or action or can be inferred 

The structure consists of 5 components: (a) Exposition or 
 (c) Climax (d) Falling Action (e) Denouement or 

This is the introduction of the play. 

The plot moves forward with further twists and complications 
plots. The actions lead the audience toward high 

intensity, anticipation, and suspense. 

The highest point of dramatic intensity and the most intense moment 
in the plot is the climax. The questions and mysteries are unraveled and 
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the characters’ body 
language, facial expressions, and even the tone of voice. Comments or remarks 
about the surroundings and when a character enters or exits are also made in 

For movies and teleplays, camera instructions are provided.   

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Mò ò̂, Lû<ò) 

this fish could be a hundred years old. Do you 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

the little ones. Get older and older 
and bigger and bigger. He here before people come maybe. Before this was a 

]  

______________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

deals with the main idea within the 
can either be clearly stated through dialogue or action or can be inferred 

Exposition or 
Denouement or 

The plot moves forward with further twists and complications 
toward high 

The highest point of dramatic intensity and the most intense moment 
and 
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suspense is gone. The plot then moves on for an indispen
or bad. 

(d) Falling Action:  Conflicts are 

(e) Denouement: This is the conclusion of the play
Motives are clear. It may end with a happy or sad intensity

Types of Drama: (1) A comedy makes us laugh when the play is well
with the humorous elements. (2) A 
intellectually inferior to comedy because the plots and the characters are 
substantially crude, ambiguous, and unimagina
exaggeration of emotions. It's marked by a surge of emotions, which is a technique to 
make the character and the plot more appealing to the audience.
                                                                                                                             

20.3.11   Criticism 

The term criticism is derived from the Greek word ‘Kr
means ‘able to discern and judge’. Thus criticism is the art of jud
the qualities and merits of any literary or artistic work. It is also a branch of literature 
which deals with explaining, interpreting and evaluating any work of literature.

Criticism as an important aspect of literature or any artistic w
by Aristotle. But in the world of English speaking people it was John Dryden who 
first used the term in its modern and proper scene.

Roughly speaking criticism can be divided into two categories:

1. Theoretical: It is concerned primarily with establishing a set of principles, 
standards and norms as a basis of judging a
evaluating a work of art keeps in view s
appreciation of the work under consideration.  
I.A.Richard’s ‘Principles of Literary Criticim, Northrope Frye’s Anatomy of 
criticism. 

2. Practical or applied Criticism:
evaluate some forms of art and literature. 
work with the aid of the theoretical principles,
evaluation. Examples: Dryden’s Essays, Dr Johnson’s Lives of the poets, 
Arnold’s Essays in criticisms, T.S Eliot’s Selected Essays

Practical criticism can be of two types:

(a) Impressionistic criticism:  
impressions in his response to the 
expresses his attitudes and feelings. 
does he judge; rather convey
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The plot then moves on for an indispensable solution, good 

onflicts are somewhat resolved; the play moves to its end.

This is the conclusion of the play. Conflicts are resolved. 
It may end with a happy or sad intensity. 

makes us laugh when the play is well-composed 
(2) A Farce, although a sub-category of comedy, is 

intellectually inferior to comedy because the plots and the characters are 
substantially crude, ambiguous, and unimaginative. (3) A Melodrama 
exaggeration of emotions. It's marked by a surge of emotions, which is a technique to 
make the character and the plot more appealing to the audience.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

The term criticism is derived from the Greek word ‘Kritikos’ which in English 
. Thus criticism is the art of judging and defining 

the qualities and merits of any literary or artistic work. It is also a branch of literature 
which deals with explaining, interpreting and evaluating any work of literature. 

Criticism as an important aspect of literature or any artistic work was first instituted 
. But in the world of English speaking people it was John Dryden who 

first used the term in its modern and proper scene. 

Roughly speaking criticism can be divided into two categories:  

is concerned primarily with establishing a set of principles, 
as a basis of judging any work of literature. The critic while 

evaluating a work of art keeps in view such principles and draws an inference 
r consideration.  Examples: Aristotle’s ‘Poetics’,

I.A.Richard’s ‘Principles of Literary Criticim, Northrope Frye’s Anatomy of 

Practical or applied Criticism:   Sometimes the laid down standards fail to 
evaluate some forms of art and literature. The critic then discusses a particular 

d of the theoretical principles, controlling the analysis and 
Dryden’s Essays, Dr Johnson’s Lives of the poets, 

Arnold’s Essays in criticisms, T.S Eliot’s Selected Essays.  

two types:  

  The critic as an individual develops some 
impressions in his response to the works under consideration and accordingly 
expresses his attitudes and feelings. In this type the critic does not analyse nor 

rather conveys his own impressions about the work. 
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Conflicts are resolved. 
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exaggeration of emotions. It's marked by a surge of emotions, which is a technique to 
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. But in the world of English speaking people it was John Dryden who 

is concerned primarily with establishing a set of principles, 
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and draws an inference in 
‘Poetics’, 

I.A.Richard’s ‘Principles of Literary Criticim, Northrope Frye’s Anatomy of 

Sometimes the laid down standards fail to 
particular 

controlling the analysis and 
Dryden’s Essays, Dr Johnson’s Lives of the poets, 

he critic as an individual develops some 
consideration and accordingly 

analyse nor 
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(b) Judicial criticism:  The critic takes the help of different branches of 
knowledge such as historical
moral, Marxist etcetera and analy

Schools of criticism may also be classified in diverse ways:

i) Metacriticism: It is better called as intrinsic criticism i.e the practice of using 
literary works for some extra literary end, such as gaining insight into the 
author’s or his readers or the society, amplifying studies of ethics, religion 
and so on.  

ii)  Formalistic criticism: This type of criticism considers only the internal 
workings of individual literary works.

iii)  Archetypal or Jungian criticism:
helps to get into any work of literature

iv) Absolutistic criticism: This type of criticism usually evaluates any work of 
literature through universal applicability.

There are mainly two schools of critics who made remarkable strides in the fi
of criticism. 

a. Aristotlelean or Chicago critics: Under this type names such as R.S Crane, 
Eolson Fall. Their criticism is based on the analysis of 
genre / internal logic. 

b. New critics: They are impersonal, objective in their assessment and try to 
have detailed analysis of the text. Examples:
I.A.Richards, Allen Tate, W.K.Wimsatt and others. 

Now let us translate the undermentioned literary criticism in to Odia: 

The Poetry of Sarojini Naidu: A Canvas of Vibrant 
Pageantry of Folk Tr
[Meeta Ajay Khanna, Department Of English, Guru Ghasidas Vishwavidyalaya, 
Bilaspur (C. G.), India]  

Sarojini Naidu (1879-1949) was the gifted artist, whose poetry is appreciated, for its bird like 
quality. The three volumes of her poems The Golden Threshold (1905), The Bird of Time 
(1912) and The Broken Wing (1917) occupy a place of eminence in the histo
Anglian poetry. The Sceptred Flute: Songs of India was published in 1937, which is a 
collection of the previous three volumes of Naidu’s poems. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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he critic takes the help of different branches of 
knowledge such as historical, sociological, psychological, biographical, 

and analyses the work accordingly. 

Schools of criticism may also be classified in diverse ways: 

Metacriticism: It is better called as intrinsic criticism i.e the practice of using 
literary works for some extra literary end, such as gaining insight into the 

or the society, amplifying studies of ethics, religion 

Formalistic criticism: This type of criticism considers only the internal 
workings of individual literary works. 

rchetypal or Jungian criticism: Jung’s theory of collective consciousness 
helps to get into any work of literature.  

This type of criticism usually evaluates any work of 
literature through universal applicability. 

There are mainly two schools of critics who made remarkable strides in the field 

Aristotlelean or Chicago critics: Under this type names such as R.S Crane, 
Eolson Fall. Their criticism is based on the analysis of 

They are impersonal, objective in their assessment and try to 
detailed analysis of the text. Examples: C.Brooks, T.S.Eliot, 

I.A.Richards, Allen Tate, W.K.Wimsatt and others.  

Now let us translate the undermentioned literary criticism in to Odia:  

The Poetry of Sarojini Naidu: A Canvas of Vibrant 
Pageantry of Folk Traditions (Excerpts only) 
[Meeta Ajay Khanna, Department Of English, Guru Ghasidas Vishwavidyalaya, 

1949) was the gifted artist, whose poetry is appreciated, for its bird like 
quality. The three volumes of her poems The Golden Threshold (1905), The Bird of Time 
(1912) and The Broken Wing (1917) occupy a place of eminence in the history of Indo
Anglian poetry. The Sceptred Flute: Songs of India was published in 1937, which is a 
collection of the previous three volumes of Naidu’s poems.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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he critic takes the help of different branches of 
sociological, psychological, biographical, 

Metacriticism: It is better called as intrinsic criticism i.e the practice of using 
literary works for some extra literary end, such as gaining insight into the 

or the society, amplifying studies of ethics, religion 

Formalistic criticism: This type of criticism considers only the internal 

consciousness 

This type of criticism usually evaluates any work of 

eld 

Aristotlelean or Chicago critics: Under this type names such as R.S Crane, 
Eolson Fall. Their criticism is based on the analysis of  

They are impersonal, objective in their assessment and try to 
C.Brooks, T.S.Eliot, 

1949) was the gifted artist, whose poetry is appreciated, for its bird like 
quality. The three volumes of her poems The Golden Threshold (1905), The Bird of Time 

ry of Indo-
Anglian poetry. The Sceptred Flute: Songs of India was published in 1937, which is a 

_______________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

The Feather of the Dawn (1961) was published posthumously and contained poems written 
in 1927 by Naidu. The themes and background of her poetry were purely Indian and she 
sang in full-throated ease of the festivals, occupations and life of her people as a 
daughter of her motherland. Lyricism, symbolism, imagery, mysticism and native fervour, 
are the remarkable qualities of her poetry. The present paper focuses on the poems written by 
Sarojini Naidu which depict lives of humble folks of India and their 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Introduction: The poetry of Sarojini Naidu made a mark of prominence in the arena of 
Indian poetry in English and is an important part of women’s writing. She possessed sharp 
aesthetic sensibility and was an admirer of the varied colours of Indian traditions and folk 
life. Naidu’s themes are indigenous as advised by Edmund Gosse and capture the spirit of 
India.  

______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

It was Edmond Gosse who inspired Sarojini Naidu to infuse in her poems, the feature of 
Indianness. He was disappointed to see her early poetry, as they were imitations of English 
poets and on British objects. He felt that she has been ‘Anglicizing’ her feelings. Gosse 
advised her to infuse in her poetry, the hues of the Indian culture and traditions. Sarojini 
Naidu accepted his advice and the real poet in her came out in a glorious manner and her 
poetry thereafter, breathed an Indian air in all its freshness, glory and romanticism, with her 
themes exclusively Indian.  

_____________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

The Feather of the Dawn (1961) was published posthumously and contained poems written 
in 1927 by Naidu. The themes and background of her poetry were purely Indian and she 

throated ease of the festivals, occupations and life of her people as a true 
daughter of her motherland. Lyricism, symbolism, imagery, mysticism and native fervour, 
are the remarkable qualities of her poetry. The present paper focuses on the poems written by 
Sarojini Naidu which depict lives of humble folks of India and their traditions.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

The poetry of Sarojini Naidu made a mark of prominence in the arena of 
Indian poetry in English and is an important part of women’s writing. She possessed sharp 

hetic sensibility and was an admirer of the varied colours of Indian traditions and folk 
life. Naidu’s themes are indigenous as advised by Edmund Gosse and capture the spirit of 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

It was Edmond Gosse who inspired Sarojini Naidu to infuse in her poems, the feature of 
e her early poetry, as they were imitations of English 

poets and on British objects. He felt that she has been ‘Anglicizing’ her feelings. Gosse 
advised her to infuse in her poetry, the hues of the Indian culture and traditions. Sarojini 

advice and the real poet in her came out in a glorious manner and her 
poetry thereafter, breathed an Indian air in all its freshness, glory and romanticism, with her 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The poetry of Sarojini Naidu made a mark of prominence in the arena of 
Indian poetry in English and is an important part of women’s writing. She possessed sharp 

hetic sensibility and was an admirer of the varied colours of Indian traditions and folk 
life. Naidu’s themes are indigenous as advised by Edmund Gosse and capture the spirit of 
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It was Edmond Gosse who inspired Sarojini Naidu to infuse in her poems, the feature of 
e her early poetry, as they were imitations of English 

poets and on British objects. He felt that she has been ‘Anglicizing’ her feelings. Gosse 
advised her to infuse in her poetry, the hues of the Indian culture and traditions. Sarojini 

advice and the real poet in her came out in a glorious manner and her 
poetry thereafter, breathed an Indian air in all its freshness, glory and romanticism, with her 
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Arthur Symons in his introduction to 
written to him by Sarojini Naidu in which she said, “I
are as ephemeral (lYiÚûdú)” (1905, 10). For this confession of Naidu, Symons remarked: “It is 

for this bird like quality of songs, it seems to me that they are to be valued. They hint in a 
sort of delicately evasive way at rare temperament, the temperament of a woman of the east, 
finding expression through a western language” (1905, 10). He further wrote, “[…] the 
poems have eastern magic in them” (1905, 10). 
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The London Times said: “Fine expression of her nature rich in emotion, to find an Indian 
atmosphere making fragrant English poems is a rare pleasure” (qtd. in Dwivedi 1981, 141). 
The Yorkshire Observer remarked: “Her songs are children of surprise. They break forth 
fresh and fragrant…each is a finished thing and a perfect delight” (qtd. in Dwivedi 1981, 
141). The Manchester Guardian remarked, “Sarojini is more than the poet of the moment, of 
its splendour and transiency, its burden or its rapture. The heart of her country lives in her” 
(qtd. in Dwivedi 1981, 141).  
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Arthur Symons in his introduction to The Golden Threshold (TGT) referred to a letter 
written to him by Sarojini Naidu in which she said, “I  sing just as the birds do, and my songs 

” (1905, 10). For this confession of Naidu, Symons remarked: “It is 

for this bird like quality of songs, it seems to me that they are to be valued. They hint in a 
way at rare temperament, the temperament of a woman of the east, 

finding expression through a western language” (1905, 10). He further wrote, “[…] the 
poems have eastern magic in them” (1905, 10).  
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said: “Fine expression of her nature rich in emotion, to find an Indian 
atmosphere making fragrant English poems is a rare pleasure” (qtd. in Dwivedi 1981, 141). 

remarked: “Her songs are children of surprise. They break forth 
fresh and fragrant…each is a finished thing and a perfect delight” (qtd. in Dwivedi 1981, 

remarked, “Sarojini is more than the poet of the moment, of 
r and transiency, its burden or its rapture. The heart of her country lives in her” 
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said: “Fine expression of her nature rich in emotion, to find an Indian 
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remarked: “Her songs are children of surprise. They break forth 
fresh and fragrant…each is a finished thing and a perfect delight” (qtd. in Dwivedi 1981, 

remarked, “Sarojini is more than the poet of the moment, of 
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Discussion:  

Sarojini Naidu was sensitive towards Indian folk traditions. Though she belonged to the 
aristocratic society, yet she was sympathetic towards the humble lives lead by the weaker 
section of people present in the Indian society. Affinity for humble folks is one of the 
important aspects of Sarojini Naidu’s poems which are based on folk life. … She projected 
their toil in day to day life. She sang of their sorrows and joys, hopes and aspirations. Gokak 
says, “She has almost a psychic sympathy with the great cavalcade of India’s wandering 
singers and dancers and other humbler folks” (in Grover and Arora 1993, 410
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Sarojini Naidu’s poems on folk life of India have a variety of aspects. Some depict the toil of 
ordinary people, some sing of the feeling of brotherhood, some portray the joy of celebrating 
a festival together by the village folks. 
occupations that were prevalent during her time and which are even now an important aspect 
of Indian life such as the weavers, fishermen, bangle sellers etc. 
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The poem ‘Bangle-Sellers’ is also a charming lyric depicting the vocation of bangle sellers. 
Bangles are the symbol of happy maidens and married women which is expressed in the 
opening lines of the poem by Naidu thus: 
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Sarojini Naidu was sensitive towards Indian folk traditions. Though she belonged to the 
ciety, yet she was sympathetic towards the humble lives lead by the weaker 

section of people present in the Indian society. Affinity for humble folks is one of the 
important aspects of Sarojini Naidu’s poems which are based on folk life. … She projected 

eir toil in day to day life. She sang of their sorrows and joys, hopes and aspirations. Gokak 
says, “She has almost a psychic sympathy with the great cavalcade of India’s wandering 
singers and dancers and other humbler folks” (in Grover and Arora 1993, 410).  
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Sarojini Naidu’s poems on folk life of India have a variety of aspects. Some depict the toil of 
ordinary people, some sing of the feeling of brotherhood, some portray the joy of celebrating 
a festival together by the village folks. … Sarojini Naidu painted beautiful picture of various 
occupations that were prevalent during her time and which are even now an important aspect 
of Indian life such as the weavers, fishermen, bangle sellers etc.  
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is also a charming lyric depicting the vocation of bangle sellers. 
Bangles are the symbol of happy maidens and married women which is expressed in the 
opening lines of the poem by Naidu thus:  
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Sarojini Naidu was sensitive towards Indian folk traditions. Though she belonged to the 
ciety, yet she was sympathetic towards the humble lives lead by the weaker 

section of people present in the Indian society. Affinity for humble folks is one of the 
important aspects of Sarojini Naidu’s poems which are based on folk life. … She projected 

eir toil in day to day life. She sang of their sorrows and joys, hopes and aspirations. Gokak 
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Sarojini Naidu’s poems on folk life of India have a variety of aspects. Some depict the toil of 
ordinary people, some sing of the feeling of brotherhood, some portray the joy of celebrating 

Sarojini Naidu painted beautiful picture of various 
occupations that were prevalent during her time and which are even now an important aspect 
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is also a charming lyric depicting the vocation of bangle sellers. 
Bangles are the symbol of happy maidens and married women which is expressed in the 
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Bangle-Sellers are we who bear  

Our shining loads to the temple fair…. 

Who will buy these delicate, bright  

Rainbow-tinted circles of light?  

Lustrous tokens of radiant lives,  

For happy daughters and happy wives. (1958, 1
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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‘Wandering Singers’ is one of the poems written by Sarojini Naidu that portrays the carefree 
life of the meek and contented wandering singers, who have no interest in the material 
world, who do not enjoy any comfort, who do not have homes to live but they sing
men are our kindred, the world is our home” (1958, 4). The line reflects Sarojini Naidu’s 
faith in universal brotherhood.  
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The wandering singers are in harmony with everyone around them. They do not have close 
relationship with any particular person. Th
they are far above the frustrations and sorrows experienced in human relationships. They 
accept life in totality and are ready to accept everything offered to them by fate. 
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e fair….  

For happy daughters and happy wives. (1958, 1-6)  
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is one of the poems written by Sarojini Naidu that portrays the carefree 
ntented wandering singers, who have no interest in the material 

world, who do not enjoy any comfort, who do not have homes to live but they sing- “All 
men are our kindred, the world is our home” (1958, 4). The line reflects Sarojini Naidu’s 
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The wandering singers are in harmony with everyone around them. They do not have close 
relationship with any particular person. They believe in universal brotherhood and therefore 
they are far above the frustrations and sorrows experienced in human relationships. They 
accept life in totality and are ready to accept everything offered to them by fate.  
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Describing the carefree attitude of wandering singers towards life, Sarojini Naidu has written 
this lyric beautifully in the voice of the wandering singers: 

What hope shall we gather, what dreams shall we sow? 

Where the wind calls our wandering footsteps we go. 

No love bids us tarry, no joy bids us wait: 

The voice of the wind is the voice of our fate
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

‘Street Cries’ by Sarojini Naidu is written on the vendors who sell their goods in the streets 
of India. Even today though India is having a hike in its economy, we have large scale 
business flourishing all around but street hawkers still are seen 
to door. They have limited resources but they labour a lot to earn their living. Sarojini Naidu 
portrayed the life of street vendors beautifully. 
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In stanza 1 the street hawkers are depicted roaming in the streets at the dawn: 

WHEN dawn's first cymbals beat upon the sky, 

Rousing the world to labour's various cry, 

To tend the flock, to bind the mellowing grain, 

From ardent toil to forge a little gain,  

And fasting men go forth on hurrying feet, 

Buy bread, buy bread rings down the eager streets. (1958, 1
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Describing the carefree attitude of wandering singers towards life, Sarojini Naidu has written 
lyric beautifully in the voice of the wandering singers:  

What hope shall we gather, what dreams shall we sow?  

Where the wind calls our wandering footsteps we go.  

No love bids us tarry, no joy bids us wait:  

The voice of the wind is the voice of our fate. (1958, 9-12)  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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by Sarojini Naidu is written on the vendors who sell their goods in the streets 
of India. Even today though India is having a hike in its economy, we have large scale 
business flourishing all around but street hawkers still are seen delivering their products door 
to door. They have limited resources but they labour a lot to earn their living. Sarojini Naidu 
portrayed the life of street vendors beautifully.  
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In stanza 1 the street hawkers are depicted roaming in the streets at the dawn:  

WHEN dawn's first cymbals beat upon the sky,  

s cry,  

To tend the flock, to bind the mellowing grain,  

And fasting men go forth on hurrying feet,  

Buy bread, buy bread rings down the eager streets. (1958, 1-6) 
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by Sarojini Naidu is written on the vendors who sell their goods in the streets 
of India. Even today though India is having a hike in its economy, we have large scale 

delivering their products door 
to door. They have limited resources but they labour a lot to earn their living. Sarojini Naidu 
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20.3.12   Memoirs 

A memoir (from French: mémoire: 
r reminiscence) is a collection of memories that an individual 
writes about moments or events, both public and
took place in his/her life. The assertions made in the work
understood to be factual. While memoir
defined as a subcategory of biography
the late 20th century, the genre is differentiated in form, 
presenting  a  narrowed  focus.  A biography
tells the story ‘of a life’, while a memoir often tells 
as touchstone events and turning points from the author's life. 
kind of autobiography, usually involving a public portion 
relates to a person, historic event, or thing. The text is about the personal knowledge 
and/or experiences of the author. In contrast, an autobiography covers the author’s 
entire life to the present, and is expected to include de
private life. A biography is someone’s life story written by another person.

Memoirs, Fact or fiction: Obviously, a memoir should be true. The author should 
not alter the truth in telling his or her story. In fact, Elie W
made minor corrections in his book,
it as truthful as possible. 

Memories are faulty, so a little leeway is given to authors of memoirs, but they are 
expected to be honest and to check their facts for accuracy. Creating fiction and 
passing it off as nonfiction, as apparently was done by James Frey in his 
controversial A Million Little Pieces

Memoir writing techniques: A memoir is written in first person from the author’s 
point of view. It is narrative nonfiction written in story form like fiction. Dialogue 
can be included, but since few people can remember precisely every word spoken, 
the dialogue is not literally true; instead the author attempts to recreate it as 
accurately as possible. For this reason, some memoirs, like
without dialogue. A memoir does not contain everything from this particular slice of 
the author’s life, but rather, events are selected and examined for meaning relative to 
the purpose of the book. The author question
kind of new understanding or lesson learned by it. The author shows us how he or 
she was affected by this experience;
the world. 
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 memoria,meaning memory o
) is a collection of memories that an individual 

both public and private, that 
The assertions made in the work are 

memoir has historically been 
biography or autobiography since 

the late 20th century, the genre is differentiated in form, 
A biography  or  autobiography 

’, while a memoir often tells a story ‘from a life’, such 
events and turning points from the author's life. A memoir is a special 

kind of autobiography, usually involving a public portion of the author’s life as it 
relates to a person, historic event, or thing. The text is about the personal knowledge 

In contrast, an autobiography covers the author’s 
entire life to the present, and is expected to include details about his or her public and 
private life. A biography is someone’s life story written by another person.  

Obviously, a memoir should be true. The author should 
not alter the truth in telling his or her story. In fact, Elie Wiesel checked the text and 
made minor corrections in his book, Night, before it was published in the US to make 

Memories are faulty, so a little leeway is given to authors of memoirs, but they are 
eck their facts for accuracy. Creating fiction and 

passing it off as nonfiction, as apparently was done by James Frey in his 
A Million Little Pieces, and is completely unacceptable. 

A memoir is written in first person from the author’s 
It is narrative nonfiction written in story form like fiction. Dialogue 

included, but since few people can remember precisely every word spoken, 
the dialogue is not literally true; instead the author attempts to recreate it as 
accurately as possible. For this reason, some memoirs, like Wild Swans, tell the story 

A memoir does not contain everything from this particular slice of 
the author’s life, but rather, events are selected and examined for meaning relative to 

The author questions what happened and comes to some 
tanding or lesson learned by it. The author shows us how he or 

experience; how it has profoundly changed the way he sees 

 Title page of ‘Walden’ ,1854
   Henry Thoreau's memoirs
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eck their facts for accuracy. Creating fiction and 

passing it off as nonfiction, as apparently was done by James Frey in his 

A memoir is written in first person from the author’s 
It is narrative nonfiction written in story form like fiction. Dialogue 

included, but since few people can remember precisely every word spoken, 
the dialogue is not literally true; instead the author attempts to recreate it as 

, tell the story 
A memoir does not contain everything from this particular slice of 

the author’s life, but rather, events are selected and examined for meaning relative to 
to some 

tanding or lesson learned by it. The author shows us how he or 
how it has profoundly changed the way he sees 

,1854 
's memoirs 
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Let us translate the under given memoirs into Odia:

1. One of the saddest moments of my life was my mo
heart disease when she was 45 years old and I was still in high school. But I think the 
harsh village life killed her. She worked as a teacher, and she had village work and field 
work to do. Conditions were unimaginably ha
infertile. And then she had to help her mother
had an adverse effect on her, and she passed away very early. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. My mother. I told you, didn’t I that one of the harshest moments of my life which I think 
most harshly affected my fate was my mother’s early death. My mother died when I was 
still a girl in high school. My mother died when she was 45 years old from heart
But I think my mother died because of the harsh village life. Unimaginably harsh 
conditions. And school work And village work And those fields Mountainous Infertile 
She had to help with that That and her mother
affected her very badly and she passed away very early my mother.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Friends: Companions for ever

Many years ago, after I got married I was sitting on a couch on a hot, humid day, sipping 
frozen juice during a visit to my father.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Let us translate the under given memoirs into Odia: 

One of the saddest moments of my life was my mother’s early death. She died from 
heart disease when she was 45 years old and I was still in high school. But I think the 
harsh village life killed her. She worked as a teacher, and she had village work and field 
work to do. Conditions were unimaginably harsh. The land was so mountainous and 
infertile. And then she had to help her mother-in-law. Quite simply the harsh village life 
had an adverse effect on her, and she passed away very early.  

[Reeves-Ellington:Same Effect: Limits of Mediation, Question of Agency •  Version 1,1999:114
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My mother. I told you, didn’t I that one of the harshest moments of my life which I think 
most harshly affected my fate was my mother’s early death. My mother died when I was 
still a girl in high school. My mother died when she was 45 years old from heart disease. 
But I think my mother died because of the harsh village life. Unimaginably harsh 
conditions. And school work And village work And those fields Mountainous Infertile 
She had to help with that That and her mother-in-law. Quite simply the harsh village life 
affected her very badly and she passed away very early my mother.             

[Reeves-Ellington:Same Effect:Limits of Mediation,Question of Agency;Version 2,1999:118
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Friends: Companions for ever   

Many years ago, after I got married I was sitting on a couch on a hot, humid day, sipping 
frozen juice during a visit to my father. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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ther’s early death. She died from 

heart disease when she was 45 years old and I was still in high school. But I think the 
harsh village life killed her. She worked as a teacher, and she had village work and field 

rsh. The land was so mountainous and 
law. Quite simply the harsh village life 

 Version 1,1999:114] 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

My mother. I told you, didn’t I that one of the harshest moments of my life which I think 
most harshly affected my fate was my mother’s early death. My mother died when I was 

disease. 
But I think my mother died because of the harsh village life. Unimaginably harsh 
conditions. And school work And village work And those fields Mountainous Infertile 

age life 

Same Effect:Limits of Mediation,Question of Agency;Version 2,1999:118] 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________ 

Many years ago, after I got married I was sitting on a couch on a hot, humid day, sipping 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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As I talked about adult life, marriage, responsibilities, and obligations, my father 
thoughtfully stirred the ice cubes in his glass and cast 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Never forget your friends," he advised, "they will become more important as you 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       "Regardless of how much you love your family and the children you happen to have, you 
will always need friends. Remember to go out with them occasionally, do activities with 
them, call them ..." 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"What strange advice!" I Thought. "I just entered the married world, I am an adult and 
surely my wife and the family that we will start
of my life." 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Yet I obeyed him; Kept in touch with my friends
the years, I became aware that my father knew what he was talking about.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In as much as time and nature carry out their designs and mysteries on a man, friends were 
the bulwarks of his life. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

After 50 years of life, here is what I learned:

Time passes.  Life goes on.  The distance separates.
children and become independent. And to the parents it breaks the heart but the children are 
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As I talked about adult life, marriage, responsibilities, and obligations, my father 
thoughtfully stirred the ice cubes in his glass and cast a clear, sober look at me. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Never forget your friends," he advised, "they will become more important as you get older."

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Regardless of how much you love your family and the children you happen to have, you 
will always need friends. Remember to go out with them occasionally, do activities with 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What strange advice!" I Thought. "I just entered the married world, I am an adult and 
surely my wife and the family that we will start will be everything I need to make sense 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Yet I obeyed him; Kept in touch with my friends and annually increased their number. Over 
the years, I became aware that my father knew what he was talking about. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

In as much as time and nature carry out their designs and mysteries on a man, friends were 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

After 50 years of life, here is what I learned: 

The distance separates.  Children grow up.  Children cease to be 
children and become independent. And to the parents it breaks the heart but the children are 
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As I talked about adult life, marriage, responsibilities, and obligations, my father 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

get older." 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________ 

"Regardless of how much you love your family and the children you happen to have, you 
will always need friends. Remember to go out with them occasionally, do activities with 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What strange advice!" I Thought. "I just entered the married world, I am an adult and 
will be everything I need to make sense 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

and annually increased their number. Over 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

In as much as time and nature carry out their designs and mysteries on a man, friends were 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ldren cease to be 
children and become independent. And to the parents it breaks the heart but the children are 
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separated of the parents. Jobs come and go.
People do not do what they should do. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The heart breaks. The parents die. Colleagues forget the favors.
friends are always there, no matter how long or how many miles they are.
more distant than the reach of a need, barring you, intervening in your favor, waiting for you 
with open arms or blessing your life. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

When we started this adventure called LIFE, we did not know of the incredible joys or 
sorrows that were ahead. We did not kn
your parents, take care of your children, but keep a group of good friends. Dialogue with 
them but do not impose your criteria.  

[Pratyush Mishra, Project Manager, Accenture Technologies, Bangalore

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.4   Summing Up 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

Reproducing the sense and content of a given literary text in another language 
correctly and beautifully is known as 
the target audience or reader and other things about his/her age
educational standards, profession, place of residence, the dialects s/he knows etcetera 
while translating any literary text; this will enable us to use the specific traits of the 
target language that appeals him. A translator has to read, understand and perceive 
the correct sense that the original author had in his mind; and then carry forward the 
same into the target language so that the translated text becomes compatible to the 
syntax of the target language and register used in the source text with minimum loss 
of meaning; even more beautifully if possible. 
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Jobs come and go. Illusions, desires, attraction, sex ... weaken.
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Colleagues forget the favors. The races are over. But, true 
ere, no matter how long or how many miles they are. A friend is never 

more distant than the reach of a need, barring you, intervening in your favor, waiting for you 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

When we started this adventure called LIFE, we did not know of the incredible joys or 
sorrows that were ahead. We did not know how much we would need from each other. Love 
your parents, take care of your children, but keep a group of good friends. Dialogue with 

[Pratyush Mishra, Project Manager, Accenture Technologies, Bangalore, Curtsey- Mr. ST Rahman, 26.4.17

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Reproducing the sense and content of a given literary text in another language 
correctly and beautifully is known as literary translation.  We have to keep in mind 
the target audience or reader and other things about his/her age-group, social status, 

place of residence, the dialects s/he knows etcetera 
t; this will enable us to use the specific traits of the 

A translator has to read, understand and perceive 
the correct sense that the original author had in his mind; and then carry forward the 

e so that the translated text becomes compatible to the 
syntax of the target language and register used in the source text with minimum loss 

even more beautifully if possible.  
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Illusions, desires, attraction, sex ... weaken. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

But, true 
A friend is never 

more distant than the reach of a need, barring you, intervening in your favor, waiting for you 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

When we started this adventure called LIFE, we did not know of the incredible joys or 
ow how much we would need from each other. Love 

your parents, take care of your children, but keep a group of good friends. Dialogue with 

26.4.17] 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                               

_________ 

_________ 

Reproducing the sense and content of a given literary text in another language 
translation.  We have to keep in mind 

group, social status, 
place of residence, the dialects s/he knows etcetera 

t; this will enable us to use the specific traits of the 
A translator has to read, understand and perceive 

the correct sense that the original author had in his mind; and then carry forward the 
e so that the translated text becomes compatible to the 

syntax of the target language and register used in the source text with minimum loss 
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Literature has many forms viz. poetry, drama, story, novels, articl
travelogues, biographies, autobiography,
them too is of different types. Each of these categories 
elements and characteristics without which the text cannot be grouped in tha
category. Each category uses specific types of languages in respect of grammatical 
usage. For example, normally we don’t use passive voice in stories, novels, poetry 
etcetera. Mostly the tense corresponds to the present, past or future simple 
(indefinite) or the perfect tense. Drama however can use all the tenses as per the 
requirement of the plot. Every branch of literature has its own format and our 
translated text should fit to that format. There is very little scope for experimenting at 
least in the field of translation of such texts.

English has compound and complex verb forms and sentences that 
incompatible to the nature of Odia. If we try to use such things in Odia then our 
translation will lose its beauty, acceptability and intelligibi
create confusion and fail to communicate the message effectively. We have to 
correctly understand the regsiter used in the original text such as formal, intimate, 
baby-talk or any other type and try to reproduce
language by searching for suitable equivalents in its lexicon. The phrases, idioms and 
proverbs have to be reproduced with a suitable equivalent available 
language where as for the technical terms we have to search for its
equivalent accepted universally or has the sanction of the agency entrusted with 
stnadardisation of such terms. 

Translation is a time-consuing process. One has to be patient enough should not try 
to fly to the horizons immediately after setting o
becoming a good translator is ‘practice, practice and practice.’

If we abide by all these rules of the methodology of literary translation, we can 
translate any text given to us beautifully with the help of suitable di
thesauri etc.                                                                                                                             

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.5   Model Answers to Self-
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 

Self-check exercise-1 

Fill in the blanks: 

1. Translation of masterpieces from various languages has opened new windows for 
unification of world cultures. 

2. A literary translator should have a brief knowledge of the forms, characteristics, 
classification and other aspects of various branches of literature so that s/he can 
those aspects in his translation text to give it a 

3. In olden days, learned people translated classic works into their own language so that 
the knowledge embedded within can be 
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Literature has many forms viz. poetry, drama, story, novels, articles, memoirs, 
travelogues, biographies, autobiography, essay and many other forms; and each of 

different types. Each of these categories has its own specific nature, 
elements and characteristics without which the text cannot be grouped in tha
category. Each category uses specific types of languages in respect of grammatical 
usage. For example, normally we don’t use passive voice in stories, novels, poetry 
etcetera. Mostly the tense corresponds to the present, past or future simple 

Drama however can use all the tenses as per the 
requirement of the plot. Every branch of literature has its own format and our 
translated text should fit to that format. There is very little scope for experimenting at 

ield of translation of such texts. 

English has compound and complex verb forms and sentences that are normally 
incompatible to the nature of Odia. If we try to use such things in Odia then our 
translation will lose its beauty, acceptability and intelligibility. Long sentences also 
create confusion and fail to communicate the message effectively. We have to 

used in the original text such as formal, intimate, 
and try to reproduce it in the same register in the target 

language by searching for suitable equivalents in its lexicon. The phrases, idioms and 
proverbs have to be reproduced with a suitable equivalent available in the target 
language where as for the technical terms we have to search for its standard 
equivalent accepted universally or has the sanction of the agency entrusted with 

consuing process. One has to be patient enough should not try 
to fly to the horizons immediately after setting off from the ground. The only tool for 
becoming a good translator is ‘practice, practice and practice.’ 

If we abide by all these rules of the methodology of literary translation, we can 
translate any text given to us beautifully with the help of suitable dictionaries, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

-Check Exercises 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Translation of masterpieces from various languages has opened new windows for the 

A literary translator should have a brief knowledge of the forms, characteristics, 
classification and other aspects of various branches of literature so that s/he can utilize
those aspects in his translation text to give it a suitable form. 

In olden days, learned people translated classic works into their own language so that 
embedded within can be catered to the general masses.  
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es, memoirs, 
essay and many other forms; and each of 

own specific nature, 
elements and characteristics without which the text cannot be grouped in that 
category. Each category uses specific types of languages in respect of grammatical 
usage. For example, normally we don’t use passive voice in stories, novels, poetry 
etcetera. Mostly the tense corresponds to the present, past or future simple 

Drama however can use all the tenses as per the 
requirement of the plot. Every branch of literature has its own format and our 
translated text should fit to that format. There is very little scope for experimenting at 

normally 
incompatible to the nature of Odia. If we try to use such things in Odia then our 

lity. Long sentences also 
create confusion and fail to communicate the message effectively. We have to 

used in the original text such as formal, intimate, 
ister in the target 

language by searching for suitable equivalents in its lexicon. The phrases, idioms and 
in the target 

standard 
equivalent accepted universally or has the sanction of the agency entrusted with 

consuing process. One has to be patient enough should not try 
ff from the ground. The only tool for 

If we abide by all these rules of the methodology of literary translation, we can 
ctionaries, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

_________ 

_________ 

the 

A literary translator should have a brief knowledge of the forms, characteristics, 
utilize 

In olden days, learned people translated classic works into their own language so that 
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4. A few examples of trnaslation of classic literary works of the olden days into various 
languages both in prose and poetry are: the Mahabharata, Ramayana, 
The Holy Quran, Bhagawadgita, Bhagwat.

Self-Check Exercise-2 

A.  Answer the following within 50

1. Define Translaion. 
Translation is the communication of the meaning of a text in a source language (SL) 
into a comprehensive version of target language (TL) without causing any loss to the 
original message. 

2. What are the basic principles of

Keep in mind the target reader or audience; whether s/he is an elite, learned, 
bureaucrat, a peasant or worksman, a child, a housewife or any body else like 
that. Tune your language, terminology, syntax, len
accordingly keeping in view the register used in the source language text. 
You can change the register (code of the language) if you think it can suit the 
target audience better in another register.

B. Fill in the blanks: 

1. Literature always has an element of 
2. By the word ‘literature’ we mean the printed, audio and digital texts that give 

a glimpse of human life and various other elements of 
3. Translation of non-literary and technical texts inv

specific to their meaning. 

4. Literary translation is flexible

5. Any translated literary text can still be
more beautiful presentations 

6. English has complex and compound sentence structures and verb forms, that 
Odia does not have. 

7. Long sentences create confusion
theme. In Odia we have to divide
number of small and well articu

 

Self-Check Exercise-3 
 

Next afternoon, I was about to move to make some purchases from the department 
store on the basement. As happenstance would have it I came across a small girl, 
chased probably by her mother in our common corridor. 
short (How happy must he be to whom she belongs!). She was in front of me her 
hand holding the wrist of the girl. Due to strangeness to each other, and affective 
mutual initial indifference she went in almost delicately dragging h
went down the stairs. Expectancy of would be relationship to put it in a milder way, 
was not altogether out of my mind. 
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A few examples of trnaslation of classic literary works of the olden days into various 
languages both in prose and poetry are: the Mahabharata, Ramayana, The Holy Bible

Bhagwat. 

hin 50-100 words: 

Translation is the communication of the meaning of a text in a source language (SL) 
into a comprehensive version of target language (TL) without causing any loss to the 

What are the basic principles of literary translation? 

Keep in mind the target reader or audience; whether s/he is an elite, learned, 
bureaucrat, a peasant or worksman, a child, a housewife or any body else like 
that. Tune your language, terminology, syntax, length of the sentence 

keeping in view the register used in the source language text. 
You can change the register (code of the language) if you think it can suit the 
target audience better in another register. 

Literature always has an element of conscience embedded in it. 

By the word ‘literature’ we mean the printed, audio and digital texts that give 
and various other elements of nature. 

literary and technical texts involves standard terms 

flexible.  

can still be translated over and again producing 
more beautiful presentations without losing the original sense. 

nd compound sentence structures and verb forms, that 

confusion and fail in adequate communication of the 
divide the text contained in a long sentence into a 

well articulated sentences.  

Next afternoon, I was about to move to make some purchases from the department 
store on the basement. As happenstance would have it I came across a small girl, 
chased probably by her mother in our common corridor. Seeing the lady I stopped 
short (How happy must he be to whom she belongs!). She was in front of me her 
hand holding the wrist of the girl. Due to strangeness to each other, and affective 
mutual initial indifference she went in almost delicately dragging her child and I 
went down the stairs. Expectancy of would be relationship to put it in a milder way, 
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A few examples of trnaslation of classic literary works of the olden days into various 
The Holy Bible, 

Translation is the communication of the meaning of a text in a source language (SL) 
into a comprehensive version of target language (TL) without causing any loss to the 

Keep in mind the target reader or audience; whether s/he is an elite, learned, 
bureaucrat, a peasant or worksman, a child, a housewife or any body else like 

gth of the sentence 
keeping in view the register used in the source language text. 

You can change the register (code of the language) if you think it can suit the 

By the word ‘literature’ we mean the printed, audio and digital texts that give 

nd compound sentence structures and verb forms, that 

in adequate communication of the 
the text contained in a long sentence into a 

Next afternoon, I was about to move to make some purchases from the department 
store on the basement. As happenstance would have it I came across a small girl, 

Seeing the lady I stopped 
short (How happy must he be to whom she belongs!). She was in front of me her 
hand holding the wrist of the girl. Due to strangeness to each other, and affective 

er child and I 
went down the stairs. Expectancy of would be relationship to put it in a milder way, 
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Zjó@ûe\ò^ C_eùakû cêñ ùaiùc<ùe [ôaû ù
jVûZþ ùQûU Sò@UòG C_ùe ùcûe ^Re _Wÿòf
cjòkûuê ù\Lò cêñ PcKò_Wÿòfòö @ûü! Zûuê _ ô̂úbûùa _ûA[ôaû _êeêhUò Kò bûMýaû^þ iùZ! jûZùe 
Sò@e jûZKê ]eò ùi ùcû iûcÜûùe \Šûdcû^ö _eÆe PòjÜû RYû ^[ôaûeê ùKak GK ùiÜjiòq ò̂fò̄  
PûjûYú _ùe ùi @Zò i«_ðYùe Sò@Kê UûYòù^A Pûfò

cêñ ZkKê IjäûAMfò; ùZùa c^ùe Cuòcûeê[ûG baòhýZùe Zûu ijòZ GK ijé
iêiµKðe i¸ûa^ûö 

Self-Check Exercise-4 

Translate into Odia: 

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand 
a particular point. My views about sports and other co
school could be best understood with this example. A holistic education including 
sports is like a dinner plate served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates 
acquire the major part, then come proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can 
imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), vegetables, fruits and ghee etc. 

ùKøYiò K[û KûjûKê _âû¬k bûaùe aêSûAfûùaùk cêñ iaêùaùk C
aò\ýûkdùe ùLkKì\ I @^ýû^ý @û ê̂iwòK Kû~ðýKkû_ iµKðùe ùcûe cZKê ùMûUòG C
ù\ùf VòKþ bûaùe aêSòùjaö ùLkKieZ iùcZ iaê_âKûe iûcMâòK gòlû ùMûUòG i«êkòZ @ûjûe 
_ehû~ûA[ôaû GK Lû\ý[ûkò bkòö ùi[ôùe ùgßZiûe (Kû
[ûGö _eòcûY aû cûZâûe @a^Zò Kâcùe Zû’ ZkKê [ûG Kâcgü _êÁòiûe (ù_âûUò^þ), ùiÜjiûe 
(`ýûUþ), Lû\ý_âûY (bòUûcò^) I LYòRfaY (còù^eûf) aògòÁ Lû
Keòaû i«êkòZ @ûjûeùe bûZ aû eêUò, Wûfò, _ ò̂_eòaû, `k
_eòcûYùe [ûGö 

In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities subjects like 
languages, social studies etc that form the most essential part of our survival in the 
human society. Then come Science and Math th
nurtures our muscles of our abilities and strength of earning livelihood.

cêñ ~ûjû bûaêQò, bûhû I iûcûRòK _ûV AZýû
ùgßZiûe Lû\ý_eò) iaûð]ôK cj©ß_ì‰ð, KûeY GMêWÿòK cû^a icûRùe 
Reêeúö Zû’_ùe aòmû^ I MYòZe _ûkò, Gjò aòhdMêWÿòK @ûc Rúa^Kê (_êÁòiûe Lû
Keò @ûc ù~ûMýZû I ùeûRMûe lcZûe cûõiù_gúMêWÿòKê cRaêZ Kùeö 

The quantity of co-curricular activities in respect of sports and games, dance and 
music, swimming, horse riding etcetera in our eduction system should be determined 
proportionately as per the quantity of vegetables and fats that we take in a balanced 
diet. 
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ò^ C_eùakû cêñ ùaiùc<ùe [ôaû ù\ûKû^eê KòQò Rò ò̂h KòYòaûKê aûjûeê[ûGö KeòWeùe 
jVûZþ ùQûU Sò@UòG C_ùe ùcûe ^Re _Wÿòfûö Zû’ _ùQ _ùQ Zû’ cû@û ZûKê ùMûWÿûAQ«òö 

Lò cêñ PcKò_Wÿòfòö @ûü! Zûuê _^ôúbûùa _ûA[ôaû _êeêhUò Kò bûMýaû^þ iùZ! jûZùe 
Šûdcû^ö _eÆe PòjÜû RYû ^[ôaûeê ùKak GK ùiÜjiòq ò̂fò̄  

PûjûYú _ùe ùi @Zò i«_ðYùe Sò@Kê UûYòù^A PûfòMùfö 

cêñ ZkKê IjäûAMfò; ùZùa c^ùe Cuòcûeê[ûG baòhýZùe Zûu ijòZ GK ijé\dZû bò©òK 

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand 
a particular point. My views about sports and other co-curricular activities in a 
school could be best understood with this example. A holistic education including 

like a dinner plate served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates 
acquire the major part, then come proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can 
imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), vegetables, fruits and ghee etc.  

k bûaùe aêSûAfûùaùk cêñ iaêùaùk C\ûjeY ù\aûKê bf_ûGö 
I @^ýû^ý @û ê̂iwòK Kû~ðýKkû_ iµKðùe ùcûe cZKê ùMûUòG C\ûjeY 

ùf VòKþ bûaùe aêSòùjaö ùLkKieZ iùcZ iaê_âKûe iûcMâòK gòlû ùMûUòG i«êkòZ @ûjûe 
ý[ûkò bkòö ùi[ôùe ùgßZiûe (KûùaðûjûAùWâU) Lû\ý iaêVûeê @]ôK cûZâûùe 

[ûGö _eòcûY aû cûZâûe @a^Zò Kâcùe Zû’ ZkKê [ûG Kâcgü _êÁòiûe (ù_âûUò^þ), ùiÜjiûe 
ý_âûY (bòUûcò^) I LYòRfaY (còù^eûf) aògòÁ Lû\ý_\û[ðö a©ðcû^ @ûùc @^êcû^ 

Keòaû i«êkòZ @ûjûeùe bûZ aû eêUò, Wûfò, _ ò̂_eòaû, `k I Nò@ AZýû\ò Lû\ý_\û[ðcû^ ùKùZ 

In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities subjects like 
languages, social studies etc that form the most essential part of our survival in the 
human society. Then come Science and Math that adds protein to our life and 
nurtures our muscles of our abilities and strength of earning livelihood.  

cêñ ~ûjû bûaêQò, bûhû I iûcûRòK _ûV AZýû\ò bkò Kkû i´§úd aòhdMêWÿòK gòlû ùlZâùe (gqò\ûdK 
ý_eò) iaûð]ôK cj©ß_ì‰ð, KûeY GMêWÿòK cû^a icûRùe @ûce iÚòZò _ûAñ GKû« 

Reêeúö Zû’_ùe aòmû^ I MYòZe _ûkò, Gjò aòhdMêWÿòK @ûc Rúa^Kê (_êÁòiûe Lû\ý _eò) _eò_êÁ 
Keò @ûc ù~ûMýZû I ùeûRMûe lcZûe cûõiù_gúMêWÿòKê cRaêZ Kùeö  

curricular activities in respect of sports and games, dance and 
swimming, horse riding etcetera in our eduction system should be determined 

proportionately as per the quantity of vegetables and fats that we take in a balanced 
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ûKû^eê KòQò Rò^òh KòYòaûKê aûjûeê[ûGö KeòWeùe 
ûö Zû’ _ùQ _ùQ Zû’ cû@û ZûKê ùMûWÿûAQ«òö 

Lò cêñ PcKò_Wÿòfòö @ûü! Zûuê _ ô̂úbûùa _ûA[ôaû _êeêhUò Kò bûMýaû þ̂ iùZ! jûZùe 
Šûdcû^ö _eÆe PòjÜû RYû ^[ôaûeê ùKak GK ùiÜjiòq ò̂fò̄  

dZû bò©òK 

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand 
curricular activities in a 

school could be best understood with this example. A holistic education including 
like a dinner plate served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates 

acquire the major part, then come proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can 

aûKê bf_ûGö 
ûjeY 

ùf VòKþ bûaùe aêSòùjaö ùLkKieZ iùcZ iaê_âKûe iûcMâòK gòlû ùMûUòG i«êkòZ @ûjûe 
ý iaêVûeê @]ôK cûZâûùe 

[ûGö _eòcûY aû cûZâûe @a^Zò Kâcùe Zû’ ZkKê [ûG Kâcgü _êÁòiûe (ù_âûUò þ̂), ùiÜjiûe 
û[ðö a©ðcû^ @ûùc @ ê̂cû^ 

û[ðcû^ ùKùZ 

In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities subjects like 
languages, social studies etc that form the most essential part of our survival in the 

at adds protein to our life and 

ûdK 
@ûce iÚòZò _ûAñ GKû« 

ý _eò) _eò_êÁ 

curricular activities in respect of sports and games, dance and 
swimming, horse riding etcetera in our eduction system should be determined 

proportionately as per the quantity of vegetables and fats that we take in a balanced 
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ùLkKì\, é̂Zý-iõMúZ, i«eY, ùNûWÿûPXÿû AZýû
_eòcûY @ûc i«êkòZ @ûjûeùe _ ò̂_eòaû I ùiÜjiûe Lû
Keû~òaû aòù]dö 

Self-Check Exercise-5 

Translate into Odia: 

Gandhi found the children were looking 
to be quite happy and contented too.
were engaged in making mats. They were also quite fit because they were const
engaged in some activity. 

@^û[ûgâcùe _j*ò Mû§úue @ûLô ùLûfòMfûö ùi ù
cêjñ jijiö ùiùZùaùk _òfûcû^u bòZeê ùKjò iìZûKUû Kûcùe fûMò[ôfû Z ùKjò ciòYûaêYûùeö 
KcðiõiÚû^ ùjZê ùicûù^ \êAIkò LûAaûKê _ûC[ôùfö _êYò Kûcùe ò̂ùdûRòZ ùjûA[ôaû ù~ûMêñ 
ùicûù^ ùagþ P*k c¤ ù\Lû~ûC[ôùfö

Observing this, Gandhi said, ‘We have a great deal to learn from these childr
Work is essential to keep the body and mind healthy.  Work is the source of 
cheerfulness.  When someone is engaged in some work, he looks fresh.  Human 
beings perhaps look tired and sickly when they are either idle or overworked.

GK[û flýKeò Mû§ú Kjò[ôùf, “@ûcKê G _òfûuVûeê @ù^K K[û gòLôaûe @Qòö c^ I geúeKê iêiÚ 
Z[û iei eLôaû _ûAñ, Kcð ùjCQò @if @ûagýKZûö Kcðjó _â`êfäZûe ùjZêö Kcðù~ûMêñ cYòh Kæû« 
^ùjûA iei \òùgö @ûkiý aû @Zò Kcð, ù~ûMêñ jêGZ cYòh Kæû« aû eêMþY ùjûA_ûùeö”

He had come to the conclusion that work was the prime necessity fo
Odisha. He was confident that spinning alone could provide work to
unemployed people. And who was going to purchase so many mats?  Apart from 
food, clothes were the only thing which wou
spinning had to be the chief source of livelihood for the poor people in Odisha a
also the rest of the country. People would get employment in this way and their 
primary needs could also be fulfilled.

IWÿògûe @iÚòKuûkiûe cYòhu _ûAñ ùZYê Kcðjó _â]û^ @ûagýKZû ùaûfò ùi cZ ù
“iìZûKûUòùf ùicû^uê ijRùe Kcð còkò~òaö’ Mû§úue 
GKcûZâ Kcð ~ûjû cû¤cùe fl fl ùfûKue KcðiõiÚû^ ùjûA_ûeòaö ciòYûaêYûùe ùKùZ aû 
ùfûK ^òùdûRòZ ùjùa GùZ ciòYû KòG aû KûjòñKò KòYòa? Lû
~ûjûe MeûL iaê\òù^ còkò_ûeòùaö ùZYê IWÿògû KûjóKò bûeZùe 
_â]û^ @af´^ ùjaû @ûagýK ùaûfò ùi aêSò_ûeò[ôùfö “Kûcù~ûMêñ ùfûùK ^ò~êqò _ûAùa Gaõ 
ùiAaûùU ùicû^ue _âû[còK @ûagýKZûcû^ _ìeY ùjûA_ûeòaö ùicûù^ iû]ûeY iei Rúa^ 
KùUA_ûeòùaö” 
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iõMúZ, i«eY, ùNûWÿûPXÿû AZýû\ò aûKò Zcûc @û ê̂iõMòK ùg÷lYòK MZòaò]ôe 
@ûc i«êkòZ @ûjûeùe _^ò_eòaû I ùiÜjiûe Lû\ýe (Nò@e) cûZâû @ ê̂_ûZùe ò̂¡ûðeY 

Gandhi found the children were looking quite healthy in the orphanage. They seemed 
quite happy and contented too. Some were engaged in spinning.  Some othe

They were also quite fit because they were constantly 

@^û[ûgâcùe _j*ò Mû§úue @ûLô ùLûfòMfûö ùi ù\Lôùf @ûgâce iaê _òfû iêiÚiak ù\Lû~ûCQ«òö 
k _òfûcû^u bòZeê ùKjò iìZûKUû Kûcùe fûMò[ôfû Z ùKjò ciòYûaêYûùeö 

êAIkò LûAaûKê _ûC[ôùfö _êYò Kûcùe ò̂ùdûRòZ ùjûA[ôaû ù~ûMêñ 
Lû~ûC[ôùfö 

Observing this, Gandhi said, ‘We have a great deal to learn from these children.  
Work is essential to keep the body and mind healthy.  Work is the source of 
cheerfulness.  When someone is engaged in some work, he looks fresh.  Human 
beings perhaps look tired and sickly when they are either idle or overworked. 

Kjò[ôùf, “@ûcKê G _òfûuVûeê @ù^K K[û gòLôaûe @Qòö c^ I geúeKê iêiÚ 
Z[û iei eLôaû _ûAñ, Kcð ùjCQò @if @ûagýKZûö Kcðjó _â`êfäZûe ùjZêö Kcðù~ûMêñ cYòh Kæû« 

òùgö @ûkiý aû @Zò Kcð, ù~ûMêñ jêGZ cYòh Kæû« aû eêMþY ùjûA_ûùeö” 

on that work was the prime necessity for the people of 
He was confident that spinning alone could provide work to millions of 

And who was going to purchase so many mats?  Apart from 
food, clothes were the only thing which would have customers at all times. So, 
spinning had to be the chief source of livelihood for the poor people in Odisha a

People would get employment in this way and their 
needs could also be fulfilled. They would be able to lead a decent life. 

IWÿògûe @iÚòKuûkiûe cYòhu _ûAñ ùZYê Kcðjó _â]û^ @ûagýKZû ùaûfò ùi cZ ù\A[ôùfö 
“iìZûKûUòùf ùicû^uê ijRùe Kcð còkò~òaö’ Mû§úue \éXaògßûi [ôfû ù~ iìZûKUû ùjCQò 
GKcûZâ Kcð ~ûjû cû¤cùe fl fl ùfûKue KcðiõiÚû^ ùjûA_ûeòaö ciòYûaêYûùe ùKùZ aû 

ûK ^òùdûRòZ ùjùa GùZ ciòYû KòG aû KûjòñKò KòYòa? Lû\ý _ùe aÈ ùjCQò GKcûZâ _\
òù^ còkò_ûeòùaö ùZYê IWÿògû KûjóKò bûeZùe \eò\â cYòhu _ûAñ iìZûKUû Kûc 

_â]û^ @af´^ ùjaû @ûagýK ùaûfò ùi aêSò_ûeò[ôùfö “Kûcù~ûMêñ ùfûùK ^ò~êqò _ûAùa Gaõ 
icû^ue _âû[còK @ûagýKZûcû^ _ìeY ùjûA_ûeòaö ùicûù^ iû]ûeY iei Rúa^ 
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ò aûKò Zcûc @û ê̂iõMòK ùg÷lYòK MZòaò]ôe 
ýe (Nò@e) cûZâû @^ê_ûZùe ò̂¡ûðeY 

They seemed 
Some were engaged in spinning.  Some others 

antly 

Lû~ûCQ«òö 
k _òfûcû^u bòZeê ùKjò iìZûKUû Kûcùe fûMò[ôfû Z ùKjò ciòYûaêYûùeö 

êAIkò LûAaûKê _ûC[ôùfö _êYò Kûcùe ^òùdûRòZ ùjûA[ôaû ù~ûMêñ 

en.  
Work is essential to keep the body and mind healthy.  Work is the source of 
cheerfulness.  When someone is engaged in some work, he looks fresh.  Human 

Kjò[ôùf, “@ûcKê G _òfûuVûeê @ù^K K[û gòLôaûe @Qòö c^ I geúeKê iêiÚ 
Z[û iei eLôaû _ûAñ, Kcð ùjCQò @if @ûagýKZûö Kcðjó _â`êfäZûe ùjZêö Kcðù~ûMêñ cYòh Kæû« 

r the people of 
millions of 

And who was going to purchase so many mats?  Apart from 
So, 

spinning had to be the chief source of livelihood for the poor people in Odisha as 
People would get employment in this way and their 

A[ôùfö 
éXaògßûi [ôfû ù~ iìZûKUû ùjCQò 

GKcûZâ Kcð ~ûjû cû¤cùe fl fl ùfûKue KcðiõiÚû^ ùjûA_ûeòaö ciòYûaêYûùe ùKùZ aû 
\û[ð 

â cYòhu _ûAñ iìZûKUû Kûc 
_â]û^ @af´^ ùjaû @ûagýK ùaûfò ùi aêSò_ûeò[ôùfö “Kûcù~ûMêñ ùfûùK ^ò~êqò _ûAùa Gaõ 

icû^ue _âû[còK @ûagýKZûcû^ _ìeY ùjûA_ûeòaö ùicûù^ iû]ûeY iei Rúa^ 
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But who was going to provide so many spinning wheels for this purpose?  Gandhi 
had instructed Congress to provide the spinning wheels and thus send the message of 
freedom to the common people. 

ùjùf iìZûKUû _ûAñ KòG @eU ù~ûùMAù
@ûagýKúd @eUcû^ KõùMâi ù~ûùMAù
Êû]ú^Zûe aû©ðû ù\A_ûeòaö 

Gandhi knew that Odisha was poor because of its people and th
work. He had once observed, ‘Odias are miserable because they do not want to do 
any work.  They would be happy to be shot at and die.  But they won’t go outside for 
any kind of hard work.  This unwillingness to work is even worse than 
country liquor.  Some work might be extracted from the drunkards.  But the hungry 
man who does not work is even worse than an animal.  It is a big problem to get 
these people engaged in some work and pull them into the mainstream of life.  I 
cannot find any other way apart from spinning work to get over the impasse.

Mû§ú RûYò_ûeò[ôùf Kcð ^ Keòaûe cù^ûbûa jó IWÿògûKê 
Kjò[ôùf, “IWÿò@ûu \êeaiÚûe cìkKûeY ùicûù^ ùKøYiò _âKûe Kûc KeòaûKê ^ûeûRö ùicûù^ 
aeõ MêkòLûA ceòaûKê eûRòùjùa, Kò«ê iû]ûeY C_ûdùe gâc KeòaûKê aûjûeòùa ^ûjóö Kcð KeòaûKê 
GA KêY×ûbûa ò̂gûLô@Vûeê @ûjêeò RN^ýö ò̂gûùLûeuVûeê KòQò ùjùf Kûc @û
Keê^[ôaû ùbûKòfû cYòh _gêVûeê c¤ jú^ö Gbkò ùfûKuVûeê Kûc @û
bòZeKê @ûYòaû GK _â]û^ iciýûö ùi[ô iKûùg  iìZûKûUòaû QWÿû @ûC ùKøYiò C_ûd @Qò ùaûfò 
ùcûùZ \ògê^ûjóö” 

On seeing the delegates from Odisha in the Belgaum conference in 1924,  Gandhi 
had observed, “I am of the firm opinion that swarajya in Odisha means providing a 
square meal to the poor.  The easiest way for that is through spinning and promoting 
the khadi culture.  Many labourers of Odisha are working in other states.  They can 
stay home and engage themselves in spinning work.  Their problems would be 
solved that way.  Large quantities of khadi cloth can be made in Odisha in this 
manner and some day Odisha might even turn out to be the storehouse of khadi in 
India. 

ùiAK[û C_faþ]ô Keò 1924ùe ùafMûñ KõùMâi @]ôùag^Vûùe Mû§ú IWÿògû ùfûKcû^uê ù
ù\Lê _êYò Kjò[ôùf, “ùcûe \éXÿcZ ù
ÊeûRö ùi ò̂cù« iaêVûeê iêaò]ûR^K aûU ùjCQò iìZûKUû I L
~ûA aòù\gùe Kûc KeêQ«òö Zûuê Mûñùe eLô iìZûKUû I L
Nê*òaö Gjò Kûc \ßûeû IWÿògûùe _âPêe L
_ûfUòò~òaö” 
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But who was going to provide so many spinning wheels for this purpose?  Gandhi 
had instructed Congress to provide the spinning wheels and thus send the message of 

ùjùf iìZûKUû _ûAñ KòG @eU ù~ûùMAù\a? ùiZòKòùaùk Mû§ú ò̂ùŸðg ù\A[ôùf ù~, G[ô_ûAñ 
@ûagýKúd @eUcû^ KõùMâi ù~ûùMAù\aû \eKûeö ùiA iìZûKUû cû¤cùe KõùMâi ùfûKuê 

Gandhi knew that Odisha was poor because of its people and their unwillingness to 
work. He had once observed, ‘Odias are miserable because they do not want to do 
any work.  They would be happy to be shot at and die.  But they won’t go outside for 
any kind of hard work.  This unwillingness to work is even worse than drinking 
country liquor.  Some work might be extracted from the drunkards.  But the hungry 
man who does not work is even worse than an animal.  It is a big problem to get 
these people engaged in some work and pull them into the mainstream of life.  I 

t find any other way apart from spinning work to get over the impasse. 

Mû§ú RûYò_ûeò[ôùf Kcð ^ Keòaûe cù^ûbûa jó IWÿògûKê \eò\â KeòQòö ùZYê ùi ùiZòKòùaùk 
êeaiÚûe cìkKûeY ùicûù^ ùKøYiò _âKûe Kûc KeòaûKê ^ûeûRö ùicûù^ 
ûRòùjùa, Kò«ê iû]ûeY C_ûdùe gâc KeòaûKê aûjûeòùa ^ûjóö Kcð KeòaûKê 

GA KêY×ûbûa ^ògûLô@Vûeê @ûjêeò RN^ýö ^ògûùLûeuVûeê KòQò ùjùf Kûc @û\ûd Keòùja, Kò«ê Kûc 
Keê^[ôaû ùbûKòfû cYòh _gêVûeê c¤ jú^ö Gbkò ùfûKuVûeê Kûc @û\ûdKeò ùicû^uê Rúa^ùiâûZ 

_â]û^ iciýûö ùi[ô iKûùg  iìZûKûUòaû QWÿû @ûC ùKøYiò C_ûd @Qò ùaûfò 

On seeing the delegates from Odisha in the Belgaum conference in 1924,  Gandhi 
had observed, “I am of the firm opinion that swarajya in Odisha means providing a 

to the poor.  The easiest way for that is through spinning and promoting 
the khadi culture.  Many labourers of Odisha are working in other states.  They can 
stay home and engage themselves in spinning work.  Their problems would be 

quantities of khadi cloth can be made in Odisha in this 
manner and some day Odisha might even turn out to be the storehouse of khadi in 

ùiAK[û C_faþ]ô Keò 1924ùe ùafMûñ KõùMâi @]ôùag^Vûùe Mû§ú IWÿògû ùfûKcû^uê ù\
éXÿcZ ù~ IWÿògûaûiúuê \û^û MŠûK RêùUAù\aû jó IWÿògû _lùe 

ÊeûRö ùi ^òcù« iaêVûeê iêaò]ûR^K aûU ùjCQò iìZûKUû I L\Wÿ _âPûeö IWÿògûe @ù^K cìfò@û 
gùe Kûc KeêQ«òö Zûuê Mûñùe eLô iìZûKUû I L\òKûcùe fMûA_ûeòùf Zûue \êüL 

ßûeû IWÿògûùe _âPêe L\òaÈ C_ôû\^ ùja I \òù^ IWÿògû iûeû bûeZe L\òbŠûe 
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But who was going to provide so many spinning wheels for this purpose?  Gandhi 
had instructed Congress to provide the spinning wheels and thus send the message of 

A[ôùf ù~, G[ô_ûAñ 
eKûeö ùiA iìZûKUû cû¤cùe KõùMâi ùfûKuê 

eir unwillingness to 
work. He had once observed, ‘Odias are miserable because they do not want to do 
any work.  They would be happy to be shot at and die.  But they won’t go outside for 

drinking 
country liquor.  Some work might be extracted from the drunkards.  But the hungry 
man who does not work is even worse than an animal.  It is a big problem to get 
these people engaged in some work and pull them into the mainstream of life.  I 

â KeòQòö ùZYê ùi ùiZòKòùaùk 
êeaiÚûe cìkKûeY ùicûù^ ùKøYiò _âKûe Kûc KeòaûKê ^ûeûRö ùicûù^ 
ûRòùjùa, Kò«ê iû]ûeY C_ûdùe gâc KeòaûKê aûjûeòùa ^ûjóö Kcð KeòaûKê 

ûd Keòùja, Kò«ê Kûc 
ûdKeò ùicû^uê Rúa^ùiâûZ 

_â]û^ iciýûö ùi[ô iKûùg  iìZûKûUòaû QWÿû @ûC ùKøYiò C_ûd @Qò ùaûfò 

On seeing the delegates from Odisha in the Belgaum conference in 1924,  Gandhi 
had observed, “I am of the firm opinion that swarajya in Odisha means providing a 

to the poor.  The easiest way for that is through spinning and promoting 
the khadi culture.  Many labourers of Odisha are working in other states.  They can 
stay home and engage themselves in spinning work.  Their problems would be 

quantities of khadi cloth can be made in Odisha in this 
manner and some day Odisha might even turn out to be the storehouse of khadi in 

\Lê 
aû jó IWÿògû _lùe 

Wÿ _âPûeö IWÿògûe @ù^K cìfò@û 
\êüL 

òbŠûe 
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Self-Check Exercise-6 

Translate into Odia: 

Where the mind is without fear: c^ùe ù~CñVò ^[ôa bd
Rabindranath Tagore [Odia Translation: Dr.Sambhu Dayal Agrawal]

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high 

c^ùe ù~CñVò @ûù\ø ^[ôa bd, [ôa Êûbòcû^;

Where knowledge is free cêq [ôa ù~CñVò mû^
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments 

\ê^ò@û ù~CñVò aòbq ùjûA^[ôa UòKò UòKò UêKêWÿûùe...

By narrow domestic walls iõKú‰ð Êû[ðe _ûùPeúùe;
Where words come out from the depth of truth 

K[û ù~CñVò `êUê[ôa Mj^ iZýeê; 
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection 

@[K _âdûi ù~CñVò jÉ _âiûeY Keê[ôa... CKôhðKê aêKêùe ]eòaûKê;
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way 

jRò~ûA^[ôa ù~CñVò aòùaKe ò̂cðk ò̂Sðe...

Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit     

Where the mind is led forward by thee 

ù~CñVò @ûcKê aûùUAù^C[ôa _âbê Zêùc ^òùR...
Into ever-widening thought and action 

lùY lùY aòÉûeòZ ùjC[ôaû ùPZ^û I Kcð bòZeKê...
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake. 

Êû]ô^Zûe ÊMðKê; ùj _òZû! RûMòCVê ùcû ù

Self-Check Exercise-7 

Translate into Odia: 

Sarojini Naidu: The Palanquin Bearers 
iùeûRò^ú ^ûAWÿê : iaûeò aûjKcûù^ [Odia Translation: Dr.Sambhu Dayal Agrawal]

Softly, O softly we bear her along,               

She hangs like a star in the dew of 

She springs like a beam on the brow

She falls like a tear from the eyes of

Lightly, O lightly we glide and we sing,

We bear her along like a pearl on a string.
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c^ùe ù~CñVò ^[ôa bd 
[Odia Translation: Dr.Sambhu Dayal Agrawal] 

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high  

ø ^[ôa bd, [ôa Êûbòcû^; 

cêq [ôa ù~CñVò mû^-aòmû^; 
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments  

ê ò̂@û ù~CñVò aòbq ùjûA^[ôa UòKò UòKò UêKêWÿûùe... 

iõKú‰ð Êû[ðe _ûùPeúùe; 
Where words come out from the depth of truth  

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection  

@[K _âdûi ù~CñVò jÉ _âiûeY Keê[ôa... CKôhðKê aêKêùe ]eòaûKê; 
e clear stream of reason has not lost its way  

jRò~ûA^[ôa ù~CñVò aòùaKe ^òcðk ò̂Sðe... 

Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit     @§aògßûie ^úei ceêùe; 
Where the mind is led forward by thee  

ù~CñVò @ûcKê aûùUAù^C[ôa _âbê Zêùc ò̂ùR... 
thought and action  

lùY lùY aòÉûeòZ ùjC[ôaû ùPZ^û I Kcð bòZeKê... 
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.  

Êû]ô^Zûe ÊMðKê; ùj _òZû! RûMòCVê ùcû ù\g, ùcû cûZébìcò... RûMòCVê!! 

: The Palanquin Bearers  
[Odia Translation: Dr.Sambhu Dayal Agrawal] 

              ]úùe, ]úùe aûjòù^aû @ûùc ZûKê @ûMKê @ûMKê

 our song; fûLò~ûAQò ùi ùMûùU Zûeûbkò @ûc MúZ-gògòeùe

brow of the tide, PjUò~ûG @ûùfûKegàú bkò Rê@ûe-bïfZûùe

of a bride. @ûC Seò_ùWÿ ùi ^aa]ì @ûLòe fêj _eò 

 sing,      c Ú̂e MZòùe @ûùc @ûMKê aXÿòaû MúZ MûA MûA 

string. i~ù ô̂ i¸ûk ZûKê iìZûùe Sêf«û ùcûZòUòG _eòö 
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]úùe, ]úùe aûjòù^aû @ûùc ZûKê @ûMKê @ûMKê 

gògòeùe 

ùe 
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Self-Check Exercise-8 

Translate into Odia: 

At last, a toothless old brown rat waliked through the village with a bent walking 
stick in hand. He went up and he went down and said, ‘’Brothers, enough is enough. 
We shall not tolerate this any more. It won’t do if we feel scared. We are more in 
number. Let them kill as many of us as they want. We are not snatching anything 
from them. We only ask for what is ours. Our village is ours. Who are they to dictate 
to us? 

ùghKê ùMûùU _ûKê@û _ûUò@û aêXû-cûUò@ûcìhû VêKêVêKê Keò auêfòaûWÿò ]eò aêfòfû MûñUû iûeûö Zk_U 
C_e_U iaê@ûùWÿ aêfò ùi Kjòfû, “bûAcûù^ ùXeþ ùjûAMfûö @ûC ê̂jñö GYòKò @ûC ijòaû ò̂ 
@ûùcö ùKjò Weòùf Pkòa ò̂ @ûCö @ûùc GùZ cìhû GVò @ùQö Pûf ]kûcìhû_fuê Pûeò_Uê ùNeòKeò 
ejòaûö @ûc iõLýû ZûuVêñ Kûjó ùKùZ @]ôKö ùKùZ cûeòùa iòG cûe«êö @ûùc Z Zûue KòQò 
QùWÿA ^Cù^ö @ûc Rò ò̂h @ûùc cûMêùPö @ûc Mûñ @ûceö ùicûù^ GVò jêKêcþ KeòaûKê KòG?”

Come, we will gherao them, and won’t let them go. We, too, will not eat. It is no use 
fighting them. Let them know that the right is on our side. Their minds will change on 
their own. Everyone has to accept the truth in the end. They too will do so.

“Pûf, Pûeò_U ùNeò Kê@ûWÿKê QûWÿòaû ò̂ ùicû^uêö @ûùc aò ò̂ùR LûAaû^òö cûWÿùMûk Keò fûb 
^ûAñö ùicûù^ RûY«ê, @ûùc ^ýûd K[û KjêPêö akùK c^ a
icùÉ cêŠ ê̂@ûñ«òö ùicûù^ aò ê̂@ûñAùaö”

If they don’t bow down, where will they go! We won’t let them go even if we 
Wait and watch, when we unite, they will just jump and run away.’’

“^ ^ê@ûñA ~òùa Kê@ûùWÿ ù\Lòaû! ceòaû _ùQ QûWÿòaû ò̂ @ûùcö ej ù
ùicûù^ ùKcòZò Wò@ûñcûeò _ùkAùaö” 

Finally, the brown rats decided to follow him. The white mice were g
Everybody fasted.In the beginning, the white mice bit the brown mice violently. A 
few brown rats got wounded and died fasting. But the gherao continued.

ùghKê ùiA@û ùjfûö Pûfòfû ùNeûCö icùÉ LûWÿû C_ûiö _jòùf _jòòùf ]kûcìhû _f KûcêWÿû 
KûcêWÿò Kùfö ùKùZ KûcêWÿòùa? GùY cûUò@ûcìhû ù[ûùK KûcêWÿû LûA, C_ûi ejò cùfö ùjùf 
ùNeûC bûwòfû ò̂ö 

The brown rats were taken aback by the strength of the old brown rat. He sat in the 
front row.  

aû_þùe aû_þö ùi aêXûö cûUò@ûcìhûe aj_ ù

And truly, after a few days, the white mice agreed to leave the village. The date and 
time of their departure were fixed.  
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At last, a toothless old brown rat waliked through the village with a bent walking 
hand. He went up and he went down and said, ‘’Brothers, enough is enough. 

We shall not tolerate this any more. It won’t do if we feel scared. We are more in 
number. Let them kill as many of us as they want. We are not snatching anything 

ask for what is ours. Our village is ours. Who are they to dictate 

cûUò@ûcìhû VêKêVêKê Keò auêfòaûWÿò ]eò aêfòfû MûñUû iûeûö Zk_U 
C_e_U iaê@ûùWÿ aêfò ùi Kjòfû, “bûAcûù^ ùXeþ ùjûAMfûö @ûC ê̂jñö GYòKò @ûC ijòaû ò̂ 

Kjò Weòùf Pkòa ò̂ @ûCö @ûùc GùZ cìhû GVò @ùQö Pûf ]kûcìhû_fuê Pûeò_Uê ùNeòKeò 
ejòaûö @ûc iõLýû ZûuVêñ Kûjó ùKùZ @]ôKö ùKùZ cûeòùa iòG cûe«êö @ûùc Z Zûue KòQò 
QùWÿA ^Cù^ö @ûc Rò ò̂h @ûùc cûMêùPö @ûc Mûñ @ûceö ùicûù^ GVò jêKêcþ KeòaûKê KòG?” 

gherao them, and won’t let them go. We, too, will not eat. It is no use 
fighting them. Let them know that the right is on our side. Their minds will change on 
their own. Everyone has to accept the truth in the end. They too will do so. 

@ûWÿKê QûWÿòaû^ò ùicû^uêö @ûùc aò ò̂ùR LûAaû^òö cûWÿùMûk Keò fûb 
^ûAñö ùicûù^ RûY«ê, @ûùc ^ýûd K[û KjêPêö akùK c^ a\kòa ùicû^ueö iZK[û @ûMùe 
icùÉ cêŠ ^ê@ûñ«òö ùicûù^ aò ê̂@ûñAùaö” 

If they don’t bow down, where will they go! We won’t let them go even if we die. 
Wait and watch, when we unite, they will just jump and run away.’’ 

Lòaû! ceòaû _ùQ QûWÿòaû ò̂ @ûùcö ej ù\Lòa, @ûùc GKûVò ùjùf 
 

Finally, the brown rats decided to follow him. The white mice were gheraoed. 
Everybody fasted.In the beginning, the white mice bit the brown mice violently. A 
few brown rats got wounded and died fasting. But the gherao continued. 

ùghKê ùiA@û ùjfûö Pûfòfû ùNeûCö icùÉ LûWÿû C_ûiö _jòùf _jòòùf ]kûcìhû _f KûcêWÿû 
ùKùZ KûcêWÿòùa? GùY cûUò@ûcìhû ù[ûùK KûcêWÿû LûA, C_ûi ejò cùfö ùjùf 

The brown rats were taken aback by the strength of the old brown rat. He sat in the 

aû_þùe aû_þö ùi aêXûö cûUò@ûcìhûe aj_ ù\Lò ibòGñ ZûUKû ö iaû @ûM ]ûWÿòùe aiò[ûG aêXûö 

And truly, after a few days, the white mice agreed to leave the village. The date and 
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At last, a toothless old brown rat waliked through the village with a bent walking 
hand. He went up and he went down and said, ‘’Brothers, enough is enough. 

We shall not tolerate this any more. It won’t do if we feel scared. We are more in 
number. Let them kill as many of us as they want. We are not snatching anything 

ask for what is ours. Our village is ours. Who are they to dictate 

cûUò@ûcìhû VêKêVêKê Keò auêfòaûWÿò ]eò aêfòfû MûñUû iûeûö Zk_U 
C_e_U iaê@ûùWÿ aêfò ùi Kjòfû, “bûAcûù^ ùXeþ ùjûAMfûö @ûC ê̂jñö GYòKò @ûC ijòaû ò̂ 

Kjò Weòùf Pkòa ò̂ @ûCö @ûùc GùZ cìhû GVò @ùQö Pûf ]kûcìhû_fuê Pûeò_Uê ùNeòKeò 
ejòaûö @ûc iõLýû ZûuVêñ Kûjó ùKùZ @]ôKö ùKùZ cûeòùa iòG cûe«êö @ûùc Z Zûue KòQò 

gherao them, and won’t let them go. We, too, will not eat. It is no use 
fighting them. Let them know that the right is on our side. Their minds will change on 

@ûWÿKê QûWÿòaû ò̂ ùicû^uêö @ûùc aò ò̂ùR LûAaû^òö cûWÿùMûk Keò fûb 
kòa ùicû^ueö iZK[û @ûMùe 

die. 

Lòa, @ûùc GKûVò ùjùf 

heraoed. 
Everybody fasted.In the beginning, the white mice bit the brown mice violently. A 

ùghKê ùiA@û ùjfûö Pûfòfû ùNeûCö icùÉ LûWÿû C_ûiö _jòùf _jòòùf ]kûcìhû _f KûcêWÿû 
ùKùZ KûcêWÿòùa? GùY cûUò@ûcìhû ù[ûùK KûcêWÿû LûA, C_ûi ejò cùfö ùjùf 

The brown rats were taken aback by the strength of the old brown rat. He sat in the 

 

And truly, after a few days, the white mice agreed to leave the village. The date and 
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iZKê iZ \ò^ ùKAUû _ùe ]kûcìhû_f eûRò ùjAMùf ùi Mûñ QûWÿò Pûfò~òaûKêö 
ùjûAMfû ùicûù^ ~òùa ùaûfòö 

The old brown rat now said, ‘’Let us erect a pillar again in the center of the village. 
We will hoist a new brown flag on it. Remember, we shall assemble under the flag 
and never fight among ourselves. Nobody shall be able to frighten us then. The 
brown flag is the symbol of our unity. We are all one. Do you understand?’’

ùiAVê aêXû cûUò@ûcìhû Kjòfû, “G[e Pûf Mûñ cSòùe _êYò Lê<UûG ù_ûZòù
cûUò@û _ZûKû CùWÿA ù\aûö cù^eL, GA _ZûKû Zùk, ùKjò KkòKRò@û ^Keò @ûùc GKûVò ùjaû, 
ùZùa @ûcKê ùKjò WùeA _ûeòùa ò̂ö” 
“cûUò@û _ZûKû @ûce PòjÜö @ûùc iaê GKö cù^ eLòf Z!”

Since then the brown flag fluttered merrily in the Rat Village.

ùiA\ò ê̂ @ûRò~ûGñ cìhûMûñùe cûUò@û _ZûKûUò CWêPò `e`e ùjûAö
                                                                                                                             
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

20.6   Model Questions 
__________________________________________________________________________

1. Literary translation is all set to demolish the cultural boundaries of the world. 
Discuss. 

2. Literary translation is a great unifying force among the communities and and 
countries. Give reasons to your answer.

3. How do you undertake literary translation?

4. Do you think that scientific and technical translation is easier than literary 
translation? Justify your answer.

5. A literary translation is flexible, where as that of scientific and technical 
translation is mostly of fixed nature. Discusss.

6. Within the frame of ethics of translation, a literary translator enjoys a lot of 
independence whereas a technical translator is always in chains. Discuss.

7. Discuss the nature of literary translation.

8. Why is it necessary for a translator to have the basic knowledge of various 
literary forms?  

 

[Sri Das Benahur has contributed both English and Odia versions of two literary texts included in this 
book viz. ‘Swarajya for the Odias’ (IWÿò@ûu _ûAñ ÊeûR

Sagar Agrawal has contributed two of his valuable 
and ‘The Noble Profession.’ Dr. Sambhu Day
of the texts included in this book. The author expresses his deep gratitude to them for the pains taken 
by them and all others from whose write-ups excerpts have been taken for the benefit of the students.]
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ò^ ùKAUû _ùe ]kûcìhû_f eûRò ùjAMùf ùi Mûñ QûWÿò Pûfò~òaûKêö \ò̂ Kûk VòKYû 

rat now said, ‘’Let us erect a pillar again in the center of the village. 
We will hoist a new brown flag on it. Remember, we shall assemble under the flag 
and never fight among ourselves. Nobody shall be able to frighten us then. The 

bol of our unity. We are all one. Do you understand?’’  

ùiAVê aêXû cûUò@ûcìhû Kjòfû, “G[e Pûf Mûñ cSòùe _êYò Lê<UûG ù_ûZòù\aûö Zû’ C_ùe ì̂@û 
aûö cù^eL, GA _ZûKû Zùk, ùKjò KkòKRò@û ^Keò @ûùc GKûVò ùjaû, 

 
ûUò@û _ZûKû @ûce PòjÜö @ûùc iaê GKö cù^ eLòf Z!” 

Since then the brown flag fluttered merrily in the Rat Village. 

ò^ê @ûRò~ûGñ cìhûMûñùe cûUò@û _ZûKûUò CWêPò `e`e ùjûAö  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Literary translation is all set to demolish the cultural boundaries of the world. 

Literary translation is a great unifying force among the communities and and 
your answer. 

How do you undertake literary translation? 

Do you think that scientific and technical translation is easier than literary 
translation? Justify your answer. 

A literary translation is flexible, where as that of scientific and technical 
on is mostly of fixed nature. Discusss. 

Within the frame of ethics of translation, a literary translator enjoys a lot of 
independence whereas a technical translator is always in chains. Discuss. 

Discuss the nature of literary translation. 

ry for a translator to have the basic knowledge of various 

[Sri Das Benahur has contributed both English and Odia versions of two literary texts included in this 
IWÿò@ûu _ûAñ ÊeûR) and ‘The Story of the Rat Village’ (cìhû Mûñe M_). Sri 

Sagar Agrawal has contributed two of his valuable contemporary essays viz. ‘The Holistic Education’ 
Sambhu Dayal Agrawal has provided the Odia translation of the rest 

The author expresses his deep gratitude to them for the pains taken 
ups excerpts have been taken for the benefit of the students.]
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ò̂ Kûk VòKYû 

rat now said, ‘’Let us erect a pillar again in the center of the village. 
We will hoist a new brown flag on it. Remember, we shall assemble under the flag 
and never fight among ourselves. Nobody shall be able to frighten us then. The 

aûö Zû’ C_ùe ^ì@û 
aûö cù^eL, GA _ZûKû Zùk, ùKjò KkòKRò@û ^Keò @ûùc GKûVò ùjaû, 

                                                                                                                             

_________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

Literary translation is all set to demolish the cultural boundaries of the world. 

Literary translation is a great unifying force among the communities and and 

Do you think that scientific and technical translation is easier than literary 

A literary translation is flexible, where as that of scientific and technical 

Within the frame of ethics of translation, a literary translator enjoys a lot of 

ry for a translator to have the basic knowledge of various 

[Sri Das Benahur has contributed both English and Odia versions of two literary texts included in this 
. Sri 

essays viz. ‘The Holistic Education’ 
rest 

The author expresses his deep gratitude to them for the pains taken 
ups excerpts have been taken for the benefit of the students.] 
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Part-II:  Practice Literary Passages for Translation into Odia
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 
Stories: 

Thakur's Well
[Story by Munshi Premchand] 

Jhokhu brought the lota to his mouth but the water 
kind of water is this? It stinks so much I can't drink it! My throat's burning and you give me 
water that's turned bad.' Every evening Gangi filled the water jugs. The well was a long way 
off and it was hard for her to make several trips. She'd brought this water yesterday and 
there'd been no bad smell at all. How could it be there now? She lifted the lota to her nostrils 
and it certainly smelt foul. Surely some animal must have fallen into the well and died. But 
she didn't know where else she could get any water.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

No one would let her walk up to the Thakur's well. Even while she was far off, people would 
start yelling at her. At the other end of the village, the shopkeeper had a well but even there 
they wouldn't let her draw water. For people like herself there wasn't any well in the village.

________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Jhokhu, who'd been sick for several days, held back his thirst for a little while. Then he said, 
'I'm so thirsty I can't stand it. Bring me the water, I'll hold my nose an

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________
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Practice Literary Passages for Translation into Odia 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thakur's Well  : Thakur Ka Kuan 
[Story by Munshi Premchand]  

Jhokhu brought the lota to his mouth but the water smelled foul. He said to Gangi, 'What 
kind of water is this? It stinks so much I can't drink it! My throat's burning and you give me 
water that's turned bad.' Every evening Gangi filled the water jugs. The well was a long way 

make several trips. She'd brought this water yesterday and 
there'd been no bad smell at all. How could it be there now? She lifted the lota to her nostrils 
and it certainly smelt foul. Surely some animal must have fallen into the well and died. But 

dn't know where else she could get any water. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

No one would let her walk up to the Thakur's well. Even while she was far off, people would 
her. At the other end of the village, the shopkeeper had a well but even there 

they wouldn't let her draw water. For people like herself there wasn't any well in the village.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Jhokhu, who'd been sick for several days, held back his thirst for a little while. Then he said, 
'I'm so thirsty I can't stand it. Bring me the water, I'll hold my nose and drink a little. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________
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smelled foul. He said to Gangi, 'What 
kind of water is this? It stinks so much I can't drink it! My throat's burning and you give me 
water that's turned bad.' Every evening Gangi filled the water jugs. The well was a long way 

make several trips. She'd brought this water yesterday and 
there'd been no bad smell at all. How could it be there now? She lifted the lota to her nostrils 
and it certainly smelt foul. Surely some animal must have fallen into the well and died. But 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

No one would let her walk up to the Thakur's well. Even while she was far off, people would 
her. At the other end of the village, the shopkeeper had a well but even there 

they wouldn't let her draw water. For people like herself there wasn't any well in the village. 

___________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Jhokhu, who'd been sick for several days, held back his thirst for a little while. Then he said, 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Gangi did not give it to him. His sickness would get worse from drinking bad water
much she knew. But she didn't know that by boiling the water it would be made safe. She 
said, ‘How can you drink it? Who knows what kind of beast has died in it! I'll go and get you 
some water from the well.' 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Surprised, Jokhu stared at her. 'Where can you get more water?'

'The Thakur and the shopkeeper both have wells. Won't they let me fill just one lota!'

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

'You'll come back with your arms and legs broken, that's all. You'd better just sit down and 
keep quiet. The Brahman will give a curse, the Thakur will beat you with a stick, and that 
money-lending shopkeeper takes five for every one h
are going to let you draw water from their wells.’ Harsh truth was in these words and Gangi 
could not deny it. But she wouldn't let him drink that stinking water.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

By nine at night the dead-tired field hands were fast asleep. Gangi reached the Thakur's 
property to get water from his well. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The dim glow of a small oil lamp lit up the well. Gangi sat hidden behind the wall and began 
to wait for the right moment. Everybody in the village drank the water from his well. It was 
closed to nobody; only those unlucky ones like herself could not use their buckets here.
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o him. His sickness would get worse from drinking bad water-that 
much she knew. But she didn't know that by boiling the water it would be made safe. She 
said, ‘How can you drink it? Who knows what kind of beast has died in it! I'll go and get you 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

hu stared at her. 'Where can you get more water?' 

'The Thakur and the shopkeeper both have wells. Won't they let me fill just one lota!' 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

'You'll come back with your arms and legs broken, that's all. You'd better just sit down and 
keep quiet. The Brahman will give a curse, the Thakur will beat you with a stick, and that 

lending shopkeeper takes five for every one he gives. Do you think people like that 
are going to let you draw water from their wells.’ Harsh truth was in these words and Gangi 
could not deny it. But she wouldn't let him drink that stinking water. 

_____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

tired field hands were fast asleep. Gangi reached the Thakur's 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

The dim glow of a small oil lamp lit up the well. Gangi sat hidden behind the wall and began 
he right moment. Everybody in the village drank the water from his well. It was 

closed to nobody; only those unlucky ones like herself could not use their buckets here. 
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that 
much she knew. But she didn't know that by boiling the water it would be made safe. She 
said, ‘How can you drink it? Who knows what kind of beast has died in it! I'll go and get you 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________ 

'You'll come back with your arms and legs broken, that's all. You'd better just sit down and 
keep quiet. The Brahman will give a curse, the Thakur will beat you with a stick, and that 

e gives. Do you think people like that 
are going to let you draw water from their wells.’ Harsh truth was in these words and Gangi 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______ 

tired field hands were fast asleep. Gangi reached the Thakur's 

_________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

The dim glow of a small oil lamp lit up the well. Gangi sat hidden behind the wall and began 
he right moment. Everybody in the village drank the water from his well. It was 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Gangi [suddenly felt very angry.] Why was she so low and those others s
they wore a thread around their necks? There wasn't one of them in the village who wasn't 
rotten. They stole, they cheated, they lied in court, [then how were they so high and mighty?]

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

She heard people approaching the well and her heart began to pound. If anybody saw her, 
she'd get an awful kicking out of it. She grabbed her bucket and rope and crept away to hide 
in the dark shadows of a tree. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Two women had come to draw water and they were talking. One said: ‘There  were eating 
and they order us to get more water.' 'The men fol
sitting around taking it easy.' 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

'That's right, and you'll never see them pick up the pitcher and fetch it themselves.’

They just order us to get it as though we were slaves.'

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

After they had filled their buckets and left, Gangi came out from the shadow of the tree and 
drew close to the well platform. The idlers had left, the Thakur had shut his door and gone 
inside to the courtyard to sleep. Gangi took a moment to sigh with relief. On every side, the 
field was clear. Gangi tiptoed up on to the well platform. Never before had she felt such a 
sense of triumph. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Gangi [suddenly felt very angry.] Why was she so low and those others so high! Because 
they wore a thread around their necks? There wasn't one of them in the village who wasn't 
rotten. They stole, they cheated, they lied in court, [then how were they so high and mighty?]

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

She heard people approaching the well and her heart began to pound. If anybody saw her, 
she'd get an awful kicking out of it. She grabbed her bucket and rope and crept away to hide 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

Two women had come to draw water and they were talking. One said: ‘There  were eating 
and they order us to get more water.' 'The men folk get jealous if they think they see us 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

ll never see them pick up the pitcher and fetch it themselves.’ 

They just order us to get it as though we were slaves.' 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

After they had filled their buckets and left, Gangi came out from the shadow of the tree and 
platform. The idlers had left, the Thakur had shut his door and gone 

inside to the courtyard to sleep. Gangi took a moment to sigh with relief. On every side, the 
field was clear. Gangi tiptoed up on to the well platform. Never before had she felt such a 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________ 

o high! Because 
they wore a thread around their necks? There wasn't one of them in the village who wasn't 
rotten. They stole, they cheated, they lied in court, [then how were they so high and mighty?] 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________ 

She heard people approaching the well and her heart began to pound. If anybody saw her, 
she'd get an awful kicking out of it. She grabbed her bucket and rope and crept away to hide 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Two women had come to draw water and they were talking. One said: ‘There  were eating 
k get jealous if they think they see us 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

After they had filled their buckets and left, Gangi came out from the shadow of the tree and 
platform. The idlers had left, the Thakur had shut his door and gone 

inside to the courtyard to sleep. Gangi took a moment to sigh with relief. On every side, the 
field was clear. Gangi tiptoed up on to the well platform. Never before had she felt such a 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

She looped the rope around the bucket. Like some soldier stealing into the enemy's fortress 
at night she peered cautiously on every side. If she were caught now, the slightest hope of 
mercy or leniency won't be there. Finally, with a prayer to the gods, she mustered her 
courage and cast the bucket into the well.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Slowly, slowly it sank in the water. There was not the slightest sound. Gangi yanked it back 
up with all her might to the rim of the well. No strong
up more swiftly. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

She had just stooped to catch it and set it on the wall when suddenly the Thakur's door 
opened. The jaws of a tiger could not have terrified h

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The rope escaped from her hand. With a crash the bucket fell into the water, the rope after it, 
and for a few seconds there were sounds of splashing.

_________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

She looped the rope around the bucket. Like some soldier stealing into the enemy's fortress 
at night she peered cautiously on every side. If she were caught now, the slightest hope of 

be there. Finally, with a prayer to the gods, she mustered her 
courage and cast the bucket into the well. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

sank in the water. There was not the slightest sound. Gangi yanked it back 
up with all her might to the rim of the well. No strong-armed athlete could have dragged it 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

She had just stooped to catch it and set it on the wall when suddenly the Thakur's door 
opened. The jaws of a tiger could not have terrified her more. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

The rope escaped from her hand. With a crash the bucket fell into the water, the rope after it, 
and for a few seconds there were sounds of splashing. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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She looped the rope around the bucket. Like some soldier stealing into the enemy's fortress 
at night she peered cautiously on every side. If she were caught now, the slightest hope of 

be there. Finally, with a prayer to the gods, she mustered her 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

sank in the water. There was not the slightest sound. Gangi yanked it back 
armed athlete could have dragged it 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

She had just stooped to catch it and set it on the wall when suddenly the Thakur's door 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________ 

The rope escaped from her hand. With a crash the bucket fell into the water, the rope after it, 

__________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Yelling 'Who's there' Who's there?' the Thakur came toward the we
the platform and ran way as fast as she could. When she reached home, Jokhu, with the lota 
at his mouth, was drinking that filthy, stinking water.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

 Essay 
              HOLISTIC EDUCATION 

[An essay by Sagar Agrawal]

Now-a-days, the education system, especially in private 
popularly known as ‘Holistic Education’. It is said that this approach to education aims not 
only on the academic side, but at an all round development of the students. It thus includes 
all co-curricular activities like games 
mountaineering, horse-riding and all that, that the management can arrange for the students. 
In spite of all the high sounding claims made in the name of Holistic Education, the 
academic pressure lies atop and most of the times the students’ interests is sacrificed while 
promoting other activities, especially games and sports.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The concept of holistic education should be understood properly before taking a major 
decision about the quantity of co-curricular activities, esp
portion of the students’ study time is diverted elsewhere and they fail to achieve their 
ends in academics. In some private schools it is seen that a cricket net is erected the year 
round, in front of the administrative block s
this school gives priority to sports as well besides academics. In view of the craze for 
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Yelling 'Who's there' Who's there?' the Thakur came toward the well and Gangi jumped from 
the platform and ran way as fast as she could. When she reached home, Jokhu, with the lota 
at his mouth, was drinking that filthy, stinking water. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

HOLISTIC EDUCATION (Complete Text) 
[An essay by Sagar Agrawal] 

days, the education system, especially in private schools, is abuzz with a term 
popularly known as ‘Holistic Education’. It is said that this approach to education aims not 
only on the academic side, but at an all round development of the students. It thus includes 

curricular activities like games and sports, yoga, dance, music, swimming, 
riding and all that, that the management can arrange for the students. 

In spite of all the high sounding claims made in the name of Holistic Education, the 
of the times the students’ interests is sacrificed while 

promoting other activities, especially games and sports. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The concept of holistic education should be understood properly before taking a major 
curricular activities, especially sports, lest a major 

portion of the students’ study time is diverted elsewhere and they fail to achieve their 
ends in academics. In some private schools it is seen that a cricket net is erected the year 
round, in front of the administrative block so as to give an impression to the parents that 
this school gives priority to sports as well besides academics. In view of the craze for 
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the platform and ran way as fast as she could. When she reached home, Jokhu, with the lota 
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schools, is abuzz with a term 
popularly known as ‘Holistic Education’. It is said that this approach to education aims not 
only on the academic side, but at an all round development of the students. It thus includes 

and sports, yoga, dance, music, swimming, 
riding and all that, that the management can arrange for the students. 

In spite of all the high sounding claims made in the name of Holistic Education, the 
of the times the students’ interests is sacrificed while 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The concept of holistic education should be understood properly before taking a major 
ecially sports, lest a major 

portion of the students’ study time is diverted elsewhere and they fail to achieve their 
ends in academics. In some private schools it is seen that a cricket net is erected the year 

o as to give an impression to the parents that 
this school gives priority to sports as well besides academics. In view of the craze for 
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this game, may be, the parents are elated; but irrespective of this, this show is sure to 
hamper the students’ interest in the academics. Even today, in spite of the TV channels 
buzzing with many sports events and mostly cricket, we cannot dream of sports to be a 
career for majority of children. On the other hand, people making their career on the 
national arena in sports are only a handful. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other avenues that are available for the sportsmen like employment in schools, offices etc 
need additional knowledge of other subject
future lies in good knowledge of the study materials that opens many avenues for them to 
earn their livelihood like doctors, engineers, computer personnel, HR managers, bureaucrats, 
lawyers & judges, scientists, accountants and what not. Parents therefore always expect their 
children to excel the examination. If a child fails in any sports event, it does not make them 
as sad as they become if it is in the academic examination. Therefore, the academic 
curriculum should be given top priority for a bright future of the student and that of a school; 
and it becomes all the more important on the part of a private educational enterprise.

__________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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this game, may be, the parents are elated; but irrespective of this, this show is sure to 
in the academics. Even today, in spite of the TV channels 

buzzing with many sports events and mostly cricket, we cannot dream of sports to be a 
career for majority of children. On the other hand, people making their career on the 

re only a handful.  

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Other avenues that are available for the sportsmen like employment in schools, offices etc 
need additional knowledge of other subjects of the school curriculum. Nonetheless, their 
future lies in good knowledge of the study materials that opens many avenues for them to 
earn their livelihood like doctors, engineers, computer personnel, HR managers, bureaucrats, 

s, accountants and what not. Parents therefore always expect their 
children to excel the examination. If a child fails in any sports event, it does not make them 
as sad as they become if it is in the academic examination. Therefore, the academic 

should be given top priority for a bright future of the student and that of a school; 
and it becomes all the more important on the part of a private educational enterprise. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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this game, may be, the parents are elated; but irrespective of this, this show is sure to 
in the academics. Even today, in spite of the TV channels 

buzzing with many sports events and mostly cricket, we cannot dream of sports to be a 
career for majority of children. On the other hand, people making their career on the 
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Other avenues that are available for the sportsmen like employment in schools, offices etc 
s of the school curriculum. Nonetheless, their 

future lies in good knowledge of the study materials that opens many avenues for them to 
earn their livelihood like doctors, engineers, computer personnel, HR managers, bureaucrats, 

s, accountants and what not. Parents therefore always expect their 
children to excel the examination. If a child fails in any sports event, it does not make them 
as sad as they become if it is in the academic examination. Therefore, the academic 

should be given top priority for a bright future of the student and that of a school; 

_________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand a 
particular point. My views about sports and other co
best understood with this example. A holistic education including sports is like a dinner plate 
served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates acquire the major part, then come 
proteins, fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), 
vegetables, fruits and ghee etc. In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities 
subjects like languages, social studies etc that form the most essential p
the human society. Then come Science and Math that adds protein to our life and nurtures 
our muscles of our abilities and strength of earning livelihood.

_______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health is no doubt a major concern. We get health from a balanced diet itself. We however 
need to make it healthier by physical exercises. A farme
but still he is strong and stout as he earns a good health through his productive work. Sports 
are a good instrument for strengthening our health because it contains a lot of fun and 
enjoyment besides physical strain; but it is not as good as PT, Yoga, gymnastics, swimming 
etc. Unlike sports, yoga and gymnastics improve concentration of mind. Moreover, martial 
arts like judo, karate, lathi, wrestling;
health, while the students could be equipped with a self
life.  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand a 
t sports and other co-curricular activities in a school could be 

best understood with this example. A holistic education including sports is like a dinner plate 
served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates acquire the major part, then come 

fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), 
vegetables, fruits and ghee etc. In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities 
subjects like languages, social studies etc that form the most essential part of our survival in 
the human society. Then come Science and Math that adds protein to our life and nurtures 
our muscles of our abilities and strength of earning livelihood. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health is no doubt a major concern. We get health from a balanced diet itself. We however 
need to make it healthier by physical exercises. A farmer or labourer does not go for sports, 
but still he is strong and stout as he earns a good health through his productive work. Sports 
are a good instrument for strengthening our health because it contains a lot of fun and 

but it is not as good as PT, Yoga, gymnastics, swimming 
etc. Unlike sports, yoga and gymnastics improve concentration of mind. Moreover, martial 

wrestling; boxing etc can also be introduced for getting good 
students could be equipped with a self-defence mechanism for their future 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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I always prefer giving an example while trying to make somebody clearly understand a 
curricular activities in a school could be 

best understood with this example. A holistic education including sports is like a dinner plate 
served with a balanced diet; where in carbohydrates acquire the major part, then come 

fats, vitamins and minerals; or we can imagine the quantity of rice, pulses (dal), 
vegetables, fruits and ghee etc. In the case of education what I feel, rice is Arts or humanities 

art of our survival in 
the human society. Then come Science and Math that adds protein to our life and nurtures 
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Health is no doubt a major concern. We get health from a balanced diet itself. We however 
r or labourer does not go for sports, 

but still he is strong and stout as he earns a good health through his productive work. Sports 
are a good instrument for strengthening our health because it contains a lot of fun and 

but it is not as good as PT, Yoga, gymnastics, swimming 
etc. Unlike sports, yoga and gymnastics improve concentration of mind. Moreover, martial 

boxing etc can also be introduced for getting good 
defence mechanism for their future 
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Kabaddi is the best sport that has fun, more physical exercise and the art of capturing an 
intruder or escaping from a mob. Other games like football, hockey and volleyball too have 
fun with physical exercise. Volleyball can be played with a small sp
big field for football etc. Cricket is a pompous show rather than good exercise for all the 
participants.  We should be selective in adopting all or any of these according to the scope 
that we have or can afford. A school can hire o
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Besides, we have fine arts, sculpture, drama, music and dance too that add flavour to our life. 
Its quantity should be like the ghee we add to our balanced diet. Sports too are a part of 
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Kabaddi is the best sport that has fun, more physical exercise and the art of capturing an 
intruder or escaping from a mob. Other games like football, hockey and volleyball too have 
fun with physical exercise. Volleyball can be played with a small space if we do not have a 
big field for football etc. Cricket is a pompous show rather than good exercise for all the 
participants.  We should be selective in adopting all or any of these according to the scope 
that we have or can afford. A school can hire one or two such experts on daily wage basis.  
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Its quantity should be like the ghee we add to our balanced diet. Sports too are a part of 
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Its quantity should be like the ghee we add to our balanced diet. Sports too are a part of 
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extracurricular activities like dance and music. The sum total of all these ext
should be in the proportion of quantity of curry, salad and ghee in a balanced diet.
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Every child does not have the same qualities and craze for learning various subjects or any 
extra-curricular activity like others. There are children who 
sports; and in that case we should not force all the children to play a particular game or 
practice some form of the art. If some of the students want to study, we should allow them to 
do that and for their health, we can teach them Yoga, PT or something that could be done in 
a calm and quiet hall. On the contrary, we have to create an environment that the sports 
minded children also do well at their curriculum, as it is the most essential part of school 
education. 
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Another important point to be noted is that barring PT, Yoga, gymnastics, swimming 
etcetera, other sports are a team work whereas studies is a one
excel in his curriculum only with his personal efforts; but it is not possible in cas
A child interested in sports needs others to participate without which he cannot practise it at 
all. Out of all these students, only one, two, or none may excel in that game, whereas the 
studies of all the participants are neglected for it. 
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extracurricular activities like dance and music. The sum total of all these extra-curricular 
should be in the proportion of quantity of curry, salad and ghee in a balanced diet. 
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Every child does not have the same qualities and craze for learning various subjects or any 
curricular activity like others. There are children who dislike dance, but prefer music or 

sports; and in that case we should not force all the children to play a particular game or 
practice some form of the art. If some of the students want to study, we should allow them to 

teach them Yoga, PT or something that could be done in 
a calm and quiet hall. On the contrary, we have to create an environment that the sports 
minded children also do well at their curriculum, as it is the most essential part of school 
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Another important point to be noted is that barring PT, Yoga, gymnastics, swimming 
etcetera, other sports are a team work whereas studies is a one-man show. A Student can 
excel in his curriculum only with his personal efforts; but it is not possible in case of sports. 
A child interested in sports needs others to participate without which he cannot practise it at 
all. Out of all these students, only one, two, or none may excel in that game, whereas the 
studies of all the participants are neglected for it.  
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Thus, a youth excelling in a particular sport and earning a good name does so at the cost of 
many other participating students’ future prospects that neglected their studies but could not 
withstand competition. Studious students, therefore, who are not interested in sports, can be 
asked to opt for one of music, dance or fine arts with a compulsory training for yoga. Other 
students may be asked to opt for swimming instead of a game, if the school has a swimming 
pool inside the campus. 
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       A still more vital point remains to be taken care of. We should care to induce a hard 
working and pains taking attitude in all the students. It is possible only through practice. To 
become a Sachin Tendulkar or an Einstein, it needs a lot of practice in th
we want to excel in academics, we have to 
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A still more vital point remains to be taken care of. We should care to induce a hard 
working and pains taking attitude in all the students. It is possible only through practice. To 
become a Sachin Tendulkar or an Einstein, it needs a lot of practice in the respective field. If 
we want to excel in academics, we have to create a study atmosphere in the school.  
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       The most important thing to be noted is that the students at play can never be disturbed by 
classroom studies where as those trying to study in a classroom are very easily disturbed by a 
noise coming out of an auditorium or a sports event. Simply allotting
subjects does not make any sense unless the atmosphere is conducive. The sports, drama, 
dance and music classes should be at separate places than the classrooms wide apart from 
each other so that the noise does not reach the classrooms.
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We get gastric derangements immediately and fatal diseases in the end when we habitually 
take tasty food just for the craze of it without caring for its utility. Similarly, we should adopt 
various sports from the utility point of view, and not merely for the craze for it, lest we 
should land nowhere after a lot of toil in sports neglecting academics and fail even to earn 
our livelihood. It is therefore necessary that the events and quantity of co
in a school be decided keeping in view the students’ future in terms of earning their 
livelihood along with acquiring good health and a sound witty mind.
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THE NOBLE PROFESSION
[An essay by Sagar Agrawal]

There are many professions in our life. We earn our livelihood by adopting different kinds of 
jobs like cultivation, farming, carpentry, weaving, sewing clothes, pottery, dairy, poultry, 
tanning, fishing, business, setting of factories for manufacturing va
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The most important thing to be noted is that the students at play can never be disturbed by 
classroom studies where as those trying to study in a classroom are very easily disturbed by a 
noise coming out of an auditorium or a sports event. Simply allotting periods to various 
subjects does not make any sense unless the atmosphere is conducive. The sports, drama, 
dance and music classes should be at separate places than the classrooms wide apart from 
each other so that the noise does not reach the classrooms.  
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We get gastric derangements immediately and fatal diseases in the end when we habitually 
it without caring for its utility. Similarly, we should adopt 

various sports from the utility point of view, and not merely for the craze for it, lest we 
should land nowhere after a lot of toil in sports neglecting academics and fail even to earn 

lihood. It is therefore necessary that the events and quantity of co-curricular activities 
in a school be decided keeping in view the students’ future in terms of earning their 
livelihood along with acquiring good health and a sound witty mind.  
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THE NOBLE PROFESSION  
[An essay by Sagar Agrawal] 

There are many professions in our life. We earn our livelihood by adopting different kinds of 
jobs like cultivation, farming, carpentry, weaving, sewing clothes, pottery, dairy, poultry, 
tanning, fishing, business, setting of factories for manufacturing various things, providing 
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We get gastric derangements immediately and fatal diseases in the end when we habitually 
it without caring for its utility. Similarly, we should adopt 

various sports from the utility point of view, and not merely for the craze for it, lest we 
should land nowhere after a lot of toil in sports neglecting academics and fail even to earn 
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There are many professions in our life. We earn our livelihood by adopting different kinds of 
jobs like cultivation, farming, carpentry, weaving, sewing clothes, pottery, dairy, poultry, 

rious things, providing 
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various kinds of services to people, driving, engineering, treating patients, teaching children, 
working as a priest and even killing animals for selling their meat and skin etcetera. Out of 
these, the profession of a doctor is rega
various diseases. However, teaching is regarded as the most noble profession world wide 
because this is the basic profession that leads a child to become a doctor, engineer or 
whatsoever.  
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In ancient times, the sages happened to be specialists in many subjects beginning from 
spiritual things to archery, martial arts, cultivation, astrology and even metallurgy science 
etcetera. These sages used to run their own residential schools kno
the children of a king and a common man were taught and treated alike. The sages 
themselves lead a pious life and that along with their knowledge percolated unto to the 
pupils. The student-teacher relation was considered as most sacr
hailed as respectable as the God Himself.
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various kinds of services to people, driving, engineering, treating patients, teaching children, 
working as a priest and even killing animals for selling their meat and skin etcetera. Out of 
these, the profession of a doctor is regarded as a noble profession as we save lives by curing 
various diseases. However, teaching is regarded as the most noble profession world wide 
because this is the basic profession that leads a child to become a doctor, engineer or 
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In ancient times, the sages happened to be specialists in many subjects beginning from 
spiritual things to archery, martial arts, cultivation, astrology and even metallurgy science 
etcetera. These sages used to run their own residential schools known as ‘gurukuls’ where 
the children of a king and a common man were taught and treated alike. The sages 
themselves lead a pious life and that along with their knowledge percolated unto to the 

teacher relation was considered as most sacred and the teachers were 
hailed as respectable as the God Himself. 
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In modern times, with a materialistic view of the definition of civilization, our democratic 
government started giving more importance to science and technology rather than 
philosophical and spiritual things; and in the process the value based mythological stories 
and verses were gradually withdrawn. This has resulted in a rapid deterioration of the 
sanctity of this noble profession and the status of the teachers has been diminishi
day.  
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       Beginning with the British rule in our country until post
government used to control the education sector as it is the first duty of a welfare state to 
impart education to all. However, with the steep rise of populati
government gradually failed to establish adequate number of schools to provide free 
education to all the children and therefore started promoting public participation in 
establishing and managing educational institutions. 
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Since the days when the field of education was flung open for the corporate sector, the status 
of the teachers in the society, especially in the eyes of the students is fast declining. It is 
often seen in some private schools that the management with an intention to mount mental 
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government started giving more importance to science and technology rather than 
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Beginning with the British rule in our country until post-independence times, the 
government used to control the education sector as it is the first duty of a welfare state to 
impart education to all. However, with the steep rise of population of our country, the 
government gradually failed to establish adequate number of schools to provide free 
education to all the children and therefore started promoting public participation in 
establishing and managing educational institutions.  
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Since the days when the field of education was flung open for the corporate sector, the status 
e society, especially in the eyes of the students is fast declining. It is 

s that the management with an intention to mount mental 
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pressure on the teachers, keeps on reminding them,
“We all are here only because of the students” etcetera; and there is no doubt about it. 
Nevertheless, it is not the welfare of the students behind such attitude of the management 
rather the greed of high scale fees that the ‘eduprenuers’ get from these stu
to rich families.  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Some Principals of such Public Schools, International or World Schools are seen scolding 
the teachers individually in the Assembly and other occasions in presence of the students. 
This results in moral retardation of the teacher and encourages students’ in
disobedience. This personal servant-like behaviour towards the teachers indirectly injects 
disrespect for the teachers in the students’ minds and makes them unruly. It works as a slow 
poison in the young mind and when such a child grows up, 
citizen.  
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A teacher can teach well only if he is in sound health and mind. As WHO defines health, it is 
the complete physical and mental well
mounting mental agony cannot be regarded ‘healthy’; and such a person may commit 
blunders while at work. A particular work can be achieved in two ways, by affectionately 
asking one to do it or pass a stern ord
behaviour always brings dividends, where as the other way there is every chance of losing 
the work.  
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the teachers individually in the Assembly and other occasions in presence of the students. 
This results in moral retardation of the teacher and encourages students’ indiscipline and 

like behaviour towards the teachers indirectly injects 
disrespect for the teachers in the students’ minds and makes them unruly. It works as a slow 
poison in the young mind and when such a child grows up, he may not become a good 
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A teacher can teach well only if he is in sound health and mind. As WHO defines health, it is 
the complete physical and mental wellbeing of a person. A person under the spell of 
mounting mental agony cannot be regarded ‘healthy’; and such a person may commit 
blunders while at work. A particular work can be achieved in two ways, by affectionately 
asking one to do it or pass a stern order in a scolding manner. Humble attitude and polite 
behaviour always brings dividends, where as the other way there is every chance of losing 
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Harsh behaviour makes people arrogant, that is not good for anybody, and it will reflect on 
one’s teaching method indirectly and result in negligent routine fulfilment of his duty. In 
such a case, he will complete the course, but the students will not feel the urge to learn it 
whole-heartedly. Partiality in personal 
with people affects team spirit. If ‘scolding’
administration of a school is made mandatory, then the students are not going to bene
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Even if a school has sufficient number of teachers, but there is lack of coordina
spirit among them, then every teacher feels lonely and does not trust any of his colleagues
for anything.  If everyone thinks that the other member of th
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eople arrogant, that is not good for anybody, and it will reflect on 
one’s teaching method indirectly and result in negligent routine fulfilment of his duty. In 
such a case, he will complete the course, but the students will not feel the urge to learn it 

heartedly. Partiality in personal behaviour among the staff and selective politeness 
If ‘scolding’ the teachers by the management or 

mandatory, then the students are not going to benefit. 
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very teacher feels lonely and does not trust any of his colleagues

for anything.  If everyone thinks that the other member of the staff is spying on him, his time 
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will be spent in self-defence. In such an atmosphere, how
effectively without a cohesive attitude among the workers? 
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It is therefore necessary that the management’s behaviour should be polite, enduring and 
encouraging instead of being harsh and oppressive towards all the members of the staff as 
they exhibit towards the students whom they regard as the VIPs in the school pre
‘eduprenuers’ should remember that though it is a business for them, still that business 
organization is a seat of learning and a ‘factory’ to mould today’s child into a good citizen of 
the future. You cannot shiver this enormous responsibility 
you. Even from the most materialistic point of view of the student
consider that the students are the prime factors of the school, the teachers too constitute its 
back-bone.  
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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       ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

If the back-bone is broken, the school cannot s
of the widespread unemployment, highly qualified youth are working in private schools with 
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defence. In such an atmosphere, how can anyone accomplish any work 
effectively without a cohesive attitude among the workers?  
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is therefore necessary that the management’s behaviour should be polite, enduring and 
encouraging instead of being harsh and oppressive towards all the members of the staff as 
they exhibit towards the students whom they regard as the VIPs in the school premises. The 
‘eduprenuers’ should remember that though it is a business for them, still that business 
organization is a seat of learning and a ‘factory’ to mould today’s child into a good citizen of 
the future. You cannot shiver this enormous responsibility simply because it is a business for 
you. Even from the most materialistic point of view of the student-teacher relation, if we 
consider that the students are the prime factors of the school, the teachers too constitute its 
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bone is broken, the school cannot stand erect in the academic world. It is because 
of the widespread unemployment, highly qualified youth are working in private schools with 
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a meagre amount of wages; so they need to be handled with love and affection so that they 
feel at home and do their best for the school and the students. This formula, the 
‘eduprenuers’ may follow even as a diplomatic solution to their problems that can bring 
them double benefit.  

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A loving and polite behaviour towards all, along with a balanced view of the holistic 
education can bring laurels and success in the students’ future and tha

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

NATIONAL INTEGRATION
            [On September 13, 2015

National Integration refers to the sense of emotional oneness in a land of people 
belonging to diverse cultures.  

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Today, no country in the world can claim a single communal identity. Different 
communities live side by side in a state. All of them belong to the sam
together in peace and amity. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

National integration is of paramount importance for a vast country like India. India is a 
multi-lingual and multi-racial state. From time immemorial people of diverse 
communities, castes and religions have been living here peacefully. In fact, unity in 
diversity is the very strength of her civilization.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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NATIONAL INTEGRATION  
tember 13, 2015 By Prakash] 

refers to the sense of emotional oneness in a land of people 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________

Today, no country in the world can claim a single communal identity. Different 
communities live side by side in a state. All of them belong to the same nation and live 
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National integration is of paramount importance for a vast country like India. India is a 
racial state. From time immemorial people of diverse 
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diversity is the very strength of her civilization. 
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Religious intolerance disturbs the unity, integrity and solidarity of any nation. It must be 
stamped out at any cost. Besides, removal of poverty and casteism, restoration of moral and 
political sanity are the need of the hour.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

CASTEISM IN INDIA
                              [On July 21, 2015 By

There are many castes, sub-castes and communities in India. The 
is mainly divided among four classes, viz, the Brahmins, the kshatriyas, the Vaishyas, 
and the Sudras. The backward classes like
(Harijan) form a great chunk of our population.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Divided the Indian society: Casteism and untouchability are the most dangerous 
elements that have divided the great Indian society from the remote 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Hurdle for National growth and development: The caste
an effect iv e instrument of national growth, solidarity and development.

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Threat for National Integration: Casteism in 
cause of national integration. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Threat for democracy: Elctions which are the very essence of a democratic process are 
vitiated by casteism. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Conclusion: Removal of untouchability and doing away with narrow casteist feelings 
figure prominently in the Gandhian scheme of constructive programme.
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political sanity are the need of the hour. 
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CASTEISM IN INDIA  
By Amit Goel] 

castes and communities in India. The caste system in India 
is mainly divided among four classes, viz, the Brahmins, the kshatriyas, the Vaishyas, 

The backward classes like aboriginal tribes (Adivasi) and untouchables 
(Harijan) form a great chunk of our population. 
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Divided the Indian society: Casteism and untouchability are the most dangerous 
elements that have divided the great Indian society from the remote past. 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Hurdle for National growth and development: The caste-ridden society fails to become 
an effect iv e instrument of national growth, solidarity and development. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Threat for National Integration: Casteism in political spere is still more harmful to the 

________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Threat for democracy: Elctions which are the very essence of a democratic process are 

________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Conclusion: Removal of untouchability and doing away with narrow casteist feelings 
figure prominently in the Gandhian scheme of constructive programme. We took a vow 
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to root out the evils of caste system and untoucability from our soil. Hatred among 
different communities and castes shoul d be forthwith removed. Then only national 
integration will be a reality. 

____________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Poetry 

Books are what I like the best 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

They're not just toys like all the rest

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

That break, or get old, or don't want to play

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A book gets better every day. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sit down and open it - soon you'll find

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A whole new world jumps up in your mind,

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

People and places and all sorts of things 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dragons and princesses, goblins and kings,

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dinosaurs walking the earth like thunder,

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ancient Egyptians who make you wonder,

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Books about planets and space exploration,

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The truth about rocks, and the birth of our nation.

________________________________________________________________________

And perhaps the most interesting story of all

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

That tells of the Prince who is going to call,

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

And even a picture to show how he looks 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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      Now these are the things that I like about books.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Children’s Literature: 

One day Akbar became very ill. He had a terrible pain in his stomach, so he sent for 
the doctor. The doctor came at once, examined the King, and then said:
good medicine here. It will make you well again in 
bull's milk." 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The King was very surprised to hear this, for he had never heard of bull's milk. So he 
turned to the doctor and said: "I think there is no mistake. How is it possib
bull's milk." 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

"No, there is no mistake, Sire," replied
you. He is very clever; he can do anything."

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Now this doctor hated Birbal, for the latter did not like that he should take money 
from poor people for medicines which the King had asked him to 
cost. The doctor saw his chance. He thought this would be a good way of making 
trouble for Birbal. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

After the doctor had left, Akbar at once sent f
bull's milk, for the doctor wanted him to take the medicine with it.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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bull's milk, for the doctor wanted him to take the medicine with it. 
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One day Akbar became very ill. He had a terrible pain in his stomach, so he sent for 
I have a very 

no time, but you must take it with 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The King was very surprised to hear this, for he had never heard of bull's milk. So he 
le to get 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

the doctor. "Ask Birbal to get bull's milk for 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Now this doctor hated Birbal, for the latter did not like that he should take money 
give them free of 

cost. The doctor saw his chance. He thought this would be a good way of making 
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Birbal at once understood that the doctor was trying to make trouble for him.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"But how can a bull give milk ?" asked Birbal.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Akbar became angry. "I don't know," he said. "You must get it at once, for the doctor 
says that I must take the medicine only with bull's milk."

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Birbal knew that if he said more, the King would become all the more angry. So he 
bowed low, and left the palace. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

When he reached home, he ate his meal, and then sat thinking hard how to get bull's 
milk. His daughter, seeing Birbal looking so sa
first he would not tell her anything. But she begged him again and again to tell her, 
and at last he did. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"The King has asked me to get him bull's milk, or I shall be put to death."
______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Is that all, father ?" said the girl. "Don't worry about it. I'll soo
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

So Birbal left the matter to his daughter.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

When the night came, she collected some dirty clothes,
Jamuna, and chose a spot just beneath the King's bed
when everyone was asleep, she started washing the clothes. First she dipped the 
clothes in the river, then she beat them with a heavy stick. "Thud
noise of the stick. The King woke up and was very angry at the noise. He at once 
sent a guard to find out what that noise was.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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"But how can a bull give milk ?" asked Birbal. 
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Akbar became angry. "I don't know," he said. "You must get it at once, for the doctor 
says that I must take the medicine only with bull's milk." 
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Birbal knew that if he said more, the King would become all the more angry. So he 
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When he reached home, he ate his meal, and then sat thinking hard how to get bull's 
milk. His daughter, seeing Birbal looking so sad, -asked him what the matter was. At 
first he would not tell her anything. But she begged him again and again to tell her, 
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___________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

"The King has asked me to get him bull's milk, or I shall be put to death." 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

"Is that all, father ?" said the girl. "Don't worry about it. I'll soon put that right." 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

So Birbal left the matter to his daughter. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

When the night came, she collected some dirty clothes, went to the bank of the river 
Jamuna, and chose a spot just beneath the King's bed-room window. At midnight, 
when everyone was asleep, she started washing the clothes. First she dipped the 
clothes in the river, then she beat them with a heavy stick. "Thud, thud !" went the 
noise of the stick. The King woke up and was very angry at the noise. He at once 
sent a guard to find out what that noise was. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The guard went out and found a girl washing clothes on the bank of the river.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"What are you doing here ?" he shouted.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Can't you see ?" replied the girl. "I am washing clothes."
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Is this the time to wash clothes ? Who are you ?"
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"I am a girl" 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Whose daughter ?" 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"My father's," was the reply. 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Who is your father?" 
______________________________________________________________________

"My mother's husband." 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Don't try to be clever, my girl," said
deal with you himself." 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

So the girl was taken to the King. When the guard told the King how rudely the girl 
had replied, he became very angry. Turning to the girl, he said loudly, "Who are you 
? Why have you come to wash clothes beneath my bed

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The girl pretended to be afraid. "Sire," she said, "I had to wash clothes at night. My 
father gave birth to a son this afternoon. I could not wash the dirty clothes in the 
evening. So I have come to wash them at night Excuse me Sire."

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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evening. So I have come to wash them at night Excuse me Sire." 
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So the girl was taken to the King. When the guard told the King how rudely the girl 
had replied, he became very angry. Turning to the girl, he said loudly, "Who are you 
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The girl pretended to be afraid. "Sire," she said, "I had to wash clothes at night. My 
father gave birth to a son this afternoon. I could not wash the dirty clothes in the 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Nonsense, you silly girl !" cried the King. "You are trying to make a fool of me. 
Who ever heard of a man having a baby ?"

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Well, your Majesty'', replied the girl, "who ever heard of a bull giving milk ?"
_______________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Akbar at once understood what the girl meant. He smiled and asked the girl, "Ar
you the daughter of Birbal ?" 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

"Yes, Sire, I am his daughter," replied the girl.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Akbar was very pleased with the girl's cleverness and courage. Turning to the girl, he 
said: "Well, go and tell your father that Akbar has received the 
given to the baby that Birbal has had."

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

"But, Sire, how will my father believe me 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

"I will give you in writing," said the King.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Akbar at once took a piece of paper and wrote
your daughter has been received. I am sending it back to you to feed the baby that 
you have had." 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

He then signed it, and gave it to the girl.

The girl thanked the King and returned home with the paper. Birbal laughed heartily 
when his daughter told him the whole story and showed him the paper signed by 
Akbar. Birbal never knew that his daughter was so clever !

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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"Nonsense, you silly girl !" cried the King. "You are trying to make a fool of me. 
Who ever heard of a man having a baby ?" 
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"Well, your Majesty'', replied the girl, "who ever heard of a bull giving milk ?" 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Akbar at once understood what the girl meant. He smiled and asked the girl, "Aren't 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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"Yes, Sire, I am his daughter," replied the girl. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Akbar was very pleased with the girl's cleverness and courage. Turning to the girl, he 
"Well, go and tell your father that Akbar has received the bull's milk. It is to be 

given to the baby that Birbal has had." 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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"But, Sire, how will my father believe me ?" said the girl, boldly. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

"I will give you in writing," said the King. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Akbar at once took a piece of paper and wrote on it: "The bull's milk sent through 
your daughter has been received. I am sending it back to you to feed the baby that 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

and gave it to the girl. 

The girl thanked the King and returned home with the paper. Birbal laughed heartily 
when his daughter told him the whole story and showed him the paper signed by 
Akbar. Birbal never knew that his daughter was so clever ! 
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The girl thanked the King and returned home with the paper. Birbal laughed heartily 
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Biography 

                          Buddha (c. 500s B.C.E.)
                                       http://www.iep.utm.edu/buddha/

The historical Buddha, also known as Gotama Buddha, Siddh
Gautama, and Buddha 
Nepalese region of Terai, near the Indian border. He is one 

most important Asian thinkers and spiritual masters of all time, and he contributed to 
many areas of philosophy, including epistemology, metaphysics and ethics. The 
Buddha’s teaching formed the foundation for Buddhist philosophy, initially 
developed in South Asia, then later in the rest of Asia. Buddhism and Buddhist 
philosophy now have a global following.
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

 

In epistemology, the Buddha seeks a middle way between the extremes of 
dogmatism and skepticism, emphasizing personal experience, a pragmatic attitude, 
and the use of critical thinking toward all types of knowledge. In ethics, the Buddha 
proposes a threefold understanding of action: mental, verbal, and bodily. In 
metaphysics, the Buddha argues that 
everything dependently arises from or upon something else. 
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Buddha (c. 500s B.C.E.) 
http://www.iep.utm.edu/buddha/ 

The historical Buddha, also known as Gotama Buddha, Siddhārtha     
Gautama, and Buddha Śākyamuni, was born in Lumbini, in the 
Nepalese region of Terai, near the Indian border. He is one of the  

most important Asian thinkers and spiritual masters of all time, and he contributed to 
many areas of philosophy, including epistemology, metaphysics and ethics. The 
Buddha’s teaching formed the foundation for Buddhist philosophy, initially 

d in South Asia, then later in the rest of Asia. Buddhism and Buddhist 
philosophy now have a global following. 
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, the Buddha seeks a middle way between the extremes of 
, emphasizing personal experience, a pragmatic attitude, 

and the use of critical thinking toward all types of knowledge. In ethics, the Buddha 
proposes a threefold understanding of action: mental, verbal, and bodily. In 
metaphysics, the Buddha argues that there are no self-caused entities, and that 
everything dependently arises from or upon something else.  
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This allows the Buddha to provide a criticism of souls and
criticism forms the foundation for his views about the reality of rebirth and an 
ultimate liberated state called “Nirvana.” Nirvana is not primarily an absolute reality 
beyond or behind the universe but rather a special state of mind in which
causes and conditions responsible for rebirth and suffering have been eliminated. In 
philosophical anthropology, the Buddha explains human identity without a 
permanent and substantial self.  

________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The doctrine of non-self, however, does not imply the absolute inexistence of any 
type of self whatsoever, but is compatible with a conventional
psycho-physical aggregates, although all of them are unsubstantial and impermanent. 
Selves are thus conceived as evolving processes causally 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan (1888

 As an academic, philosopher, and statesman, Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishnan (1888
influential Indian thinkers in academic circles in the 20th century. 
Throughout  his  life 

sought to define, defend, and promulgate his religion, a religion he variously 
identified as Hinduism, Vedanta, and the religion of the Spirit. 
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This allows the Buddha to provide a criticism of souls and personal identity; that 
criticism forms the foundation for his views about the reality of rebirth and an 
ultimate liberated state called “Nirvana.” Nirvana is not primarily an absolute reality 
beyond or behind the universe but rather a special state of mind in which all the 
causes and conditions responsible for rebirth and suffering have been eliminated. In 
philosophical anthropology, the Buddha explains human identity without a 
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self, however, does not imply the absolute inexistence of any 
ever, but is compatible with a conventional self composed of five 

physical aggregates, although all of them are unsubstantial and impermanent. 
Selves are thus conceived as evolving processes causally constrained by their past. 
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Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan (1888—1975) 

As an academic, philosopher, and statesman, Sarvepalli 
Radhakrishnan (1888-1975) was one of the most recognized and 
influential Indian thinkers in academic circles in the 20th century. 
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As an academic, philosopher, and statesman, Sarvepalli 
1975) was one of the most recognized and 

influential Indian thinkers in academic circles in the 20th century. 
Radhakrishnan  

sought to define, defend, and promulgate his religion, a religion he variously 
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

He sought to demonstrate that his Hinduism was both philosophically coherent and 
ethically viable. Radhakrishnan's concern for experience and his extensive 
knowledge of the Western philosophical and literary traditions has earned him the 
reputation of being a bridge-builder between India and the West. He often appears to 
feel at home in the Indian as well as the Western philosophical contexts, and draws 
from both Western and Indian sources throughout his writing. Because of this, 
Radhakrishnan has been held up in academic circles as a representative of Hinduism 
to the West. His lengthy writing career and h
influential in shaping the West's understanding of Hinduism, India, and the East.
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He sought to demonstrate that his Hinduism was both philosophically coherent and 
dhakrishnan's concern for experience and his extensive 

knowledge of the Western philosophical and literary traditions has earned him the 
builder between India and the West. He often appears to 

as the Western philosophical contexts, and draws 
from both Western and Indian sources throughout his writing. Because of this, 
Radhakrishnan has been held up in academic circles as a representative of Hinduism 
to the West. His lengthy writing career and his many published works have been 
influential in shaping the West's understanding of Hinduism, India, and the East. 
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